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This dissertation examines two broad topics – emission line properties

of active galactic nuclei (AGN) and the effect of hands-on, integrated sci-

ence courses on student understanding of astronomy. To investigate trends

in overall properties of emission lines in AGN, we apply principal component

analysis (PCA) to the fluxes in the Hβ - [O III] region of a sample of 9046

spectroscopically-identified broad-line AGN from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey

(SDSS) Data Release 5 with a redshift range of 0.1 < z < 0.56. After perform-

ing independent spectral PCA on subsets defined effectively by their [O III]

equivalent width (EW), we find only the weakest [O III] objects retain the

optical Fe II - [O III] anticorrelation and the correlation of EW[OIII] with Hβ

linewidth that have previously been found in high-luminosity AGN. The ob-

jects with strongest EW[OIII] do not differ from the entire data set significantly
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in other spectral and derived properties, such as luminosity, redshift, emission

line shapes, Eddington ratio, continuum slope, and radio properties. However,

our findings are consistent with previous suggestions that [O III] emission is

primarily a function of covering factor of the narrow-line region. To investi-

gate the other side of the Fe II - [O III] anticorrelation, we examine the effect

of changes in the gas-phase abundance of Fe on observed variation in Fe ii.

Using AGN spectra from the SDSS in the redshift range of 0.2 < z < 0.35,

we measure the Fe/Ne abundance of the narrow-line region (NLR) using the

[Fe vii]/[Ne v] line intensity ratio. We find no significant difference in the

abundance of Fe relative to Ne in the NLR as a function of Fe ii/Hβ. How-

ever, the [N ii]/[S ii] ratio increases by a factor of 2 with increasing Fe ii

strength. This indicates a trend in N/S abundance ratio, and by implication

in the overall metallicity of the NLR gas, with increasing Fe ii strength. We

propose that the wide range of Fe ii strength in AGN largely results from the

selective depletion of Fe into grains in the low ionization portion of the broad-

line region. We utilize photoionization models to show that the strength of the

optical Fe ii lines varies almost linearly with gas-phase Fe abundance, while the

ultraviolet Fe ii strength varies more weakly, as seen observationally. After ex-

amining the emission line properties of large samples of fairly typical AGN, we

investigated the newly expanded regime of low-mass AGN (MBH
<∼ 106M⊙)

with respect to their emission line properties at a smaller scale. We utilize

the high spectral resolution and small aperture of our Keck data of 27 low-

mass AGN, taken with the Echellette Spectrograph and Imager, to isolate the
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NLRs of these low-mass black holes. Some of these low-luminosity objects

plausibly represent examples of the low-metallicity AGN described by Groves

et al. (2006), based on their [N II]/Hα ratios and their consistency with the

Kewley & Ellison (2008) mass-metallicity relation. We also find that these

low-mass AGN have steeper UV continuum slopes than more-massive AGN

based on their He II/Hβ ratio. Overall, NLR emission lines in these low-mass

AGN exhibit trends similar to those seen in AGN with higher-mass BHs, such

as increasing blueshifts and broadening with increasing ionization potential.

Additionally, we see evidence of an intermediate line region whose intensity

correlates with L/LEdd in these objects, as seen in higher-mass AGN. We high-

light the interesting trend that, at least in these low-mass BHs, the [O III] EW

is highest in symmetric NLR lines with no blue wing. This trend of increasing

[O III] EW with line symmetry could be explained by a high covering factor

of lower ionization gas in the NLR.

We also investigate effective methods for teaching astronomy and con-

nections between astronomical topics in student learning and understanding.

After developing the curriculum for a hands-on, learner-centered astronomy

course (Hands-on-Science, hereafter HoS) aimed at pre-service elementary

teachers, we measure student performance in HoS compared to traditional,

large lecture courses (hereafter Astro101). We utilize distractor-driven multi-

ple choice assessments in order to quantitatively assess student understanding

and evaluate the persistence or correction of common misconceptions in as-

tronomy. We find that for the topics included in the HoS curriculum, HoS
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students have a higher average post-test score, and higher normalized gains,

than the Astro101 students. We cannot pinpoint the exact cause of this stu-

dent achievement because of the multitude of nontraditional practices incor-

porated into the HoS implementation. Increased time-on-task, a classroom

environment structured around student discussion, or focus on conceptual un-

derstanding could each be key factors in the high achievement of HoS students.

We conclude that the HoS students are better prepared in astronomy for their

future careers as elementary school teachers by HoS courses than they would

have been in traditional, introductory astronomy courses. When we compare

directly between topics covered in both HoS and Astro101, we find that HoS

students have normalized gains that are a factor of ∼ 2 − 4 higher than those

of Astro101 students. Therefore, we conclude that curricula similar to the

HoS approach would benefit Astro101 students as well, particularly for topics

which are most impacted by the HoS method, such as Moon phases and sea-

sons. Lastly, a PCA of the changes in HoS student scores reveals that there

is very little systematic student variation apart from the trends apparent in

the mean changes in the sample. Thus, we do not find groupings of questions

that some subsets of students systematically learn more readily than others.

Another way to interpret this result is that the HoS curriculum and methodol-

ogy indiscriminately help all kinds of pre-service elementary teachers, despite

presumptive differences in their own learning styles and strengths.
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Preface

As an exciting topic beloved by the public, astronomy is uniquely suited

to expand and energize the public’s view and understanding of science as a

whole. Therefore, to be truly successful as an astronomer, one needs to push

forward the boundaries of human knowledge with research, as well as share

astronomical discoveries with the public. This dissertation details the author’s

attempt to meet both of these goals. In addition to adding to the body of

astronomical knowledge with original research in the field of active galactic

nuclei, she embraces the imperative for better communication and education

in science, particularly astronomy, by performing research on the best practices

for teaching and learning commonly-taught astronomy topics.

Within the field of astronomy, scientists’ knowledge of the organization

of the universe hinges on understanding the behavior of galaxies. Galaxies rep-

resent the building blocks of the universe. Large-scale structure and evolution

is driven by their behavior and interaction, which are often directly affected by

their central supermassive black holes (BHs). When actively accreting, these

supermassive black holes and the surrounding gas are known as active galactic

nuclei (AGN). These BHs are extremely massive (typically from 106–109 M⊙),

so they acquire large accretion disks that emit blackbody radiation. Because

of the large scale of these objects, they are the most powerful continuously-
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emitting light sources in the universe. Thus, AGN enable us to study galaxies

at extreme distances (z > 7) and probe the evolutionary history of the universe

as a whole.

AGN display a diverse set of observed properties. They reside in host

galaxies of many morphologies, and have a range of radio luminosities and

x-ray spectra. There are obscured AGN, known as Type II AGN, that exhibit

only narrow forbidden emission lines emerging from the narrow line region

(NLR), with scales >∼ 100 pcs. Also, there are broad-line AGN that exhibit

both NLR emission and broad ( >∼ 1000 km s−1) emission lines from the broad

line region (BLR) with scales of light days. There is great variation in the

strengths, shapes, and widths of emission lines. This diversity provides many

opportunities for investigating the physics at work in these systems.

To investigate trends in overall properties of emission lines in AGN, we

apply principal component analysis (PCA) to the fluxes in the Hβ - [O III] re-

gion of a sample of 9046 spectroscopically-identified broad-line AGN from the

Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) Data Release 5 with a redshift range of 0.1 <

z < 0.56. This sample extends the small sample of quasars investigated by

Boroson & Green (1992) to lower luminosities and much larger numbers. Boro-

son & Green (1992) discovered the so-called eigenvector 1 (EV1): AGN exhibit

an anticorrelation between [O III] λ5007 and optical Fe II emission, coupled

with the width of broad-line Hβ, such that stronger [O III] corresponds to

broader Hβ and weaker Fe II. These relationships were the dominant source of

spectrum-to-spectrum variation among their objects. We find that our sample
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has an even larger range of NLR emission line strengths that dominate varia-

tions in the broad-line spectra and cause relationships among the components.

The data of such samples are poorly described by linear relationships, so we

conclude that the principal components of such an analysis cannot be directly

interpreted in a physically meaningful way. To investigate further, we divide

our data set into three subsets, defined effectively by their [O III] equivalent

width (EW). After performing independent spectral PCA on each subset, we

find that BG92’s EV1 is less important in describing the dominant variations

of a broad-line AGN in our sample. One third of our data set does not behave

according to eigenvector 1 expectations. Only the weakest [O III] objects re-

tain the optical Fe II - [O III] anticorrelation and the correlation of EW[OIII]

with Hβ linewidth. The principal component representing these relationships

is no longer dominant but drops to the third source of spectrum-to-spectrum

variation. Our results demonstrate that the relationship between the broad-

and narrow-line regions is more complex than suggested by early eigenvector

analysis. The objects with strongest EW[OIII] do not differ from the entire

data set significantly in other spectral and derived properties, such as lumi-

nosity, redshift, emission line shapes, Eddington ratio, continuum slope, and

radio properties. However, our findings are consistent with previous sugges-

tions that [O III] emission is primarily a function of covering factor of the

narrow-line region. Orientation may also be a significant contributor to large

EW[OIII]. The author of this dissertation was the primary researcher on this

project and first author on the paper supervised by Beverly J. Wills.
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While variation in [O III] is a large part of the traditional EV1, Fe II

is the other major factor defining EV1. AGN have Fe ii emission from the

BLR that differs greatly in strength from object to object. We posit that one

possible cause for the observed variation in Fe II strengths is variations in

the gas-phase abundance of iron. Using AGN spectra from the SDSS in the

redshift range of 0.2 < z < 0.35, we measure the Fe/Ne abundance of the NLR

using the [Fe vii]/[Ne v] line intensity ratio. We find no significant difference

in the abundance of Fe relative to Ne in the NLR as a function of Fe ii/Hβ.

However, the [N ii]/[S ii] ratio increases by a factor of 2 with increasing Fe ii

strength. This indicates a trend in N/S abundance ratio, and by implication

in the overall metallicity of the NLR gas, with increasing Fe ii strength. We

propose that the wide range of Fe ii strength in AGN largely results from

the selective depletion of Fe into grains in the low ionization portion of the

BLR. Photoionization models show that the strength of the optical Fe ii lines

varies almost linearly with gas-phase Fe abundance, while the ultraviolet Fe ii

strength varies more weakly. Interstellar depletions of Fe can be as large as

two orders of magnitude, sufficient to explain the wide range of optical Fe ii

strength in AGN. This picture is consistent with the similarity of the BLR

radius to the dust sublimation radius and with indications of Fe ii-emitting

gas flowing inwards from the dusty torus. The author of this dissertation

contributed to the data analysis of this project and to the development of the

manuscript of this paper as second author.

After examining the emission line properties of large samples of fairly
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typical AGN, the newly expanded regime of low-mass AGN (MBH
<∼ 106M⊙)

was ripe for investigation of these and other emission line properties at a

smaller scale. We utilize the high spectral resolution and small aperture

of our Keck data of 27 low-mass AGN, taken with the Echellette Spectro-

graph and Imager, to isolate the NLRs of these low-mass BHs. We investi-

gate their emission-line properties and compare them with those of AGN with

higher-mass BHs. While we are unable to determine absolute metallicities,

some of these low-luminosity objects plausibly represent examples of the low-

metallicity AGN described by Groves et al. (2006), based on their [N II]/Hα

ratios and their consistency with the Kewley & Ellison (2008) mass-metallicity

relation. We also find that these low-mass AGN have steeper UV continuum

slopes than more-massive AGN based on their He II/Hβ ratio. Overall, NLR

emission lines in these low-mass AGN exhibit trends similar to those seen in

AGN with higher-mass BHs, such as increasing blueshifts and broadening with

increasing ionization potential. Additionally, we see evidence of an interme-

diate line region whose intensity correlates with L/LEdd in these objects, as

seen in higher-mass AGN. We highlight the interesting trend that, at least in

these low-mass BHs, the [O III] EW is highest in symmetric NLR lines with no

blue wing. This trend of increasing [O III] EW with line symmetry could be

explained by a high covering factor of lower ionization gas in the NLR. Overall,

these low-mass AGN preserve many well-known trends in the structure of the

NLR, while exhibiting steeper ionizing continuum slopes and somewhat lower

gas-phase metallicities that correspond to their low-mass hosts. The author of
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this dissertation was the primary researcher on this project and lead author of

the manuscript. This project was supervised by Jenny E. Greene, while coau-

thors Aaron J. Barth and Luis C. Ho took and reduced the data and added

many helpful comments to the development of the manuscript.

Concurrent with research into the behavior of emission lines in AGN,

the author pursued her compelling interest in astronomy education. While

academic research into fundamental questions is commonplace, using research

to inform instruction decisions is far less common. Yet, why should instruc-

tors design and conduct courses based only on trial-and-error and anecdotal

evidence of effective methods and content? In much the same way that we can

garner understanding of AGN through systematic research, so we can also gain

better understanding of methods and concepts most useful and rewarding to

teach. The author directed this motivation into research on effective methods

for teaching astronomy and connections between astronomical topics in stu-

dent learning and understanding. Because this is a somewhat non-traditional

path through graduate school within the Department of Astronomy at UT,

the following recounts the evolution of the author’s involvement in education-

related projects in an attempt to provide a reference for future students seeking

similarly non-traditional paths.

Upon entering the University of Texas in Fall 2006, the author immedi-

ately became involved in the development of elementary and high school-level

activities for use by McDonald Observatory. Over the course of the follow-

ing two years she participated in multiple outreach projects both within the
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department, such as Project ASTRO, and without, including judging student

science fairs and making local classroom visits. In addition to participating

in education and outreach projects, she actively worked to improve her abil-

ity as a teacher by taking a course on best practices and resources in teaching

(AST 398T) and participating in multiple professional development workshops,

such as those offered by the Center for Astronomy Education1. This profes-

sional development served her well in the following semesters when she served

as a teaching assistant (TA) for such classes as Introduction to Astronomy

(2 semesters) and Extraterrestrial Life (3 semesters). Because of her desire to

gain more direct teaching experience, she spent a semester as a TA for the Sig-

nature Course version of Extraterrestrial Life, which represented a significant

increase in responsibilities compared to a typical TA assignment, including

leading three weekly hour-long discussion sections and preparing materials to

supplement the curriculum and foster student participation.

In 2009, the author had an opportunity to participate in the devel-

opment of an integrated, guided-inquiry curriculum for elementary education

majors at UT Austin, known as the Hands-on-Science (HoS) program. In par-

ticular, she focused on the curriculum for the semester-long astronomy and

Earth science course from the very first stages of its development. She was

responsible for determining relevant topics to include, based on national and

state education standards, finding and incorporating existing hands-on activ-

ities, while writing and editing the bulk of the curriculum, with help from

1http://astronomy101.jpl.nasa.gov
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co-authors Sacha Kopp and Antonia Chimonidou. To implement this curricu-

lum the author became an Assistant Instructor and served as the instructor of

record for this course for three semesters, in addition to serving as the instruc-

tor of HoS Physics for an additional semester. In order to quantitatively de-

termine the effectiveness of the HoS astronomy curriculum, the author turned

her research abilities toward this new challenge.

The HoS curriculum has one goal – to prepare pre-service elementary

teachers in science content while modeling effective teaching strategies. To

ascertain the effectiveness of this curriculum, we compare the learning gains

made by HoS students to those of students from traditional, large lecture

courses (hereafter Astro101). Because these Astro101 courses are the primary

alternative to the HoS sequence, they represent a fair comparison for the out-

comes that HoS students would have had. We measure student performance

via distractor-driven multiple choice assessments, in order to quantitatively

assess student understanding and evaluate the persistence or correction of

common misconceptions in astronomy. As part of this investigation, we per-

form similar statistical analyses to those used in the previously discussed AGN

research, including PCA. We conclude that for the topics included in the HoS

curriculum, HoS students outperform their counterparts in traditional classes.

We cannot pinpoint the exact cause of this student achievement because of the

multitude of nontraditional practices incorporated into the HoS implemen-

tation. Increased time-on-task, a classroom environment structured around

student discussion, or focus on conceptual understanding could each be key
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factors in the high achievement of HoS students. Based on this result, we con-

clude that the HoS students are better prepared in astronomy for their future

careers as elementary school teachers by HoS courses than they would have

been in traditional, introductory astronomy courses.

Many of the topics taught in Astro101 are represented in the HoS cur-

riculum, so we directly compare the effectiveness of the new curriculum with

Astro101 classes for overlapping topics, where HoS students still outperform

their Astro101 counterparts. Despite our inability to isolate a single cause

for the differences in student outcomes, we conclude that for several common

Astro101 topics, including Moon phases and seasons, students require some

combination of the factors that are part of the HoS methodology to show

meaningful increases in understanding. There is a constant debate as to which

topics are most appropriate to an Astro101 course (Pasachoff, 2002a,b; Sadler,

2001). The implication of this research is that historically difficult topics such

as Moon phases and seasons require extra attention within a course framework

for students to effectively learn the material. It is possible that instructors

and students of Astro101 courses would be better served if these courses were

changed in order to teach these topics in a more effective manner or if these

topics were removed entirely, thus enabling the instructors to spend more time

on other, more exciting topics.

We would also like to pinpoint differences in the ways that students

learn about the various astronomy topics. To this end, we perform a PCA on

the changes in HoS student scores, which reveals that there is very little sys-
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tematic student variation apart from the trends apparent in the mean changes

in the sample. Thus, we do not find groupings of questions that some subsets

of students systematically learn more readily than others. Another way to

interpret this result is that the HoS curriculum and methodology indiscrimi-

nately help all manner of pre-service elementary teachers, despite presumptive

differences in their own learning styles and strengths.

The majority of this dissertation is drawn, sometimes verbatim, from

published or submitted journal articles. Chapter 1 is drawn entirely from Lud-

wig et al. (2009) and details the investigation of strong [O III] objects within

a large sample of SDSS AGN. Chapter 2 focuses on the role of the total and

gas-phase iron abundance in determining Fe ii strength, in the context of EV1,

and represents material from Shields et al. (2010). Chapter 3 includes high-

resolution spectroscopic observations of 27 AGN with some of the lowest BH

masses known, focusing particularly on their emission line properties in com-

parison to AGN with more-massive BHs. This chapter is drawn from work

presented in Ludwig et al. (2012, submitted to the Astrophysical Journal).

Chapter 4 encompasses the comparison of student outcomes using different

teaching methodology and curriculum and presents correlations between stu-

dent understanding of several astronomical topics. This chapter represents

original work that has not appeared in other publications at this time.
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Chapter 1

Strong [O III] Objects Among SDSS

Broad-Line Active Galaxies

Boroson & Green (1992) discovered the so-called eigenvector 1: active

galactic nuclei (AGN) exhibit an anticorrelation between [O III] λ5007 and

optical Fe II emission, coupled with the width of broad-line Hβ, such that

stronger [O III] corresponds to broader Hβ and weaker Fe II. These relation-

ships were the dominant source of spectrum-to-spectrum variation among their

objects. We apply principal component analysis (PCA) to the fluxes in the

Hβ - [O III] region of a sample of 9046 spectroscopically-identified broad-line

AGN from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 5 with a redshift range of

0.1 < z < 0.56. This sample extends the small sample of quasars investigated

by BG92 to lower luminosities and much larger numbers. We find that our

sample has an even larger range of NLR emission line strengths that dominate

variations in the broad-line spectra and cause relationships among the compo-

nents. The data of such samples are poorly described by linear relationships,

so we conclude that the principal components of such an analysis cannot be

directly interpreted in a physically meaningful way. To investigate further,

we divide our data set into three subsets, defined effectively by their [O III]

equivalent width. After performing independent SPCA on each subset, we
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find that BG92’s EV1 is less important in describing the dominant variations

of a broad-line AGN in our sample. One third of our data set does not behave

according to eigenvector 1 expectations. Only the weakest [O III] objects re-

tain the optical Fe II - [O III] anticorrelation and the correlation of EW[OIII]

with Hβ linewidth. The principal component representing these relationships

is no longer dominant but drops to the third source of spectrum-to-spectrum

variation. Our results demonstrate that the relationship between the broad-

and narrow-line regions is more complex than suggested by early eigenvector

analysis. The objects with strongest EW[OIII] do not differ from the entire

data set significantly in other spectral and derived properties, such as lumi-

nosity, redshift, emission line shapes, Eddington ratio, continuum slope, and

radio properties. However, our findings are consistent with previous sugges-

tions that [O III] emission is primarily a function of covering factor of the

narrow-line region. Orientation may also be a significant contributor to large

EW[OIII].

1.1 Introduction

Active galactic nuclei (AGN) display an incredibly diverse set of ob-

served properties. They reside in host galaxies of many morphologies, and

have a range of radio luminosities and x-ray spectra. There are obscured

AGN, known as Type II AGN, that exhibit only narrow forbidden emission

lines emerging from the narrow line region (NLR), with scales >∼ 100 pcs.

Also, there are broad-line AGN that exhibit both NLR emission and broad
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(> 1000 km/s) emission lines from the broad line region (BLR) with scales

of light days. There is great variation in the strengths, shapes, and widths

of emission lines. This diversity provides many opportunities for investigating

the physics at work in these systems.

A powerful tool for studying AGN phenomenology is principal com-

ponent analysis (PCA). PCA solves for the eigenvectors, or most dominant

relationships, within a set of parameters. Boroson & Green (1992), hereafter

BG92, performed a principal component analysis on a sample of z < 0.5

quasars from the Palomar-Green Bright Quasar Survey (BQS; Schmidt &

Green, 1983), a UV-selected, largely unresolved sample of quasars. Spectral

parameters that they used in the PCA included the the EW and FWHM of

Hβ, optical Fe II, [O III] λ5007, and He II λ4686; ratios of the EWs of op-

tical Fe II, [O III], and He II relative to Hβ; and magnitude and peak flux

of [O III] relative to Hβ, absolute magnitude, optical-to-X-ray spectral slope

(αox), radio-loudness, and line shift, shape, and asymmetry of Hβ. The eigen-

vector that distinguished most quasars from one another was the anticorre-

lation between the broad-line Fe II strength relative to broad Hβ versus the

peak flux of [O III]. They found a second eigenvector that correlated optical

luminosity L, He II, and αox.

The BG92 anticorrelation between Fe II/Hβ and [O III]/Hβ, called

eigenvector 1 (EV1), revealed a tie between the BLR and NLR, even though

these regions occupy very different physical scales. At one end of this rela-

tionship lie narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxies (NLS1; Osterbrock & Pogge, 1985),
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with relatively narrow broad lines, strong Fe II/Hβ, weak [O III]/Hβ, quiet

radio emission, and a steep slope between the x-ray and optical continuum. At

the other end of EV1 lie radio galaxies with broad (> 4000 km/s) BLR emis-

sion, strong [O III]/Hβ, very little Fe II, and flat slopes between the optical

and x-ray regions.

EV1 includes a correlation with the linewidth of Hβ (Boller et al., 1996),

which is used to estimate virial black hole masses. This led to the idea that

EV1 could be driven by black hole mass (MBH) or Eddington ratio (Lbol/LEdd;

BG92, Laor et al., 1997), so that high accretion ratios correspond to the NLS1

end of EV1. A correlation with Lbol/LEdd also provides an explanation for the

observed x-ray properties in AGN such that a higher accretion state, or higher

Lbol/LEdd, causes the accretion disk to become thicker and produce more soft

x-rays (e.g. Grupe, 2004). Physically, this thicker disk could be related to disk

outflows that additionally excite Fe II (Collin & Joly, 2000). It is also possible

that the covering factor is higher for the BLR in strong Fe II objects, resulting

in less continuum reaching the NLR gas, which would explain the Fe II - [O III]

anticorrelation.

Over time, many parameters have been examined for correlations with

EV1, such as the slope of the x-ray spectrum (Laor et al., 1994, 1997; Pounds

et al., 1995), black hole mass and Lbol/LEdd or L/M (Laor et al., 1994, 1997;

Boroson & Green, 1992; Boroson, 2002; Marziani et al., 2003b), radio proper-

ties (Boroson, 2002) and the Fe II emission (Shang et al., 2003). Also, many

authors have utilized PCA to analyze correlations among measured quantities
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(Grupe, 2004; Hamilton et al., 2008), or used PCA to find and investigate out-

liers with unusual properties (Francis & Wills, 1999). Still others have chosen

to apply a PCA directly to the spectra (Brotherton et al., 1994; Shang et al.,

2003; Yip et al., 2004). These investigations have provided important insights,

but we still lack a complete physical understanding of the processes at work

in the AGN causing a connection between the inner BLR and the far-ranging

NLR.

The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al., 2000) has provided

an immense data set of broad-line AGN spectra that can be useful for un-

derstanding whether the BG92 EV1 relationships persist in large samples.

The SDSS is especially appropriate: large samples with well-defined selection

criteria, larger luminosity ranges with reasonable completeness, and better

spectral resolution than has been available for most broad-line AGN samples

in the past. The sheer number of objects also provides a greater diversity of

broad-line AGN properties available for study. From such a large sample, we

can also identify extreme objects for further study. In this paper we report an

SPCA of broad-line AGN from the SDSS.

In § 1.2 we discuss our sample and SPCA methodology. In § 1.3 we

present the results of performing SPCA on our data set, and show that severe

non-linearity among eigenvectors preclude a direct interpretation of them. We

circumvent this by dividing the sample into three subsets. In § 1.4 we in-

vestigate the differences between our work and that of BG92. In § 1.5, we

discuss properties of our most extreme subset, the strong NLR objects, and
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examine possible reasons for their extraordinarily strong [O III] emission. We

find that high covering factors could be a plausible explanation for the strong

NLR emission. We present a summary of our results in § 1.6.

All luminosities in this paper were calculated using the cosmological

parameters H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7.

1.2 Methodology

1.2.1 Sample Definition and Measurements

We selected a large sample of broad-line AGN spectra from the SDSS

Data Release 5 (DR5; Adelman-McCarthy et al., 2007; York et al., 2000;

Stoughton et al., 2002). The broad-line AGN in SDSS are selected by two

primary methods. First, as part of the AGN search within SDSS, objects were

targeted for spectroscopy by a photometric color selection above a limiting

magnitude of i < 19.1 (Richards et al., 2002). Second, serendipitous ob-

jects were targeted for other searches within SDSS, such as the galaxy search

(Strauss et al., 2002; Eisenstein et al., 2001), but after the spectra were cross-

correlated with the SDSS quasar template spectrum, they were identified as

quasars if they showed broad emission lines.

We obtained our sample and spectral measurements from Salviander

et al. (2007), whose catalog has since been extended to DR5. We selected

all the DR5 objects with spectral coverage of the rest-frame region 4000–

6000 Å on which we performed the SPCA. This selection includes Fe II and

[O III] in the observed wavelength range of SDSS. We chose not to extend this
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wavelength region further to the red because it would result in a more severe

redshift restriction, nor to the blue because we wanted to compare directly

with BG92 and they did not use data blueward of 4000 Å for their sample.

This limited our sample to the redshift range z < 0.56. We also chose to

exclude objects with z < 0.1 to reduce the complications of fitting the host

galaxy continuua in low luminosity AGN. There are 12040 quasars in SDSS

DR5 with 0.1 < z < 0.56. For consistency, all redshifts used in this paper are

the SDSS DR5 spectroscopic redshifts derived from template matching rather

than the Salviander et al. redshifts derived from line fitting.

Salviander et al. fitted the spectra in the wavelength region 4500–5500

Å with a power law, Fe II pseudocontinuum derived from the Marziani et al.

(2003a) template, the narrow-line [O III] λλ4960, 5008, and narrow and broad

Hβ. Note there was no fit of the host galaxy continuum. The [O III] line ratios

were fixed to their laboratory value of 1:3 for the [O III] λ4960 and λ5008 lines

respectively, and all wavelengths were fixed to their vacuum values as well.

The narrow component of Hβ was fixed to the same redshift and line profile

as the [O III] line with 10% of the flux. The broad component of Hβ was

allowed to vary independently. The emission lines were all fitted using Gauss-

Hermite polynomials, which allow straightforward interpretation of line shapes

and asymmetries. The measurements include L5100, which is λLλ at 5100 Å,

rest-frame EWFeII, and the line-shape, rest-frame EW , integrated line flux,

and FWHM for each of the emission lines. The fitting procedure is described

in more detail in Salviander et al.
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We decided to be more conservative in our sample selection than Sal-

viander et al. by excluding Type II AGN from our sample. To do this, we

conservatively eliminated objects with FWHM of broad Hβ < 2000 km/s,

where the FWHM was determined after subtraction of the narrow Hβ compo-

nent. We compared the results of performing an SPCA on this sample with

a sample including objects with FWHM Hβ as low as 1050 km/s and found

that our results were robust. The linewidth cut reduced the sample to 9362

objects.

Lastly, we eliminated the objects with a failed fit of the Hβ broad line,

since we wished to compare spectral properties among our objects. In general,

the fits failed when the spectrum had low S/N, absence of the broad line, or

cosmetic defects such as cosmic rays. This cut removes only 316 objects, or

3% of the sample. Our final data set consisted of 9046 objects.

Our sample contains objects targeted as galaxies or for various “serendip-

itous” reasons. We found that 88% of our sample were primarily targeted as

quasars of some sort. The very low luminosity objects were generally targeted

as galaxies, but this represents only 0.4% of the total sample. Only 4% of

our sample were targeted as serendipitous objects, but these do not have un-

usual principal component properties (see below), so we do not consider them

to be the cause of our differences with BG92. The other 7.6% were targeted

primarily for an assortment of other reasons, including ROSAT and FIRST

detections, blue stars, etc.
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1.2.2 SPCA Procedure

PCA is a powerful tool for analyzing astronomical phenomena because

it may allow the user to take a sample described by possibly thousands of

discrete quantities and reduce them to only few principal components. For

most quasars in particular it has been shown (Francis et al., 1992; Yip et al.,

2004) that only a handful of components are required to reproduce the vast

majority of quasar-to-quasar spectral differences.

SPCA solves for orthogonal eigenvectors, or principal components (PCs),

among the wavelength bins in the original sample of spectra. One benefit of

SPCA is that there is no need to extract measured quantities from the spectra,

so there are no added uncertainties from continuum estimation or fitting er-

rors. This is especially important where some spectra may not have sufficient

signal-to-noise to measure line parameters. The spectrum-to-spectrum noise

in the results are reduced by the large numbers of SDSS spectra that we are

able to investigate.

The resulting PCs from SPCA encompass the correlations characteriz-

ing the maximum spectrum-to-spectrum variation in the sample, in order of

importance. These components are not typical spectra, with flux versus wave-

length, but are representations of how wavelength regions correlate with one

another (Cλ). Positive correlations between wavelength regions have the same

sign of Cλ, while anticorrelations appear with opposite signs. Also note that

because the PCs are orthogonal, the correlations in each PC are independent

of the correlations in other PCs.
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The PCs that account for large percentages of the variation in the

sample may provide a basis for physically meaningful interpretations of the

data, such as correlations between various emission lines in the objects. SPCA

has the added benefit that it retains information for each input spectrum in

the form of the coefficients (scores) for each PC. The coefficients can then

be compared with various measured properties of the AGN (e.g. black hole

masses) in the hopes of gaining additional insights. This yields another major

benefit to SPCA: the ability to easily identify extreme objects as outliers in a

PC-PC plane. For these reasons, we chose to analyze our sample with SPCA,

using the code by Francis et al. (1992), where each spectrum is normalized by

its mean flux; we do not divide by the standard deviation.

1.3 SPCA Results

1.3.1 Entire Data Set

The mean spectrum and first two PCs for our entire data set are shown

in Figure 1.1. We use ALL:PC1 to denote the first PC from the SPCA run

on the entire data set, ALL:PC2 for the second, and so on. ALL:PC1 shows

a strong correlation among EWs of lines from the NLR, including [O III], the

narrow Balmer lines, and He II λ4686. There is also a noticeable but weak anti-

correlation between the EW of the narrow lines and the EW of the Fe II blends,

which originate in the BLR. ALL:PC1 is the component that most closely re-

produces the relationships in the traditional EV1. However, in at least one

respect ALL:PC1 deviates significantly from the BG92 EV1. ALL:PC1 does
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Figure 1.1 Mean spectrum (top), PC1 (middle), and PC2 (bottom) for the entire
data set. ALL:PC1 shows correlations among the NLR lines and ALL:PC2
incorporates the continuum slope and the broad Balmer lines. The dotted line
denotes Cλ = 0, which distinguishes positive and negative features.
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not appear to include any correlation with the linewidth of broad Hβ, which

would appear as a “W”-shaped pattern centered at Hβ (Shang et al., 2003).

At face value, our result disagrees with the BG92 finding that the strength

of the Fe II emission anticorrelates with the FWHM of Hβ. Several authors

(Shang et al., 2003; Yip et al., 2004) have performed similar SPCAs using

the rest-frame optical region of the spectrum. Reassuringly, they recover PCs

similar to our ALL:PCs, even with samples quite different from ours. While

the small, high-luminosity sample used by Shang et al. (2003) seems to recover

EV1 correlations, the large samples used here and in Yip et al. (2004) do not

include the linewidth dependence of broad Hβ.

The dominant correlations present in ALL:PC2 are positive correlations

between all broad lines and continuum shape (objects with a strongly sloped

continuum will have more contribution from PC2 compared with objects with

a flat continuum). We also find that ALL:PC2 is correlated with L5100, with

a Spearman correlation probability of < 0.001 that they are not correlated,

as seen in BG92. We do not offer explanations for further components of the

entire data set because, as described below, we believe these SPCA components

to be difficult to interpret given the correlations among the components.

If there are linear relationships among the input variables then the re-

lationships between pairs of PCs will be independent. To validate the PCA,

scatter plots of the coefficients of principal components should be examined

(Francis & Wills, 1999). The scatter plot should be just that, with the cloud

of points elongated along the direction of the most important principal com-
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ponent. While the coefficients are by definition uncorrelated, they may appear

dependent as a result of non-linear relationships or outliers. This is the case

for our overall sample.

In Figure 1.2 we plot the coefficients of ALL:PC2 vs. ALL:PC1 for the

entire sample. The dashed lines denote an ALL:PC1 coefficient of zero and

seven. The ALL:PC1-ALL:PC2 distribution is far from being a true scatter

plot. We see a sharp, slanted cut-off at at ALL:PC1 ≈ −2 to −3, and a

well-defined linear envelope towards high PC1 values. In other words, the PCs

are not actually orthogonal over all ranges of ALL:PC1 and ALL:PC2, and a

linear analysis is not appropriate across the entire sample. We also performed

an SPCA using the logarithm of fluxes for the input spectra in hopes that the

correlations might behave linearly in the logarithm. However, the PCs for the

logarithmic flux analysis are virtually identical to our previous results. We

conclude that the nonlinear relationships between different spectral regions

cannot be encapsulated with a straightforward PC analysis.

1.3.2 Subsets

In an attempt to linearize the analysis, and thus obtain easily inter-

pretable PCs, we partitioned the data set into smaller subsets with restricted

ranges of ALL:PC1 coefficients. As we show in Fig. 1.3, since ALL:PC1 and

EW[OIII] are strongly correlated, we are essentially dividing the sample by

EW[OIII]. We then checked the scatter plots for truly independent PCs. Af-

ter experimenting with various cuts in ALL:PC1 coefficients, we determined
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Figure 1.2 ALL:PC2 coefficients vs. ALL:PC1 coefficients show a correlation
at low values of ALL:PC1. Because SPCA assumes data are linearly related,
this plot calls into question the validity of performing SPCA on a broad AGN
sample. The dashed lines at ALL:PC1 = 0 and ALL:PC1 = 7 denote our
subset divisions with the number of objects in each subset in parentheses.
There are 200 objects at higher values of ALL:PC1, not shown, with values
ranging up to ALL:PC1 = 60. The red circles denote the 21 PG quasars with
SDSS spectroscopy, discussed in section § 1.4. There are two PG quasars in
S3 at ALL:PC1 values of 15 and 33, denoted by the red arrows.
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Figure 1.3 Equivalent width of [O III] vs. ALL:PC1 coefficients. This is the
spectral parameter that most closely correlates with ALL:PC1, and therefore
our subset cuts are virtually identical to cuts in EW[OIII]. The side histogram
shows the BG92 distribution in EW[OIII] as the dotted histogram, compared
with our objects in the solid histogram.
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that three subsets were required to yield independent PC1-PC2 coefficients.

We settled on the following three subsets: S1, which has ALL:PC1 < 0 and

includes 6317 objects. S2 with 0 < ALL:PC1 < 7 includes 2307 objects, and

S3 with ALL:PC1 > 7 includes only 422 objects. These subset divisions are

roughly equivalent to EW[OIII] < 15 Å, 15− 50 Å, and > 50 Å for S1, S2, and

S3, respectively.

The distribution of PC coefficients for the second and third subsets,

S2 and S3, are shown in Figures 1.4b and 1.4c. Since the distributions for S2

and S3 do exhibit clear edges because of the cuts that define the samples, it

is questionable whether the eigenvectors are physically interpretable for these

subsets either. The distribution of objects in the first subset did not exhibit

these sharp edges so we conclude that it is robust to the PCA treatment,

regardless of the appropriateness of the other two subsets. However, we in-

clude S2 and S3 for completeness but put little emphasis on analysing their

significance, apart from examining extreme objects (see § 1.5).

1.3.2.1 First Subset Results

The resulting PCs for S1, where ALL:PC1 < 0, are in the left column

of Figures 1.5 and 1.6. It includes ∼ 70% of the original data set and therefore

represents the relationships among the bulk of broad-line AGN. This subset

consists of objects with a negative value of ALL:PC1, which means that re-

constructing their spectra requires subtracting NLR emission from the original

mean spectrum. As objects representing the widest variation in EW[OIII] have
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Figure 1.4 PC2 coefficients vs. PC1 coefficients for S1, S2, and S3 in the left,
middle, and right panels respectively. The triangles represent the same data
binned in PC1 and the dotted lines mark PC2 = 0. The cutoffs in the S2
distribution are caused by the cuts that define the subset.
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Figure 1.5 Mean spectrum, new PC1 and new PC2 for all three subsets, where
the left column contains results for S1 (ALL:PC1 < 0), the middle column con-
tains S2 results (0 <ALL:PC1< 7), and the right column contains S3 results
(ALL:PC1> 7). In the mean spectrum, notice the marked increase in NLR
emission from S1 to S3. For the PCs, the fractional importance of each PC is
shown. Notice that for S1 and S2, the new PC1 represents relationships found
in ALL:PC2, namely the continuum slope and broad Balmer lines. However,
S3 is entirely dominated by NLR emission with the ALL:PC1 remaining as
the S3:PC1.
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Figure 1.6 New PC3, PC4, and PC5 for all three subsets, where the left column
contains results for S1 (ALL:PC1 < 0), the middle column contains S2 results
(0 <ALL:PC1< 7), and the right column contains S3 results (ALL:PC1> 7).
Note that S3 really is entirely dominated by NLR emission in all PCs except
the S3:PC4, where the slope and Balmer lines show up again. Also, S1:PC3
regains the traditional EV1 relationships, including the distinct anticorrelation
between [O III] and Fe II, and the correlation with Hβ linewidth. For all
subsets, PC4 and on each represents 10% or less of the variance among objects
and are therefore less physically significant.
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been removed, ALL:PC2, representing the relationship between BLR emission

and the continuum slope, becomes the first principal component (S1:PC1).

S1:PC2 includes a correlation among EWs of all BLR emission (Balmer lines

and He II) and [O III]. This subset also more closely recovers EV1 from BG92

in S1:PC3. Note that there is a “W” linewidth signature for Hβ in S1:PC3,

so this component links FWHMHβ , Fe II and [O III] in a way similar to EV1.

Additional PCs account for only a few percent of the object-to-object variation

within the subset.

1.3.2.2 Second and Third Subset Results

The third subset, S3, which represents less than 5% of the entire data

set, is responsible for the most prominent relationships in ALL:PC1. S3:PC1

(right column of Figures 1.5) shares the relationships seen in ALL:PC1. Effec-

tively, the extreme EW[OIII] embodied in S3 was dominating the relationships

that account for the most object-to-object variance among the 9046 object

data set.

As is evident after examining the S3:PCs, they are entirely dominated

by NLR behavior, except for S3:PC4, which shows the same continuum slope

and broad Balmer lines as ALL:PC2. The S3:PCs represent correlations among

NLR lines in terms of EW, asymmetry or shift, linewidth, and even stronger

asymmetry in S3:PC5. However, note that even though these 422 objects are

clearly dominated by their NLR emission, they are selected to be broad-line

AGN, not Type II AGN (see § 1.4). The mean spectrum for this subset shows
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a distinct broad Hβ contribution to the spectrum. We will address in Section

§ 1.5 possible reasons for these objects’ extraordinarily strong NLR emission

lines.

In the middle column of Figures 1.5 and 1.6, we present results for the

second subset, S2, which includes objects with ALL:PC1 coefficients between

0 and 7. This subset, which is comprised of 2307 objects or about 1/4 of the

entire data set, has properties intermediate between S1 and S3. In S2:PC1, we

basically recover ALL:PC2, which is a component dominated by broad Balmer

lines and continuum shape. S2:PC2 seems similar to ALL:PC1, dominated by

NLR emission, but with additional continuum information as well. S2:PC3

represents asymmetry in the NLR lines that could be caused by errors in the

redshifts or real shifts in the emission lines.

1.4 Comparison with BG92

Our results differ significantly from those of BG92. We are not able

to recover a PC that includes the Fe II - [O III] anticorrelation and its de-

pendence on Hβ linewidth in our SPCA of the entire data set. The weak

[O III] objects (S1) appear to recover the traditional EV1 behavior, but re-

duced in importance; S1:PC3 accounts for only 11% of the variance, whereas

S1:PC1 and S1:PC2 account for 37% and 14% respectively. By the same to-

ken, BG92 did not have an eigenvector that strongly characterizes the NLR as

our ALL:PC1 does, although their EV2 was correlated with luminosity much

like our ALL:PC2. To be fair, many of the EV1-like relationships that may
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be in whole sample could be included in higher order ALL:PCs. However,

one important caveat to bear in mind is that our SPCA is not equivalent to

the BG92 PCA. We input binned fluxes; BG92 input selected line and contin-

uum measurements - albeit over a similar wavelength range. The weighting

among input variables is quite different, and non-linear linewidth signatures

are present in SPCA. A similar PCA applied to a large sample of SDSS ob-

jects would give a better indication of how much the results may change due to

these different analyses, and this work has recently begun (Boroson & Lauer,

2009). Nevertheless, we believe that sample differences play a large role in

our different results, and in this section we discuss various differences among

the properties of the two samples. We show that because our sample includes

substantially fainter AGN, we probe a much more diverse range of [O III]

properties.

The target selection algorithm for the two samples was not identical.

However, much like the PG quasars (Schmidt & Green, 1983), the majority of

our targets were color-selected (see § 1.2) so we conclude that this is not the

cause of the differences we see.

As a check, we highlighted the PG quasars in our sample to see where

they lie in our original SPCA (see red symbols in Fig. 1.2). Of the 52 PG

quasars that fall within the footprint of DR3, many do not have SDSS spectra

because they are too bright for the spectroscopic limit of i > 15 or had fatal

cosmetic errors in target selection (Jester et al., 2005). This leaves only 29 PG

quasars with SDSS spectra, and of these, only 16 have redshifts 0.1 < z < 0.56.
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To increase the sample, we included the five PG quasars with z < 0.1 for a total

of 21 PG spectra. From this set, there were only two SDSS-PG quasars that we

would qualify as being part of S3 (see red arrows in Figure 1.2). However, there

are few enough points that it is difficult to determine whether the ALL:PC1

distribution is significantly different. It is interesting to note that all the PG

quasars have positive ALL:PC2, indicating that they fall among the luminous,

blue objects within ALL:PC2-space.

Because ALL:PC1 correlates well with EW[OIII], we compare the dis-

tributions of EW[OIII] between our sample and BG92 directly (see sidebar of

Figure 1.3), where BG92 is the dotted line histogram for their entire sample

and our original sample is the solid line. To compare samples we use the

Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test, which returns the maximum discrepancies

between the two samples using both one-sided cases and the two-sided case.

The K-S tests results in 4.2% likelihood that the two EW[OIII] distributions are

drawn from the same parent distribution. While a handful Type II AGN did

end up in our sample, which could artificially exaggerate the range in EW[OIII],

we compared the EW[OIII] distribtions without these objects and found that

it did not significantly change our results. The BG92 objects have EW[OIII]

no higher than 120 Å, where ours can be 3-5 times stronger. This difference

in the range of [O III] strength explains the importance of NLR correlations

within our sample that BG92 did not see. What is it about the selection of the

PG quasars that excludes high EW[OIII] objects? At first we thought it was

due to a linewidth cut on the FWHMHβ that Schmidt & Green (1983) made
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to exclude type II objects. With low spectral resolution, objects with very

high EW narrow-lines would have masqueraded as type II objects and been

removed. They rejected 22 objects based on this criterion, or 16% of the BQS,

which agrees roughly with the percentages of objects falling in S2 (25.5%).

Furthermore, it makes sense that the 22 rejected objects actually have broad

lines and blue continua, since they were selected to be blue. This was followed

up by Osterbrock & Pogge (1987), who looked at the rejected “narrow-line”

objects and did find that several of them are type I or type 1.5 AGN. However,

this explanation alone does not fully account for the differences between our

sample and BG92.

There is a much more crucial difference between the two subsamples,

namely luminosity. The BG92 sample includes only high luminosity sources

with a nominal absolute magnitude limit of MV < −23 (L5100
>∼ 1044.7 erg

s−1) although ∼20% of the PG quasars are below this nominal limit. This is

a striking difference from our luminosity distribution, where only ∼6% of the

objects have L5100 > 1044.7 erg s−1. Indeed the EW[OIII] distribution for our

high-L5100 objects is quite similar to that of BG92, although their inclusion

of fainter objects makes an exact comparison difficult. Nevertheless, when

we performed SPCA on the 584 objects with L5100
>∼ 1044.7 erg s−1, we did

in fact recover a first principal component that has a more striking [O III]

- Fe II anticorrelation than ALL:PC1 and includes Hβ linewidth dependence

(Figure 1.7).

The luminosity difference between BG92 and our original sample ap-
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Figure 1.7 Mean spectrum, PC1, and PC2 for the the 584 objects with L5100 >
1044.7 erg s−1. PC1 recovers the BG92 Fe II - [O III] anticorrelation and
Hβ linewidth dependence and PC2 incorporates the continuum slope and the
broad Balmer lines.
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parently leads to their lack of high EW[OIII] objects. However, within the SDSS

sample, we found no conclusive difference between the L5100 distributions of

the whole SDSS sample and S3, where the K-S test results in 0.36 probability

that they are from the same parent distribution (see § 1.5.3). Additionally, at

low L5100, we do not see a correlation between EW[OIII] and L5100 (see Fig. 1.8),

but clearly there is a drop in EW[OIII] at very high L5100. Croom et al. (2002)

also did not find a decrease in EW[OIII] as a function of L for a sample span-

ning a similar range of L and z as this one, although they do find a trend with

other NLR emission lines. However, they explain that the effect is not seen

in [O III] because it is observed at lower z, and in the local universe there is

a lack of especially high-L objects. Other studies with targets at higher L,

such as Netzer et al. (2006, 2004) and Marziani et al. (2009), do find a clear

anticorrelation between EW[OIII] and L. It would be useful to know if this drop

in EW[OIII] was strictly dependent on L or more dependent on Lbol/LEdd. The

fact that narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxies (NLS1s), which are thought to be in

a particularly high accretion state, are distinguished by extreme EV1 proper-

ties does suggest that there is a correlation between Lbol/LEdd and EW[OIII].

Since we have excluded NLS1s from our sample, we may have removed the

highest Lbol/LEdd, low EW[OIII] objects from our analysis. The Eddington

ratio (Fig. 1.8) of our sample does not seem to have a correlation with the

[O III] strength, except at high accretion ratios. With these data, we cannot

distinguish whether this drop in EW[OIII] is an effect of L or Lbol/LEdd.
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Figure 1.8 The logarithm of EW[OIII] versus Log L5100 and Lbol/LEdd. From
our data we are unable to disentangle whether the drop in EW[OIII] at high
L is strictly dependent on luminosity or Eddington ratio, but for low L and
Lbol/LEdd there is no correlation.
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1.5 Strong [O III] Subset

In this section we search for the cause of the large narrow-line equivalent

widths in the spectra of the AGN in the S3 sample. We first look at the radio

loudness of the S3 objects but find no correlation. We then look for signa-

tures of extra obscuration of the AGN due to orientation effects, which might

lower the AGN continuum and increase the narrow-line equivalent widths, but

find no strong signatures. Finally we search for other differences between the

spectral properties of the AGN in the S3 sample and those in the S1 and

S2 samples. We conclude this section with a brief discussion suggesting that

covering factor might account for the large equivalent widths.

1.5.1 Radio Properties

Past authors (e.g. Ho & Peng, 2001, and references therein) investi-

gated the degree to which radio power correlates with L[OIII], and found that

for radio-quiet sources, the correlation is quite strong. We investigate the ra-

dio properties of the objects in the strong [O III] subset to see if they have

correspondingly strong radio emission. We cross-correlated our list of 9046

SDSS objects with the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-Centimeters

(FIRST) catalog of radio sources. The FIRST survey was conducted using

the Very Large Array (VLA) and covers over 9000 square degrees of sky. The

detection threshold is 1mJy at 1.4 GHz in the observed frame. We find 735

radio detections within 2” of the optical source for our sample. We chose a 2”

search radius as it has been shown that the number of meaningful correlations
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Figure 1.9 Histograms for the distribution of the entire data set, with upward-
right slanting hashes, and just S3, with downward-right slanting hashes,
for luminosity, Eddington ratio, FWHM[OIII], continuum color, redshift, and
EW[OIII]. The luminosity and redshift distributions are quite similar, but the
objects in S3 have notably narrower and stronger [O III] emission.
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with optical AGN detections drops off rapidly outside 2” (Ivezić et al., 2002;

Rafter et al., 2008; Husemann et al., 2008).

Of the 9046 objects in our entire data set, 8460 lie within the FIRST

footprint, rejecting less than 10%. Therefore, the 735 detections represent 8%

of the data set within the observing area of FIRST. However, of the 422 objects

in S3, 404 were within the footprint, with 92 detections, yielding a fraction

of 22% detected. Thus, a higher proportion of the strong [O III] objects have

detectable radio emission.

The S3 objects have the same redshift distribution as the entire data set

(Figure 1.9), so the higher detection percentage for S3 is possibly meaningful

but susceptible to various selection biases. As an extra precaution, we follow

the prescription in Ivezić et al. (2002) for defining a stringent radio sample

that is not subject to a Malmquist bias for detections from either FIRST or

SDSS. The Malmquist bias results in extra detections near the flux limit of a

given survey due to statistical errors in detection.

We selected a complete sample, called the “stringent radio sample,”

well within the flux limits of both SDSS and FIRST. In Figure 1.10, we have

plotted the observed radio magnitude, t = −2.5log(Frad/3631Jy), where we use

the integrated radio flux density of the detected objects versus their i-band

magnitude following Ivezić et al. (2002). We calculate the radio to optical

flux density ratio as log R = 0.4(i − t) (Ivezić et al., 2002). The flux limits

of both SDSS, at i < 19.1, and FIRST, at t < 16.5, are shown as the dotted

vertical and horizontal lines. To simplify the analysis, we did not include
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Figure 1.10 Radio magnitude, t = −2.5log(Frad/3631Jy), vs. i -band magni-
tude for the 735 objects with radio detections. The dotted lines denote the
magnitude limits of SDSS and FIRST, at i < 19.1 and t < 16.5 respectively.
The solid line is log R = 1, demarcating the transition between radio-loud
and radio-quiet objects. The dashed lines are lines of constant log R equal-
ing 0, 2, and 3 from bottom to top. The long-dashed line, perpendicular to
the lines of constant log R and passing through the intersection of log R = 3
with the SDSS magnitude limit, denotes a complete sample. Red triangles
represent S1, blue squares represent S2, and green circles represent S3. The
colored histograms represent the stringent sample distribution in t, with colors
as before.
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a K-correction, but chose to use the observed magnitudes for the radio and

i -band.

To select a complete sample, we wanted to span the full range observed

in log R, where the short-dashed lines are lines of constant log R. We selected

the stringent radio sample by taking objects that lie above the long-dashed line

perpendicular to the lines of constant log R and within 0 <log R < 3, which

then includes only objects safely within the flux limits. The solid line denotes

log R = 1, which separates radio-loud objects (log R > 1) from radio-quiet

objects (log R < 1). Within this stringent sample, we have plotted objects

included in S1 as red triangles, objects in S2 as blue squares, and objects in

S3 as green circles.

If radio properties were really physically related to the extreme NLR

emission we see in the S3 objects, then we would expect the S3 objects within

the stringent radio sample to have significantly higher values of log R com-

pared with S1 and S2. However, within the stringent sample, the distribution

of S3 objects is not noticeably biased toward the radio-loud side of the sam-

ple. Figure 1.9 includes the histogram of the distribution of S3 objects in t,

compared with the rest of the stringent sample. While the K-S test results

in only a 0.6% chance that the whole stringent radio sample and S3 objects

within it are from the same parent distribution, there does not appear to be a

striking correlation of radio-loudness with [O III] emission. One caveat to this

conclusion is the small number statistics within the stringent radio sample, as

there are only 9 objects from S3. The radio properties might be somewhat
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different between the S3 objects and the rest of the stringent sample, and S3

does appear to have a higher percentage of objects that are detected in the

radio compared with the entire data set, but there is not a simple increase of

radio-loudness with ALL:PC1 (EW[OIII]).

1.5.2 “Buried AGN” Hypothesis

In the orientation Unified Scheme, AGN are surrounded by an optically-

thick dusty torus (e.g. Antonucci, 1993). If the observer’s line of sight to the

nucleus misses the torus, the observer sees both the broad-line and narrow-line

regions; but if the line of sight passes through the torus, the BLR is obscured

– the AGN is “buried”– and the observer sees only a narrow-line spectrum

from unobscured gas far from nucleus. Indeed, given the proper orientation,

an optically-thick cloud of dust anywhere in the host galaxy can obscure the

AGN. If the line of sight to the AGN just grazes the torus or passes through

a less dense cloud of dust in the host galaxy, the AGN is partially obscured.

The broad-line emission and the AGN continuum appear weaker, the latter

leading to higher equivalent widths for the narrow lines. Examples of these

objects include Seyfert 1.5-1.8 galaxies (Antonucci, 1993; Tran, 1995; Leighly

et al., 1997; Cohen et al., 1999), which have strong narrow-line emission and

weak broad-line emission.

Our composite S3 spectrum closely resembles the spectra of Seyfert 1.5-

1.8 galaxies. In selecting the S3 sample have we merely chosen those AGN with

unusually high obscuration? We first note that the S3 sample definitely in-
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cludes buried AGN, possibly many buried AGN. We will see that the broad-line

Hα/Hβ flux ratio is large in some of the S3 AGN, a clear signal of reddening;

a visual inspection of individual spectra in the S3 sample quickly finds classic

Seyfert 1.5-1.8 objects; and component S3:PC4 is a broad-line, blue-continuum

component devoid of NLR features that is introduced by variable obscuration

and reddening. The question, though, is whether the obscuration in the S3

sample as a whole is different from the obscuration in the S1 and S2 samples.

There are several tests that might answer this question.

First, if the AGN in the S3 sample are more obscured than the AGN in

the S1 and S2 samples, they might be fainter than the AGN in S1 and S2. The

mean L5100 of each subset is 1.39 × 1044, 1.06 × 1044, and 9.68 × 1043 for S1,

S2, and S3 respectively. Thus, the mean L5100 of the S3 AGN is, indeed, lower

than the mean luminosity of the AGN in the other sets, but the maximum

difference is a factor of just 1.4, much less than the difference in mean [O III]

equivalent widths. We also compared the distribution of L5100 luminosities

within the S3 sample to the distribution for the entire sample (see Figure 1.9).

(The S3 objects comprise a small fraction of the entire sample, so a comparison

of the S3 sample to the entire sample is essentially a comparison of S3 to S1

plus S2.) A K-S test yields a 0.36 probability that the S3 sample comes from

the same parent distribution as the entire sample. Thus there is no evidence

that the luminosities of the S3 AGN are lower than the luminosities of the

entire AGN sample by enough to account for the higher narrow-line EWs.

Second, if the AGN in the S3 sample are more obscured than the entire
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sample, they should be more reddened and their colors should be different. We

defined the color to be the log of the ratio of the median fluxes in 20 Å bins

at 3610 Å and 5100 Å that are relatively free of emission lines. We compared

the color distribution for S3 to that of the entire data set (see Figure 1.9). A

K-S test finds a 0.78 probability that the two distributions are drawn from the

same parent sample. Thus this test finds no evidence for more reddening in

the S3 sample than in the entire sample.

Third, because the continuum and the BLR emission lines do not nec-

essarily arise in the same spatial regions, they could be reddened differently.

Therefore we tested whether the behavior of the Hα/Hβ flux ratio, which is a

good reddening indicator for the BLR region, is different from the behavior of

the continuum colors. We measured the Balmer decrement for the 55 objects

in the S3 sample with z < 0.35 so that both Hα and Hβ are visible in their

SDSS spectra. We fitted their spectra using the IRAF package specfit be-

tween 6400–6800 Å, using 8 components for the fits: a fixed power law for the

continuum, Gaussians for the [S II] λλ6717, 6730 doublet, the [N II] λλ6547,

6583 doublet, the narrow component of Hα, and two Gaussians for the broad

component of Hα, with the narrow-lines all forced to have the same width.

The Balmer decrement for the BLR is the ratio of broad Hα flux to broad Hβ

flux. We compared the Balmer decrements to the measured continuum flux

ratios for the same 55 objects, finding a Spearman correlation coefficient of

<0.001, indicating a low probability of no correlation. We conclude that we

are justified in using the continuum color as a reddening indicator.
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In summary, the tests we applied to the data yielded no evidence for

more obscuration in the S3 sample than in the entire sample. The interpreta-

tion of the test for a color difference is somewhat muddied by the presence of

host galaxy contamination in some low-luminosity objects. For example, one

might imagine that the S1 and S2 samples are redder because they have more

galaxy contamination, while the S3 objects are redder because they are more

obscured, leaving the two groups with the same colors. Thus colors would not

necessarily reveal extra obscuration in the S3 sample. To see whether host-

galaxy contamination might be affecting the color test, we looked at the colors

of only the most luminous objects (where z > 0.45 and log L5100 > 43.5).

Even in this high luminosity bin, where galaxy contamination is minimal, the

mean color of the S3 sample is similar to the mean color of the entire sam-

ple (log F3610/F5100 = 0.34 for the S3 sample and 0.35 for the entire sample).

Likewise, Balmer decrements are difficult to measure if Hβ is weak. Since we

have restricted our discussion of the Balmer decrement to those systems for

which the Balmer decrement is reliably measured, we have excluded exactly

those systems with large decrements that might have cast doubt on color as a

measure of reddening. On the other hand, the number excluded with unreli-

able measurements of Hβ is only 3% of the entire sample, so this is not likely

to introduce a large bias.

The previous paragraph shows that one must be cautious not to overin-

terpret the tests for excess obscuration in the S3 sample. We are, nevertheless,

left with no convincing evidence for more obscuration in the S3 sample than in
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the entire sample, and must conclude that the greater EW of the [O III] lines

in the S3 sample cannot be attributed entirely to extra obscuration. Some

additional factor is affecting the equivalent widths. Obscuration might be

enhancing the effect of this additional factor.

1.5.3 Spectral Properties

Since neither radio-loudness nor orientation can alone account for the

larger NLR EW in the S3 sample, we now turn to a global comparison of the

spectral properties of each subset. One difference is that the EWFeII appears

much larger in the S1 and S2 samples than the S3 sample. This is visible

in the mean spectra for each sample and also in ALL:PC1, in which Fe II

is anticorrelated with [O III]. The Fe II features are extremely weak or non-

existant in the mean S3 spectrum and all the S3 principle components, so it

is the AGN in the S1 and S2 samples that are responsible for the Fe II and

[O III] anticorrelation, not AGN in the S3 sample. The broad components of

the Balmer lines are still present in the S3 sample, so the BLR is still visible

on average even though the Fe II lines are not.

Using K-S tests, we compared the distributions of the entire data set

with those of S3 for Gauss-Hermite polynomials h3 and h4, EW, and FWHM

for each of the emission lines for which this information was available (see

Figure 1.9). With the exception of Hβ h4 and the [O III] FWHM the K-S

tests yielded probabilities between 0.35 and 0.99 that the samples are drawn

from the same parent distribution (0.04 and 0.10 for Hβ h4 and the [O III]
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FWHM respectively). We conclude that with the possible exception of Hβ h4

and the [O III] FWHM the objects in the S3 sample do not differ significantly

from the entire sample in any of these properties. An investigation of the x-ray

properties of these objects would be interesting, as x-ray luminosity has been

shown to correlate with L[OIII] (Heckman et al., 2005; Panessa et al., 2006)

and αox is anticorrelated with EW[OIII] (BG92), but that is beyond the scope

of this work.

1.5.4 Covering Factor

Variations in EW[OIII] can also result from differences in covering factor,

density, or a relatively high ionization parameter. Baskin & Laor (2005),

hereafter BL05, investigated the [O III] line strengths in the PG quasars.

Their photoionization models suggested that it is covering factor that causes

differences in [O III]. If the covering factor is large, the NLR gas intercepts a

larger amount of continuum and produces relatively stronger lines.

To determine whether our strong [O III] objects show any evidence

of special physical conditions, such as unusual electron density or ioniza-

tion parameter, we examined the spectra of the 16 objects in S3 with largest

EW[OIII]. Using Figs 1 and 2 in BL05, and the [O III] λ4363/λ5007 and [O III]

λ5007/broad Hβ line flux ratios (exhibiting a mean log [O III] λ4363/λ5007 =

−1.62 ± 0.10, and a range of log [O III] λ5007/broad Hβ from 1.0 – 1.18), we

conclude that physical conditions are typical of AGN NLRs (Peterson, 1997).

Covering factor then becomes the most likely reason for the large [O III] EW
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in the S3 AGN. Assuming that we see the true continuum in the bluest AGN

(the presence of Ca II K absorption and the 4000 Å break in continuum slope

show that host galaxy starlight contributes in the redder AGN, although dust

reddening is also probably involved), we deduce that large but physical NLR

covering factors of > 0.35 are required. However, we cannot make a convinc-

ing choice among the various reasons why the covering factor might be large.

There might be more gas in the NLR of the S3 objects, or a smaller torus

opening angle.

1.6 Summary

We have presented results of an SPCA of 9046 broad-line AGN from

the SDSS DR5 within 0.1 <z< 0.56 and 1042 < L5100 < 1046 erg s−1. We

investigated the properties of the rest-frame 4000 - 6000 Å spectrum and found

that a large range in EW[OIII] dominates the behavior of the sample. This range

causes nonlinear behavior among the spectra; therefore we conclude that SPCA

gives components that are difficult to physically interpret for our SDSS broad-

line AGN sample. To get more physically meaningful results, we divided our

sample into three subsets to restrict the broad range of EW[OIII]. Our most

extreme [O III] subset had principal components dominated by NLR emission.

Traditionally, the first principal component in eigenvector analysis (EV1) of

quasar spectra has been an anticorrelation between the strengths of Fe II/Hβ

and [O III]/Hβ. Also included in this component is the anticorrelation between

the strength of Fe II/Hβ versus Hβ linewidth. While the entire sample and
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subsets show evidence for the anticorrelation between EW[OIII] and Fe II in

their components and mean spectra, we only find the Hβ linewidth to be

related in the lowest EW[OIII] subset. Overall, the width of the Balmer lines

seems to have little dependence on the strength of [O III] or Fe II. We find

that the differences between our work and previous studies are caused by the

substantially lower luminosities included in our sample. Also, we find that

the usual anticorrelation between EW[OIII] and L only applies for the very

high-L end of our sample, and thus the importance of EV1 relationships is a

strong function of L (or perhaps Lbol/LEdd). Our results are consistent with

the “disappearing NLR” effect suggested by Netzer et al. (2004) where high-L

AGN experience a decrease in NLR emission due to loss of NLR gas from the

system.

The strong EW[OIII] objects in our sample have dominant NLR lines

that do not seem to correlate with any other properties of the broad-line AGN,

including L5100, Lbol/LEdd, color, BLR properties, or radio emission. We did

not find conclusive evidence for the cause of the high EW[OIII] in these objects,

although some of the extreme values are probably exaggerated by reddening

of the continuum. We suggest that this range in [O III] is primarily caused by

a higher covering factor of NLR gas in these objects.

We thank Sarah Salviander for access to her data. Without her cooper-

ation this work would not have been feasible. Also we acknowledge the helpful

comments and discussion provided by Greg Shields and John Barentine.
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Chapter 2

Fe II Emission in AGN: The Role of Total and

Gas-Phase Iron Abundance

Active galactic nuclei (AGN) have Fe ii emission from the broad line

region (BLR) that differs greatly in strength from object to object. We ex-

amine the role of the total and gas-phase iron abundance in determining Fe ii

strength. Using AGN spectra from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) in

the redshift range of 0.2 < z < 0.35, we measure the Fe/Ne abundance of

the narrow line region (NLR) using the [Fe vii]/[Ne v] line intensity ratio.

We find no significant difference in the abundance of Fe relative to Ne in the

NLR as a function of Fe ii/Hβ. However, the [N ii]/[S ii] ratio increases a

by a factor of 2 with increasing Fe ii strength. This indicates a trend in N/S

abundance ratio, and by implication in the overall metallicity of the NLR gas,

with increasing Fe ii strength.

We propose that the wide range of Fe ii strength in AGN largely results

from the selective depletion of Fe into grains in the low ionization portion of

the BLR. Photoionization models show that the strength of the optical Fe ii

lines varies almost linearly with gas-phase Fe abundance, while the ultraviolet

Fe ii strength varies more weakly. Interstellar depletions of Fe can be as large
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as two orders of magnitude, sufficient to explain the wide range of optical Fe ii

strength in AGN. This picture is consistent with the similarity of the BLR

radius to the dust sublimation radius and with indications of Fe ii emitting

gas flowing inwards from the dusty torus.

2.1 Introduction

The broad emission-line spectrum of quasars often includes strong Fe ii

in the optical and ultraviolet. The difference between the weakest and strongest

optical Fe ii emission exceeds a factor of 10, measured as equivalent width

(EW) or as Fe ii/Hβ line ratio. For recent discussions of Fe ii intensities

in AGN, and references to earlier work, see Kovačević et al. (2010)and Fer-

land et al. (2009). The Fe ii strength anti-correlates with the strength of the

narrow [O iii] emission line. This trend along with several associated corre-

lations defines the so-called “Eigenvector 1” (EV1), which characterizes some

of the most conspicuous differences among the properties of AGN (Boroson

& Green, 1992, hereinafter BG92). The quest for physical drivers of EV1 has

inspired a number of studies (e.g., Wills et al., 1999; Marziani et al., 2003b).

Boroson (2002) and Netzer & Trakhtenbrot (2007) find that Fe ii increases

with Eddington ratio L/LEd, as originally suggested by BG92. However, the

physics underlying this correlation remains unclear. There is even debate as to

whether the Fe ii emission is entirely powered by the ionizing continuum of the

central source, or comes in some measure from a mechanically heated region

(Wills et al., 1985; Collin & Joly, 2000; Sigut & Pradhan, 2003; Bruhweiler &
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Verner, 2008). In this situation, any observational clues to the nature of EV1

and the great range of Fe ii strength are of value.

It is generally assumed that the strength of Fe II emission is driven by

physical conditions within the BLR, such as ionizing continuum, BLR density

and geometry, column density, and turbulent velocity. However, a high abun-

dance of Fe has been discussed to help produce the strongest Fe ii observed

(Wills et al., 1985; Collin-Souffrin et al., 1988; Hamann & Ferland, 1993). The

utility of Fe ii to assess the Fe abundance in high redshift QSOs has received

considerable interest, in the context of galactic chemical evolution (Hamann &

Ferland, 1993; Verner et al., 2003; Baldwin et al., 2004; Netzer & Trakhtenbrot,

2007, and references therein). Here we assess the importance of the abundance

of Fe relative to the α-elements, the overall metallicity of the nuclear gas, and

the depletion of Fe into grains for the strength of Fe ii emission in QSOs.

2.2 QSO Sample and Measurements

We investigated the influence of differing abundances in quasars on their

optical Fe ii emission strength by studying the optical emission-line properties

of a sample of QSOs from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) 1. It is difficult

to measure abundances within the BLR directly, because it is a region of

high density, line width, and line optical depth. On the assumption that the

abundance in the NLR and BLR is the same for a given object (see below),

1The SDSS website is http://www.sdss.org.
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we used the narrow emission-line spectrum to assess abundances in the NLR.

We considered two key line ratios: (1) The [Fe vii]/[Ne v] intensity ratio gives

a measure the Fe/Ne abundance ratio. (2) The [N ii]/[S ii] ratio gives a

measure of the N/S abundance ratio, which is in turn a secondary indicator

of the overall metallicity of the gas. Our sample consists of 1571 quasars from

SDSS Data Release 7 (DR7). These objects were selected in the manner of the

“HO3” sample of Salviander et al. (2007), with the additional requirement of

a signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio greater than 10 in the continuum at λ5100 rest

wavelength. The flux and equivalent width (EW) of the broad Hβ line and the

optical Fe ii blends were measured with the aid of a spectrum fitting program

described by Salviander et al. (2007), using a template fitting procedure to

establish the flux in Fe ii relative to the local continuum. We characterized

the Fe ii emission strength using the flux ratio of the Fe ii 4570 Å blend to

broad Hβ, following BG92. We used quasars at redshifts 0.2 < z < 0.35 to

ensure coverage of both [Ne v] λ3425 and [Fe vii] λ6087. In order to bring

out the weak [Fe vii] line, we binned the 1571 objects by Fe ii strength, and

made five composite spectra of “very weak,” “weak,” “medium,” “strong,”

and “very strong” Fe ii emission. These composites had 312 to 315 objects,

within bins bounded by Fe ii/Hβ values of 0, 0.215, 0.372, 0.524, 0.708, and

1.82, respectively. Individual spectra were corrected for Galactic reddening

using the extinction values Ag given by the SDSS pipeline, and normalized to

a mean flux density Fλ of unity using all wavelength points in a particular

spectrum. The individual spectra in each group were shifted in wavelength
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to the rest frame and re-binned to a common wavelength grid at a spacing

of 1.41 Å. The adopted composite spectrum was a mean of the rebinned Fλ

for all contributing spectra at a given wavelength. The composite spectra are

shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. The region of the [Fe vii] and [Ne v] line is

shown in Figure 2.2. For a discussion of issues involving composite spectra of

QSOs, see Vanden Berk et al. (2001), and references therein.

From these composites, we measured the emission-line fluxes of a num-

ber of lines, including [O iii] λ5007, [O ii] λ3727, [Ne iii] λ3869, [Ne v] λ3425,

[S ii] λλ6716, 6730, and [Fe vii] λ6087. The results are given in Table 1 and

Figure 2.3, where the Fe ii/Hβ values are averages of the values for the indi-

vidual spectra that compose each composite. Most lines were measured using

a Gaussian fit with the IRAF task SPLOT 2. The broad Balmer emission lines

(Hα, Hβ) were measured using a Lorentzian profile. Estimated uncertainties

are 10% for the stronger lines, including continuum placement and faithfulness

of the fit. For [Fe vii] and [Ne v], the uncertainty is as much as 20%, based on

noise, continuum uncertainty, and the presence of a strong blue wing on both

lines that we excluded from the fit. The [N ii] λ6583 and λ6548 lines were

fairly weak bumps on the wings of the broad Hα line and relatively difficult

to measure. Therefore we measured the [N ii] intensity by subtracting from

the Hα – [N ii] blend a doublet with the theoretical 3.0-to-1 intensity ratio,

each line having a Gaussian profile with a central wavelength and width based

2IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which are oper-
ated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative
agreement with the National Science Foundation.
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Figure 2.1 Composite SDSS spectra for the five bins in optical Fe ii strength.
Vertical axis gives specific flux Fλ . Note the broad Fe ii blends at λ4570 and
λ5250. See text for discussion.
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Figure 2.2 [Fe vii] and [Ne v] narrow emission lines in the composite spectra.
See text for discussion.
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Table 2.1. Emission Line Ratios for Composite Spectra

Emission Intensity Ratio
Lines vlow low med high vhigh

[N ii]/[S ii] 1.21 1.25 1.46 1.62 2.15
[N ii]/[O ii] 0.96 1.25 1.22 1.55 2.29
[O ii]/[O iii] 0.24 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.26
[S ii]/[O ii] 0.80 0.95 0.83 0.95 1.07
[Fe vii]/[Ne v] 0.33 0.32 0.37 0.35 0.32
[Ne v]/[Ne iii] 0.97 1.10 1.15 1.61 1.81
Hα/Hβ 3.64 3.39 4.14 3.52 3.04
[S ii](6720/4072) 9.2: 10.3: 9.7: 9.9: 13.5:
[S ii](6716/6731) 1.19 1.05 1.07 1.10 1.08
Fe ii/Hβ 0.11 0.29 0.44 0.61 0.91

Note. — Intensity ratio for emission lines measured from com-
posite spectra binned by broad Fe ii strength. Values refer to the
narrow emission lines except for the Balmer lines and Fe ii. Intensi-
ties include both lines for the [O ii] and [S ii] doublets but only the
stronger line for [N ii], [O iii], [Ne iii], and [Ne v]. Colon indicates
large uncertainty. See text for discussion.

on the redshift and line width of [S ii] λ6716. The intensity of the doublet

was adjusted so that the Hα line had a smooth profile with no visible residual

intensity or over-subtraction of [N ii]. Error bars were estimated by deter-

mining [N ii] intensities giving a slight under- or over-subtraction as judged

by eye. This gave an uncertainty of about ±12% for each composite.

Our results will be discussed in terms of trends of observed line ratios.

For actual ionic abundances, collision strengths from Berrington et al. (2000)
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Figure 2.3 Narrow emission-line intensity ratios ratios for the five composite
spectra. See text for discussion including errors.
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and Osterbrock & Ferland (2006) lead to the relation

n(Fe+6)/n(Ne+4) = 0.91 I(λ6087)/I(λ3425) (2.1)

for an assumed T=15,000 K based on photoionization models. Likewise, for

the [N ii]/[S ii] ratio we have

n(N+)/n(S+) = 6.0 I(λλ6584, 6548)/I(λλ6716, 6730) (2.2)

for an assumed T=12,000 K. These expressions give the ionic abundance ratios,

if collisional de-excitation is unimportant.

2.3 Results for the Narrow Line Region

2.3.1 Iron

Nussbaumer & Osterbrock (1970) suggested that [Fe vii]/[Ne v] should

be a good measure of the Fe/Ne ratio, based on the similarity of the ionization

potentials. There is no significant trend in [Fe vii]/[Ne v] in our composite

spectra. The Fe ii/Hβ ratio varies by a factor of 8 from the “very low” to

“very high” composite. Taking neon to represent the α-elements in general,

we conclude that differences in Fe abundance, relative to the α-elements is not

a significant cause of the observed range of Fe ii emission strength, from a

statistical point of view. In particular, overabundances of Fe/O and Fe/Mg of

a factor of 2 to 10, as motivated by chemical evolution models and attempts

to fit the Fe ii/Mg ii ratio with photoionization models (Wills et al., 1985;

Hamann & Ferland, 1993), appear to be ruled out.
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This conclusion is based on the assumption that the [Fe vii]/[Ne v]

ratio is a faithful measure of Fe/Ne, and that Fe is not significantly depleted

into grains in the [Fe vii] zone of the NLR. Ferguson et al. (1997b) and Nagao

et al. (2003) conclude that refractory elements are not depleted in the coronal

line region of the NLR, but they also find that [Fe vii] and [Ne v] do not come

from the same place in “locally optimally emitting cloud” (LOC) models of the

NLR. Here we assume that any ionization correction for Fe+6/Ne+4 in the NLR

does not change systematically with the broad line Fe ii intensity among our

composites. We further assume that the abundances in the BLR are similar

to those in the NLR. However, it is possible that intense star formation in the

nucleus may give chemical enrichment on a spatial scale smaller than the NLR

(see Hamann et al., 2007; Hamann & Ferland, 1999, and references therein).

2.3.2 Ionization

The composite spectra were originally constructed to assess the [Fe vii]

strength in the NLR, but they also afford an opportunity to examine other

narrow line ratios for any systematic dependence on Fe ii strength. One issue

is the level of ionization of the gas. Table 1 and Figure 2.3 show that the

[O ii]/[O iii] ratio is closely similar for the various Fe ii bins. There is a

significant increase in [Ne v]/[Ne iii] with increasing Fe ii strength, reflect-

ing a ∼ 25% decrease in the [Ne v] equivalent width across the bins and a

much larger decrease in the EW of [Ne iii]. The narrow He ii λ4686 line to

[O iii] λ5007 intensity ratio (not given in Table 1) shows a similar, though less
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continuous, increase from 0.06 to 0.13 across the five bins; this reflects a sub-

stantially constant equivalent width of narrow He ii together with a systematic

decrease in the EW of λ5007 from 25 to 12 Å across the bins. The anticorre-

lation of Fe ii and [O iii] is well known (BG92). Although the constancy of

[Fe vii]/[Ne v] could result from offsetting ionization and abundance trends,

a straightforward interpretation is that the relative size of the zone containing

O+2 and Ne+2 decreases with increasing Fe ii without a major effect on the

Fe+6/Ne+4 ionization correction.

2.3.3 Reddening

The [S ii]/[O ii] ratio shows an increase of about 30% with increasing

Fe ii strength. This may be an indication of a modest increase in reddening

of the NLR with increasing Fe ii. The [S ii] I(λ6720)/I(λ4072) ratio is quite

uncertain but is consistent with a reddening trend of this magnitude. This

trend is not evident in the broad I(Hα)/I(Hβ) intensity ratio.

2.3.4 Nitrogen

The [N ii]/[S ii] ratio shows a systematic increase by a factor of 2 from

the very low to the very high Fe ii bins. This ratio is insensitive to reddening

and electron temperature. The N+ and S+ ions have similar ionization poten-

tials and occupy similar zones of the nebular ionization structure. This and

the constancy of [O ii]/[O iii] suggests that the trend in [N ii]/[S ii] is not a

result of ionization of the NLR. The trend of increasing [N ii] strength is evi-
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dent in the [N ii]/[O ii] and [N ii]/[O iii] ratios as well. These results imply a

real trend in the N/S and N/O chemical abundance ratios with increasing Fe ii

strength, amounting to a factor of 2 from the “very low” to the “very high”

Fe ii strengths. Nitrogen is largely a secondary nucleosynthetic product, so

that N/O increases with O/H. The H ii region results of van Zee et al. (1998)

show N/O increasing almost linearly with O/H above 12 + log O/H = 8.5.

Assuming that O/H is in this range in the AGN studied here, then the trend

of N/O with Fe ii implies an increase of a factor of 2 in O/H. Although the

chemical evolution of AGN host galaxies may be complicated (Hamann & Fer-

land, 1999; Hamann et al., 2002, 2007), it may be reasonable to assume that

Fe/H varies roughly with O/H for the modest redshifts considered here. In

this case, the Fe/H abundance ratio may contribute roughly a factor of 2 to

the range in Fe ii strength from our “very low” to “very high” bins. This

conclusion is consistent with the work of Netzer & Trakhtenbrot (2007), who

find an increase of Fe ii strength with Eddington ratio L/LEd in a large sample

of SDSS quasars. Combining this with indications of an increasing N/C with

L/LEd in the BLR (Scott et al., 2004; Hamann et al., 2002), they argue that

the overall metallicity in QSOs increases with Fe ii strength. However, our

results indicate that this makes only a modest contribution to the full range of

optical Fe ii strength in AGN. Note, however, that our QSO sample is at low

redshift, whereas much of the interest in iron abundances in QSOs has focused

on high redshifts.
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2.4 Fe ii Strength and X-ray Heating

It is widely assumed that the Fe ii emission is largely powered by the

soft X-ray portion of the ionizing spectrum, given that photoionization is in-

deed the primary excitation mechanism. The harder photons in the ionizing

continuum create an extensive warm, partially ionized zone where Fe ii and

other low ions are subject to collisional excitation and in some cases other

excitation mechanisms (see Kwan & Krolik, 1981; Ferland et al., 2009, and

references therein). Does the relative strength of the X-ray continuum drive

the range of Fe ii strength observed in AGN? The following considerations

suggest that it does not:

1) A number of empirical studies have examined correlations of Fe ii

strength with the X-ray slope or with the X-ray/optical ratio (Sulentic et al.,

2000, and references therein). Lawrence et al. (1997) studied a sample of AGN

with extreme values of RFe II ≡ I(λ4570)/I(Hβ). The strong Fe ii emitters

have X-ray properties, including αox, similar to the weak Fe ii objects. In

particular, the prototype strong Fe ii object, I Zw 1, has αox = −1.4, an

entirely typical value. Combining their data with the complete sample of Laor

et al. (1997), Lawrence et al. found little correlation between αox and RFe II,

and only an ambiguous correlation with αx. Indeed, Figure 3 of Lawrence et

al. shows a slight trend in the sense of strong optical Fe ii for weak X-ray

luminosity (steep αox). They did find a significant correlation with the X-

ray to IR slope αix in the sense of stronger infrared for stronger Fe ii. Using

composite spectra for X-ray bright and X-ray faint QSOs, Green (1998) found
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that UV Fe ii was stronger whereas optical Fe ii was weaker for X-ray bright

objects. However, the differences were small compared to the full range of

Fe ii strength among individual AGN. Leighly et al. (2007) find a weak X-ray

continuum but strong Fe ii emission in PHL 1811, and discuss other similar

examples. None of these results gives support for the idea that stronger X-ray

continuum drives stronger Fe ii for AGN as a class. Ferland & Persson (1989)

reached a similar conclusion regarding the Ca ii emission from AGN, which

also comes from the partially ionized zone.

2) In order to explore the expected response of the Fe ii emission to

differences in X-ray luminosity (and other parameters) we have computed a

set of models of the BLR using version 07.02.00 of the photoionization code

Cloudy, most recently described by Ferland et al. (1998). As a reference model,

following Ferland et al. (2009), we used solar abundances, an ionizing flux

φ = 1019 cm−2 s−1, and a gas density N = 1010 cm−3, giving an ionization

parameter U ≡ φ/Nc = 10−1.5. The internal turbulent velocity was uturb =

100 km s−1, and the stopping column density was 1023 cm−2, in order to

include an extensive partially ionized zone. The ionizing continuum was the

sum of (1) a UV component Lν ∝ ν−0.5exp(−hν/kTcut) with Tcut = 105.7 K

to represent the Big Blue Bump, and (2) an X-ray power law Lν ∝ ν−1.

The continuum had a low frequency exponential cutoff below 0.01 Ryd. The

models used the full treatment of the Fe ii ion (371 levels) and were iterated

to convergence of the diffuse radiation field. The ratio of the X-ray to the UV

component is controlled by the parameter αox. For the reference model (Model
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1), we used αox = −1.4, a typical observed value (Lawrence et al., 1997). This

model has not been optimized to fit a typical AGN emission-line spectrum,

but simply serves as a reference point for exploring the effect on Fe ii of

changing various model parameters. A simultaneous fit to AGN emission-line

spectra requires a combination of photoionized clouds with a range of physical

conditions (Baldwin et al., 1995).

Table 2 gives line intensities from the Cloudy models. The Hα, C iii],

C iv, and Mg ii intensities are reasonable. Lyα is stronger than observed

relative to Hβ, a familiar problem with photoionization models (e.g., Kwan &

Krolik, 1981). The Cloudy output gives Fe ii intensities summed over broad

wavelength bands at 1000 – 2000, 2000 – 3000, 4000 – 6000, 6000 – 7800, and

7800 – 30000 Å. Note that the λ2500 band includes the broad UV Fe ii bump,

and the λ5000 band contains the prominent optical Fe ii blends at λ4570 and

λ5250. Model 1 under-predicts the Fe ii intensity seen in strong Fe ii objects,

a common problem with photoionization models as mentioned above.

In Model 2, we used αox = −2.0 to explore the effect of weaker X-rays

while remaining within the span of frequently observed values of αox (Lawrence

et al., 1997). The Fe ii intensity (relative to Hβ) actually increased slightly

in the X-ray weak model. We also computed an alternative pair of models

with φ = 1018 cm−2 s−1, N = 109 cm−3, Tcut = 105.3 K, and no turbulence.

In this case, the Fe ii λ2500 blend decreased by 0.16 dex and the λ5000 band

by 0.20 dex in going from αox = −1.4 to −2.0. Even in this case, the degree

of change is insufficient to give the full observed range of Fe ii strength. An
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extreme systematic variation of αox with Fe ii would be required, for which

the observations give little support.
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Table 2.2. Photoionization Model Results

Model 1 2 3 4
αox -1.4 -2.0 -1.4 -1.4

Fe Depletion 0.0 0.0 -1.5 -1.5
Other Depletion 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.5

Line (blend) I/IHβ

Fe ii 1500 6.2 7.5 0.207 1.59
Fe ii 2500 17.8 21.0 5.1 3.9
Fe ii 5000 0.55 0.58 0.029 0.024
Fe ii 7000 0.069 0.081 0.0059 0.0045
Fe ii 10000 0.42 0.44 0.030 0.024
Mg ii 3.4 3.2 2.8 0.20
Si iii] 1.30 1.46 1.19 0.037
Si iv 1.56 1.75 1.42 0.104
Hα 4.6 4.6 4.5 4.6
Lyα 28.1 32.4 25.8 21.6
C iii] 1.69 1.78 1.54 1.45
C iv 13.8 13.2 12.6 11.1

Note. — Results of Cloudy photoionization models.
Logarithmic depletion relative to hydrogen is given for
iron and for other refractory elements. See the text for
discussion.
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2.5 Fe ii Strength and Iron Depletion into Grains

The above results indicate that changes in the total elemental abun-

dance of Fe and the X-ray luminosity do not cause the wide observed range of

Fe ii emission strength among AGN. We propose instead that Fe ii strength

in AGN largely results from differing degrees of depletion of the gas-phase

abundance of iron into grains in the relevant portions of the BLR. Gas-phase

depletions of refractory elements in the interstellar medium can be severe. Iron

is depleted by up to 2 orders of magnitude in the interstellar medium and in

ionized nebulae (see discussion below). Such a degree of depletion, if present

in AGN with weak Fe ii but not those with strong Fe ii, can account for much

of the observed range of Fe ii strength in AGN.

There has been considerable discussion of refractory element depletions

in the NLRs of AGN (Ferguson et al., 1997a). Gaskell et al. (1981) considered

the question of refractory element depletions in the BLR and concluded that

depletions of Si, Mg, and Fe as severe as those in the ISM did not occur. This

conclusion was based mostly on the Mg ii, Si iii, and Si iv lines, and the

intensity of Fe ii in strong Fe ii objects. Here we suggest that the degree of

depletion of iron varies from object to object, and can be severe in objects

with weak Fe ii. In a study of [O i] and Ca ii emission from AGN, Matsuoka

et al. (2008) note that depletion of Ca ii might help to reconcile predicted and

observed intensities and mention the possibility that depletions may affect the

Fe ii lines. Ferland & Persson (1989) note that dust mixed with the BLR gas

could help to explain low observed values of the Ca ii H and K emission lines,
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relative to the infrared triplet. As discussed below, the radius of the BLR is

interestingly close to the dust sublimation radius; and for typical parameters,

grains may exist in the partially ionized zone of the BLR clouds but not in the

highly ionized surface layers.

The present proposal does not address the long-standing question of

how to explain the large Fe ii strength observed in many AGN (Wills et al.,

1985; Bruhweiler & Verner, 2008, and references therein). Rather, it serves

to separate the question of Fe ii strength into two parts: (1) why is Fe ii

so strong in some objects, and (2) why is it so weak in others? We do not

attempt to resolve the first question in this paper, except to note that under

the present proposal, the Fe ii physical excitation mechanism is freed from the

requirement of explaining by itself the wide range of observed Fe ii strengths.

2.5.1 Photoionization Models

In order to explore the dependence of Fe ii strength on gas-phase Fe

abundance we have computed two additional Cloudy models (see Table 2).

Model 3 is otherwise identical to Model 1 but has a depletion of iron by 1.5 dex.

The λ2500 feature decreased in intensity by 0.66 dex, and the λ5000 feature

by 1.36 dex, corresponding to (Fe/H)0.44 and (Fe/H)0.91, respectively. In the

N = 109 cm−3 model described above, a 1.5 dex depletion of Fe abundance

reduced the λ2500 and λ5000 features by 0.82 dex and 1.37 dex, respectively.

Thus, the optical Fe ii intensity varied almost linearly with the gas-phase

iron abundance, and the UV Fe ii less strongly. These results are consistent
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with previous photoionization studies. Verner et al. (2003) and Baldwin et al.

(2004) found that the Fe ii intensity varies approximately as (Fe/H)0.8 for the

optical lines and as (Fe/H)0.4 for the UV bump. Some of these models assume

different physical parameters for the BLR from ours, and the Verner et al.

(2003) models use an 830 level Fe+ model atom as opposed to 371 levels in

our models and those of Baldwin et al. (2004).

Other refractory elements may be depleted where iron is. In Model 4,

the abundances of Al, Mg, Si, Ca, and Fe were all depleted by 1.5 dex. Table 2

shows that the multiplets Mg ii λ2800, Si iii λ1892, and Si iv λ1400 decreased

roughly in proportion to the gas-phase abundance. The behavior of the Fe ii

multiplets in Model 4 is similar to the case in which only Fe was depleted.

Different refractory elements have different depletions in the ISM, and

different grain compositions may be more or less easily destroyed in the AGN

environment. This may lead to useful diagnostics for grain destruction and gas-

phase depletions. Delgado Inglada et al. (2009) summarize published depletion

factors in planetary nebulae: 1/6 to 1/300 for Ca, 1/2 to 1/350 for Al, 1/3 to

1/300 for Fe, near solar to 1/10 for Mg, and near solar to 1/20 for Si. Silicon

appears to be depleted by a lesser factor than iron in H ii regions. Garnett

et al. (1995) found Si depletions of only -0.1 to -0.6 dex in extragalactic H II

regions, significantly less than in dense interstellar clouds. If Si is more easily

restored to the gas phase in H II regions, the same may be true in AGN,

allowing objects with weak Fe ii to have normal intensities of Si iii and Si iv.
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2.5.2 Geometrical Considerations

What might cause widely differing degrees of depletion of iron, and

possibly other refractory elements, among AGN? From considerations of BLR

covering factor, Lyman continuum absorption, line widths, and reverberation

mapping, Gaskell (2009) argues that the BLR is the inward extension of the

dusty torus, with an inflow velocity a substantial fraction of the orbital ve-

locity. Such a picture lends itself to the idea of refractory element depletions

in the low ionization zone. As material flows inward through the dusty torus,

its equilibrium temperature rises as it experiences a stronger radiation field,

eventually reaching the sublimation temperature of ∼ 1500 K. The exact

sublimation radius depends on grain size and composition (Laor & Draine,

1993), but there will be a point where the refractory elements are substan-

tially restored to the gaseous phase. This sublimation radius is given by Laor

& Draine (1993) as Rd = (0.2 pc)L46, where L46 is the AGN luminosity in

units of 1046 erg s−1. If this happens before the material reaches the main

region of low ionization line emission, then strong emission in Fe ii and other

lines of refractory elements will occur. On the other hand, if the dust survives

through most of the low ionization zone, then these emission lines will be weak,

because of the lack of emitting ions and because of attenuation of the ionizing

radiation and line emission by the dust itself.

Netzer & Laor (1993) suggested that the survival of dust outside the

sublimation radius leads to extinction of the ionizing continuum and suppres-

sion of line emission, setting a natural limit to radius of the BLR (see also
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Laor, 2007). Infrared variability studies give a radius of the dusty torus just

outside the BLR (Suganuma et al., 2006), supporting this picture. Here we

suggest that the relationship between the sublimation radius and the BLR

outer boundary differs from object to object. Critical to this picture is the

actual radius of Fe ii emission relative to the dust sublimation radius. Rever-

beration studies and line widths indicate that the lower ionization lines often

come from larger radii in the BLR (Peterson, 1997; Sulentic et al., 2000).

This may result from some combination of actual ionization stratification and

line emissivity effects as considered in the LOC model (Baldwin et al., 1995).

There have been few successful reverberation studies of the Fe ii emitting ra-

dius in AGN. For the Seyfert galaxy NGC 5548, Maoz et al. (1993) found a

similar time lag for the UV Fe ii lines as for Lyα. In a reverberation study of

Ark 120, which has strong optical Fe ii, Kuehn et al. (2008) found that the lag

for the optical Fe ii lines was ill-defined but may be around 300 days, larger

than for Hβ. They estimate a dust sublimation radius in this object of ∼ 460

light days, and conclude that within the uncertainties “it is plausible that the

optical Fe ii emission is produced at or just inside the dust sublimation ra-

dius.” In a study of line profiles of AGN in SDSS, Hu et al. (2008b) conclude

that the Fe ii emission comes from an inflowing zone in the outer part of the

BLR. Taken together, these studies are consistent with Fe ii emission from gas

entering the BLR from the dusty torus.

A refinement of this picture takes account of the attenuation of the ion-

izing radiation field with depth within the ionized cloud or ionized surface layer
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of the disk or torus. Reverberation measurements of the BLR radius (often

involving the Hβ line) typically give a radius smaller than the dust sublimation

radius by a factor of order 2, based on radii and luminosities given by Bentz

et al. (2009). Thus, refractory grains should not survive at the illuminated

face of a BLR cloud. However, the radiation field diminishes with depth in the

cloud, allowing dust to survive at large depths. As the dusty gas flows from

deep in the torus toward the irradiated surface, the ambient radiation field

intensifies and the grain temperature rises, reaching the sublimation point at

some depth in the ionization structure. Grain equilibrium temperatures cal-

culated by the Cloudy program support this picture. In the reference model

(Model 1) described above, the temperature of silicate grains with a radius

of 0.094 microns is 680 K at the maximum column depth of 1023 cm−2. This

allows grains to survive at this depth, even though the incident flux at the

cloud face would easily evaporate refractory grains. The grain temperature

rises with decreasing depth, reaching the sublimation temperature of 1500 K

at a column density of 1021.63 cm−2. This is well below the “Strömgren depth”

of 1021.23 cm−2, where hydrogren is 50% ionized. The grain temperature as

calculated by Cloudy would be 2000 K at this latter depth, and 3100 K at the

cloud surface. Reference to Figure 3 of Ferland et al. (2009) shows that in their

model (similar to our Model 1), most of the optical Fe ii emission occurs below

the sublimation depth of 1021.63 cm−2, whereas most of the ultraviolet Fe ii

emission occurs at shallower depths. Thus, evaporation of the grains occurs

at a depth giving severe reduction of the optical but not the ultraviolet Fe ii
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emission. Dust will also not affect the emission from the highly ionized gas

above the Strömgren depth, such as Si iii] and Si iv; and weak optical Fe ii

could accompany a normal ratio of the ultraviolet Fe ii to Mg ii lines. The

exact sublimation depth depends on grain size and composition, but the qual-

itative pattern remains for a range of compositions and sizes included in the

Cloudy output. For different AGN with different parameters, the sublimation

point will occur at different depths in the ionization structure. Gaskell et al.

(2007) have also discussed the affect of attenuation of the AGN continuum in

the BLR on the radius of dust sublimation.

An alternative geometry for the BLR involves a radiatively driven wind

from the accretion disk (Murray & Chiang, 1998). In this picture, one issue is

whether grains can survive in the inflowing material to the radius where it is

expelled in the wind. Standard accretion disk physics (Peterson, 1997) gives

for the disk effective temperature due to internal viscous dissipation

Teff = (103.12 K)(Ṁ/ṀE)1/4M
−1/4
8 v

3/2
3000, (2.3)

where Ṁ/ṀE is the accretion rate relative to that giving the Eddington lumi-

nosity, M8 is the black hole mass in units of 108 M⊙, and v3000 is the orbital

velocity at the radius of interest in units of 3000 km s−1. Thus, the sublimation

temperature for refractory grains is reached at orbital velocities appropriate

for the broad emission lines. This may be consistent with differing degrees of

grain evaporation in different objects. (The mid-plane temperature of the disk

will be higher.) The above expression qualitatively agrees with the observed
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trend of stronger optical Fe ii with increasing Eddington ratio, but the de-

pendence on black hole mass may be problematic. Moreover, it does not give

such a natural L0.5 dependence for the BLR radius as does the dust sublima-

tion model of Netzer & Laor (1993). Note that in the disk-wind picture, the

energy for the line emission still comes from photoionization by the central

continuum; locally produced energy is insufficient at this shallow depth in the

gravitational potential. Sublimation at an intermediate depth in the ionization

structure, as discussed above, could also occur in the disk-wind model.

2.5.3 Turbulent Velocity and Column Density

Local turbulence substantially affects the Fe ii spectrum in photoion-

ization models by facilitating continuum and line-line fluorescence. Increasing

the turbulence can increase the Fe ii strength and give better agreement be-

tween the predicted shape of the Fe ii blends and observation (Baldwin et al.,

2004; Bruhweiler & Verner, 2008, and references therein). Bruhweiler & Verner

(2008) find a factor of 2 increase in the UV Fe ii strength relative to Mg ii

as the turbulence increases from 5 to 50 km s−1(their Table 2). When we

decreased vturb from 100 km s−1 to zero in Model 1, the λ2500 Fe ii band

decreased a factor 10, and the λ5000 band decreased by a factor of 2. If these

results are representative, they suggest that differing amounts of turbulence

could make a substantial contribution to the range of strength of Fe ii in AGN.

On the other hand, turbulence still appears to be inadequate to give the full

observed range in optical Fe ii. Moreover, Baldwin et al. (2004) argue that
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substantial turbulence is required to fit the detailed shape of the UV Fe ii

feature, so that there may be limited freedom to vary the turbulence. A useful

test may be to examine the observed shape of the UV and optical Fe ii blends

as a function of optical Fe ii strength, for comparison with photoionization

models that vary either the turbulence or the gas-phase abundance of Fe.

The column density of the emitting clouds also has an important effect

on the Fe ii emission. Ferland et al. (2009) illustrate the increase in Fe ii/Hβ

with increasing column density. They find that the minimum column density

is ∼ 1023 cm−2 for gravity to overpower radiation pressure and allow infall of

clouds as found by Hu et al. (2008b). The UV Fe ii lines show little change

above this column density, but the optical Fe ii increases a factor ∼ 0.5 dex

from ∼ 1023 cm−2 to ∼ 1025 cm−2. Using arguments based on virial deter-

minations of the black hole mass in AGN, Netzer (2009) also concludes that

the column densities must substantially exceed ∼ 1023 cm−2 to avoid excessive

effects of radiation pressure on the orbital velocities of the BLR clouds. Thus,

there may be limited freedom to vary the column density in order to produce

the wide range of optical Fe ii strength observed.

The relative behavior of the optical and UV Fe ii bands may provide

clues to the predominant cause of the range of Fe ii strength. In our models,

the UV and optical Fe ii both increase with Fe abundance, albeit more weakly

for the UV blends. However, increasing the microturbulence increased the UV

Fe ii by a greater factor that the optical Fe ii; and increasing the column den-

sity beyond ∼ 1023 cm−2 mainly increases the optical Fe ii, as noted above.
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Shang et al. (2007) give optical and Fe ii strengths for a sample of AGN. Their

results show a much greater range in the EW of the optical Fe ii bands than

in the UV bands, and a weak anti-correlation between the optical and UV (see

also Wills et al., 1985). The fact that the optical Fe ii shows a greater range

of intensity that the UV Fe ii may favor an explanation other than microtur-

bulence. One complication is whether the optical and UV lines originate at

substantially different radii in the BLR, as suggested by some reverberation

and line-width studies (e.g., Maoz et al., 1993; Hu et al., 2008b). Ferland

et al. (2009) suggest that the observed optical Fe ii may be strongly affected

by radiation escaping from the shielded face of the photoionized clouds. The

observational and theoretical situation for Fe ii is complex, and further work

will be needed to devise definitive tests of the role of chemical abundances and

physical conditions.

2.6 Conclusion

We have used composite SDSS spectra of AGN to examine the behavior

of the narrow emission lines as a function of Fe ii strength. The [Fe vii] line

shows only a weak increase with increasing Fe ii strength, indicating that the

iron abundance contributes little to the wide range of Fe ii strength in AGN.

There is, however, a significant increase in the N/O abundance ratio with

Fe ii strength, which suggests an increase in overall metallicity. There is little

change in the level of ionization in the NLR as a function of Fe ii strength.

This, together with results of photoionization models, suggests that differences
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in the shape of the ionizing continuum, specifically the soft X-ray luminosity,

are not the main drivers of the Fe ii strength. We propose that differences in

the degree of depletion of Fe into grains in the low ionization portion of the

BLR are largely responsible for the weakness of Fe ii in some AGN, while it is

strong in others. This picture is consistent with the approximate coincidence

of the BLR radius and the dust sublimation radius, with indications that

the BLR consists of material flowing inward from the dusty torus toward the

central black hole, and with the variation of grain temperature with depth in

the ionization structure of the BLR gas.

The strength of Fe ii emission is a major component of the set of cor-

relations known as “Eigenvector 1” (EV1) discussed by BG92. These include

weak [O iii] associated with strong Fe ii and narrower widths of the broad Hβ

line. Radio loud AGN tend to have strong [O iii] and weak Fe ii. These trends

have been the subject of many studies, but a good physical understanding of

their origin remains lacking. BG92 suggested that high column densities in the

BLR enhance Fe ii while diminishing the ionizing radiation reaching the NLR.

Ludwig et al. (2009), in a spectral principal components analysis of AGN in

SDSS, found the interpretation of the eigenvectors to be complicated. They

argued that covering factor of the NLR was the likely cause of the range in

[O iii] strength. Ferland et al. (2009) suggest that the higher column densities

required for infall in more luminous AGN can help to explain the correlation

of Fe ii strength with L/LEd.

The interpretation of Fe ii strength in terms of dust depletion opens
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many questions for investigation. Can support for this picture be found in the

line intensities of other refractory elements? Does the Fe ii emitting radius

bear a different relationship to the dust sublimation radius for strong and weak

Fe ii emitters? What are the implications for the infrared emission of AGN?

What underlying causes lead to the correlations between Fe ii strength and

other properties such as [O iii] strength, radio emission, and Eddington ratio?

This paper does not offer answers to these larger questions, but the explanation

of Fe ii strength in terms of gas-phase depletions gives a new context in which

to address them.
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Chapter 3

Physical Properties of the Narrow-Line

Region of Low-Mass Active Galaxies

We present spectroscopic observations of 27 active galactic nuclei (AGN)

with some of the lowest black hole (BH) masses known. We use the high spec-

tral resolution and small aperture of our Keck data, taken with the Echellette

Spectrograph and Imager, to isolate the narrow-line regions (NLRs) of these

low-mass BHs. We investigate their emission-line properties and compare them

with those of AGN with higher-mass black holes. While we are unable to deter-

mine absolute metallicities, some of our objects plausibly represent examples

of the low-metallicity AGN described by Groves et al. (2006), based on their

[N II]/Hα ratios and their consistency with the Kewley & Ellison (2008) mass-

metallicity relation. We find tentative evidence for steeper far-UV spectral

slopes in lower-mass systems. Overall, NLR emission lines in these low-mass

AGN exhibit trends similar to those seen in AGN with higher-mass BHs, such

as increasing blueshifts and broadening with increasing ionization potential.

Additionally, we see evidence of an intermediate line region whose intensity

correlates with L/LEdd, as seen in higher-mass AGN. We highlight the inter-

esting trend that, at least in these low-mass AGN, the [O III] equivalent width

(EW) is highest in symmetric NLR lines with no blue wing. This trend of in-
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creasing [O III] EW with line symmetry could be explained by a high covering

factor of lower ionization gas in the NLR. In general, low-mass AGN preserve

many well-known trends in the structure of the NLR, while exhibiting steeper

ionizing continuum slopes and somewhat lower gas-phase metallicities.

3.1 Introduction

Active galactic nuclei (AGN) with relatively small black hole (BH)

masses (MBH
<∼ 106 M⊙) comprise a demographic that until recently went

relatively unexplored. It is difficult to find and observe such low-luminosity

objects (Filippenko & Ho, 2003; Barth et al., 2004). While luminous quasars

with massive central BHs have been studied intensively for decades (e.g. Boro-

son & Green, 1992), only with the advent of large surveys like the Sloan Digital

Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al., 2000) has it become possible to search for large

numbers of low-mass active galaxies (Greene & Ho, 2004, 2007a). The number

density and radiative properties of these accreting, low-mass BHs, which we re-

fer to as low-mass AGN, are vital to understanding the accretion history of the

Universe. By understanding their radiative properties, we can constrain the

spectral energy distributions used in models of primordial seed BHs (Volonteri

& Natarajan, 2009), which may have prompted early galaxy formation (e.g.

Bromm & Yoshida, 2011, and references therein) and were possibly a signifi-

cant participant in the reionization of the Universe (Milosavljević et al., 2009).

In addition, investigating these low-mass AGN is necessary to understand the

overall demographics of BHs at low masses, including the low-mass end of
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the MBH − σ∗ relation, which can further inform our understanding of galaxy

formation and evolution (Tremaine et al., 2002; Gültekin et al., 2009).

We focus on the sample of 174 low-mass AGN selected by Greene &

Ho (2007a, ; hereafter GH07) from the SDSS. Note that these objects can be

technically classified as narrow-line Seyfert 1 (NLS1) galaxies based on their

broad Hβ widths (Osterbrock & Pogge, 1985). These low-mass AGN and their

host galaxies are well-studied, with stellar velocity dispersion measurements

presented in Barth et al. (2005) and Xiao et al. (2011), and host galaxy analysis

with the Hubble Space Telescope presented by Greene et al. (2008) and Jiang

et al. (2011). In addition, their spectral slopes from the UV to the X-ray

have been used to assess whether the spectral energy distribution gets harder

when the BH mass is lower (Greene & Ho, 2007b; Desroches et al., 2009, Dong

et al. in prep). In this paper we use high-resolution spectroscopy from the

Keck telescope to specifically study the emission-line properties of 27 of these

objects. The Keck spectra are observed with a smaller aperture than the SDSS

data, using a 0.75” x 1” aperture extraction versus 3” fibers used in SDSS,

with σ ∼ 22 km s−1 instrumental resolution. This improves our ability to

distinguish emission from the narrow-line region (NLR) of the AGN compared

to H II regions in the host galaxy and makes it possible to decompose the broad

and narrow components of the permitted lines more clearly than is possible in

the SDSS data. We make comparisons between AGN with low- and high-mass

BHs, and investigate the metallicity of the NLR, the structure of the NLR,

and the radiative properties of the low-mass AGN themselves.
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In Sections §3.2 and §3.3 we present our high resolution, high signal-

to-noise (S/N) observations of a sample of 27 low-mass AGN and our fitting

methodology and measurements. In Section §3.4, we investigate the gas-phase

metallicities of these AGN using various emission line diagnostics in pursuit of

rare, low-metallicity AGN. In Section §3.5, we discuss the inferred far-UV con-

tinuum slope and discuss implications for the spectral energy distributions of

accreting low-mass BHs in AGN. In Section §3.6, we investigate low-contrast,

weak emission lines through use of composite spectra. In particular, we fo-

cus on high-ionization Fe lines and their behavior relative to more prominent,

lower-ionization NLR emission lines. In Section §3.7, we present a summary

of our conclusions.

3.2 The Sample

The galaxies studied here are a subset of those presented in Greene &

Ho (2004, 2007a), with the exception of J2156+1103, which was drawn from

the sample in Barth et al. (2005). The low-mass candidates are AGN with

broad Hα emission (z < 0.352) originally selected from the SDSS data releases

one (York et al., 2000) and four (Adelman-McCarthy et al., 2006). So-called

virial BH masses, MBH = fRv2/G, are derived indirectly using the dense

gas orbiting the BH (the broad-line region or BLR) as a dynamical tracer.

The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of Hα indicates the velocity of the

BLR gas and LHα, in conjunction with the radius-luminosity relation (Bentz

et al., 2006), gives the radius of the BLR. Finally, f is a scaling factor that
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accounts for the unknown geometry of the BLR, here assumed to be f = 0.75

(Netzer, 1990). Our low-mass AGN have been selected to have an estimated

MBH < 2×106M⊙. As naively expected, these low-mass AGN have been found

to inhabit low-luminosity (∼ 1 mag below L∗), late-type host galaxies (Greene

et al., 2008; Jiang et al., 2011).

The spectra in this paper are drawn from the spectra presented in

Barth et al. (2005) and Xiao et al. (2011), which are subsets of the galaxies

from GH07. In those papers the focus was on the MBH − σ∗ relation for

these systems, while here we focus on the emission line properties. Note that

our paper represents only a subset of the targets presented in Xiao et al.

(2011) that were available when this project began. The general properties

of each sample are the same as the parent sample in GH07. The median BH

masses for our sample, GH07, and Xiao et al. are as follows: MBH = 3.5 ×

105M⊙, 1.3× 106M⊙, 9.5× 105M⊙, respectively. The median Hα luminosities

are log LHα = 40.7, 41.1, and 41.1, while the median Eddington ratios are

L/LEdd = 0.3, 0.4, 0.3, respectively. We calculate the bolometric luminosity

by applying the correction in GH07: Lbol = 2.34×1044(LHα/1042)0.86 ergs s−1,

while LEdd = 1.26×1038 (MBH/M⊙). Using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test,

we find that our 27 low-mass AGN have statistically indistinguishable redshifts

and luminosities compared to Xiao et al. (2011), (P = 0.05 and P = 0.03,

respectively). Compared to GH07, our objects have Hα luminosities that

are likely drawn from the same parent distribution (P = 0.03). Finally, the

redshift distribution of our sample is statistically different than that of GH07
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(P < 0.01), such that our objects are at somewhat lower redshift (median

z = 0.054 compared to the median z = 0.086 for GH07). Note, however, that

the lower redshift objects have more reliable BH mass estimates. In light of

these overall similarities, we conclude that our objects are representative of

the parent sample of low-mass AGN from GH07.

Observations were taken on the Echellette Spectrograph and Imager

(ESI; Sheinis et al., 2002) on the Keck telescope during observing runs in

2003, 2004, 2006, and 2008. The 0.75” slit width and 1” extraction of these

Keck spectra potentially allow us to isolate the NLR better than in the SDSS

data by excluding contributions from H II regions at larger radii. The observed

wavelength range for the spectra is 3900 - 10900 Å over 10 echelle orders. Ex-

posure times ranged from 900 – 1800 seconds. Note that the absolute flux scale

of the spectra is uncertain due to slit losses and non-photometric conditions

on some nights, but the relative flux calibration across the spectrum should

be robust since the AGN and standard stars were observed at the parallactic

angle. The average S/N of our sample at 5500 Å is S/N= 26, with an instru-

mental resolution, σ ∼ 22 km s−1. The full data reduction process is described

in more detail in Barth et al. (2008) and Xiao et al. (2011), which is identical

to that used here. Table 3.1 lists object information for our low-mass AGN

sample.
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Table 3.1. Low-Mass AGN Observations

Object Flag z S/N Fit Class

SDSS J010712.03+140844.9 GH01 0.0770 17 AGN
SDSS J024912.86-081525.6 GH02 0.0296 18 AGN
SDSS J032515.59+003408.4 GH03 0.1021 12 AGN
SDSS J080629.80+241955.6 0.0415 31 GAL
SDSS J080907.58+441641.4 0.0540 24 GAL
SDSS J081550.23+250640.9 0.0726 20 GAL
SDSS J082443.28+295923.5 0.0254 54 GAL
SDSS J082912.67+500652.3 GH04 0.0435 37 GAL
SDSS J094310.12+604559.1 GH05 0.0745 25 AGN
SDSS J101108.40+002908.7 GH06 0.1001 12 AGN
SDSS J105755.66+482502.0 0.0732 26 GAL
SDSS J110501.97+594103.6 0.0336 57 GAL
SDSS J114343.76+550019.3 0.0271 26 GAL
SDSS J122342.81+581446.1 0.0146 34 GAL
SDSS J124035.81-002919.4 GH10 0.0810 31 GAL
SDSS J125055.28-015556.6 GH11 0.0815 20 GAL
SDSS J131310.12+051942.1 0.0488 24 GAL
SDSS J141234.67-003500.0 GH13 0.1271 17 AGN
SDSS J143450.62+033842.5 GH14 0.0283 20 GAL
SDSS J153425.59+040806.7 0.0395 9 AGN
SDSS J162636.40+350242.0 0.0341 38 GAL
SDSS J163159.59+243740.2 0.0436 43 GAL
SDSS J170246.09+602818.9 GH16 0.0691 20 GAL
SDSS J172759.15+542147.0 GH17 0.0995 14 AGN
SDSS J215658.30+110343.1 0.1080 39 GAL
SDSS J232159.06+000738.8 GH18 0.1838 12 GAL
SDSS J233837.10-002810.3 GH19 0.0356 29 GAL

Note. — Low Mass AGN Sample Observations. Col. (1): SDSS
Designation. Col (2): Greene & Ho (2004) object designations. Col
(3): Redshift. Col. (4): Median S/N per pixel at 5500 Å. Col (5):
Fit classification, as described in Section § 3.3.
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3.3 Methodology

3.3.1 Fitting Procedure

Our investigation is focused on the properties of the nuclear gas itself,

specifically the emission-line ratios, inferred gas kinematics, and gas-phase

metallicities of the objects at the low end of the BH mass distribution. To this

end, we want accurate measurements of the emission-line fluxes and shapes,

for which we must remove the underlying continuum. At the low nuclear lumi-

nosities of most of our sample, starlight from the galaxy becomes a significant

contributor to the overall continuum, and could bias the emission-line fluxes if

not properly accounted for. In addition to the underlying galaxy, a complete

model of the AGN continuum includes a nonstellar power law, typically well-

fit by the form fλ ∝ λα (Richards et al., 2003). The optical spectrum also

contains emission from numerous broad Fe II transitions that form a pseudo-

continuum underlying many other emission lines of interest (see Figure 3.1).

Because the components of our fits are coupled, our fitting process iterates

between continuum and emission line fits, as described below.

For computational simplicity, we divide the sample into two classes of

objects – those where the AGN dominates the continuum and the galaxy is

not generally measurable, and those where the galaxy contributes a signifi-

cant fraction of the continuum (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2). We treat the fitting

of these AGN-dominated and galaxy-dominated spectra separately because

there are strong degeneracies between the power-law shape, the galaxy con-

tinuum level, and extinction. We use the IRAF routine splot to measure
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Figure 3.1 Upper panel. Emission line-subtracted spectrum of J0107+1408.
Emission lines are shown with dotted lines, the total continuum fit is shown in
red, including the combined reddened power laws as the dashed blue line, and
the reddened Fe II component is shown in purple. Middle panel. Continuum
fit of J1412–0035 with the same convention as above. Lower panel. Continuum
fit of J0943+6045 with same conventions as above.
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Figure 3.2 Upper panel. Emission line-subtracted spectrum of J1105+5941.
Emission lines are shown with dotted lines, the total continuum fit shown
in red, including the reddened power law as the dashed blue line, and the
reddened 10-Gyr galaxy component in green. Middle panel. Spectrum of
J0806+2419 with the same convention as above, where the additional reddened
Fe II component is shown in purple. Lower panel. Spectrum of J0824+2959
with same conventions as above, where the additional reddened 1-Gyr galaxy
model is shown in yellow.
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the equivalent width (EW) of the Ca II K λ3933 Å absorption feature in a

user-defined window. We then determine an empirical division between AGN-

dominated and galaxy-dominated objects based on this EW. After inspection

of the spectra and comparison to the measured Ca II EWs, we determine that

galaxy-dominated objects typically have Ca II K EW > 1 Å, and therefore

all such objects are fitted using our galaxy-dominated procedure.1 For both

AGN-dominated and galaxy-dominated fitting methods, we start with an ini-

tial continuum fit, then iterate between emission line fitting and continuum

fitting, analogous to the procedure to remove Fe II in Netzer & Trakhtenbrot

(2007). After three iterations, the Hα flux changed by < 0.001% for the me-

dian objects, but there were two objects where the changes were at the 10%

level at the final iteration. Still, this 10% change is within our final errors

as described below. The ratio of Hβ fluxes between iterations also typically

converged to within 0.001% of the final value, but was up to 1% for two objects.

3.3.2 Continuum Fits

For AGN-dominated objects, the continuum fitting windows included

the following regions: 3900–4330, 4430–4770, 5020–5650, and 7600–7900 Å.

Examples of our AGN-dominated objects are shown in Figure 3.1. For these

objects, we applied a continuum fit that included two power laws, Fe II pseudo-

1Two objects with Ca K EW< 1Å, J1434+0338 and J0931+0635, were moved to the
galaxy-dominated group after inspection showed Mg I b absorption in their spectra. The
Ca K lines were not distinctive in these cases because of lower signal-to-noise at the blue
end of these spectra.
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continuum, and reddening. There are many degeneracies in these fits between

internal extinction, Galactic extinction, flux calibration errors, and the intrin-

sic shapes of the AGN and galaxy continua. Barth et al. (2005) and Xiao

et al. (2011) use a quadratic polynomial in addition to a power-law and galaxy

continuum to account for the additional terms. We have chosen to include a

single reddening law instead. We adopt the reddening prescription in Calzetti

et al. (2000) for star-forming galaxies, since our objects have blue, disky host

galaxies (Greene et al., 2008). Note that by using the Calzetti et al. reddening

law we have implicitly assumed a dust opacity and geometry that may not be

applicable to these AGN. Our original hope was to glean additional physically

meaningful information from the fits including extinction. After comparing

the Balmer decrements with the continuum-derived reddening, we determined

that due to the degeneracies described above, our continuum-derived extinc-

tion terms are not robust. Therefore, we use the extinction term only to derive

satisfactory continuum fits.

Although our spectral region only includes 3800–8500 Å, we find that

two power laws are needed in 38% of the AGN-dominated objects, where the

power laws are defined as fλ ∝ λα. AGN often show a break in the slope

of the continuum around 5000 Å, with the blue region steeper than the red,

which is commonly fitted with a broken power law (Shang et al., 2005). This

upturn in the blue end of the continuum is not due to the accretion disk

emission known as the little blue bump (Shields, 1978), which ends around

4000 Å, but represents a real break in the power law continuum. We cannot
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tell if this break is due to increasing galaxy continuum toward the red (Vanden

Berk et al., 2001), because there are not enough stellar features to accurately

model the galaxy in these AGN-dominated objects. Initial parameters for

the power laws are based on the Hα-L5100 relation described in Greene & Ho

(2005b). The power-law slopes were free to vary, but were both limited to have

indices less than or equal to zero (median index α = −1.30) in order to reduce

degeneracy with extinction. For all fits requiring a broken power law, one of

the fitted power laws is flat with an index of zero, which dominates the red

end of the spectrum, and the other power law dominates the blue end with an

average power-law index of α = −2.26. We note again that there is still some

degeneracy between the blue power-law slope and the level of extinction.

We fitted the Fe II pseudo-continuum by scaling, broadening, and shift-

ing the empirical model from Boroson (2002), which is based on the prototyp-

ical strong Fe II object I Zw 1. Fitting empirical templates from I Zw 1 is

a well-established method for dealing with the Fe II in optical and UV spec-

tra (e.g., Boroson & Green, 1992; Vestergaard & Wilkes, 2001; Boroson, 2002;

Leighly & Moore, 2006). For typical AGN, the I Zw 1 template fits the Fe II

pseudo-continuum well (Kovačević et al., 2010). While templates have been

made using theoretical Fe II atomic models (Verner, 2000), these are limited

by the the complexity of the Fe II ion and the lack of laboratory data on the

atomic transitions. We should note that the structure within the Fe II pseudo-

continuum differs from the structure of the I Zw 1 template in several of our

galaxies, as seen by Kovačević et al. (2010) and Hu et al. (2008b).
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For the galaxy-dominated spectra, we applied a continuum fit over the

following wavelength regions to include more stellar absorption lines than the

pure AGN fits: 3900–4300, 5020–5650, 5870–5920, 6150–6530, and 7100–7700

Å. Our galaxy-dominated fits included a single power law, a model galaxy

spectrum with an age of 10 Gyr, and reddening. The power-law index for

these objects was fixed at α = −1.56 as in Vanden Berk et al. (2001) with a

starting amplitude based on the Hα-L5100 relation (Greene & Ho, 2005b). This

is somewhat steeper than the median index we find for our AGN-dominated

objects (α = −1.30). The galaxy model was made using a Bruzual & Charlot

(2003) single stellar population model with an age of 10 Gyr, where we assume

a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function, and the metallicity is assumed to be

solar. Solar metallicity may be an over-estimate for these galaxies (see Section

§3.4), but because of the small aperture of our observations, and the significant

dilution from the AGN continuum, we do not have strong constraints on the

stellar population parameters. The galaxy model is dominated by emission

from K giants in the optical spectral region. The continuum fits of Barth

et al. (2005) and Xiao et al. (2011), which utilize stellar templates rather than

single stellar population models, also find continua dominated by K giants.

The free parameters of this 10-Gyr galaxy model are a broadening function

(σ), model amplitude, and redshift . Note that the spectral models have an

intrinsic dispersion that is larger than the galaxy spectra, and thus the fitted σ

is not physically meaningful. As above, the galaxy and power law components

were multiplied by a reddening function, for which we varied AV.
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For three of our galaxy-dominated objects, including J1240–0029, J2156+1103,

J0806+2419, individual inspection revealed Fe II pseudo-continuum in the

spectra, so we fitted them with the previous galaxy continuum method, but

included the Fe II pseudo-continuum component as well. For four other galaxy-

dominated objects (J0824+2959, J1057+4825, J1143+5500, and J1631+2437)

an obvious A star-like component was necessary in the 3800–4200 Å region to

account for Balmer absorption. For these objects, we included an additional

galaxy model component, much like the 10-Gyr model, but with an age of 1

Gyr. We do not find any evidence of systematic differences in host galaxy

morphology (Jiang et al., 2011) or line ratios for objects requiring a 1-Gyr

galaxy model. Examples of each fitting procedure are shown in Figure 3.2.

3.3.3 Emission Line Fits

Once the continuum fitting is complete, we have line-only spectra to

fit. The emission line-fitting procedure was the same across all continuum

types. We fit narrow and broad components to the Balmer lines, from Hα to

Hǫ, narrow and broad He I lines λ5876, λ6678, and λ7065, the [S II] λλ6717,

6730 doublet, the [N II] λλ6548, 6584 doublet, [O I] lines λ6300 and λ6364,

[O III] lines λλ5007, 4959 and λ4363, narrow and broad He II λ4686, and

N III λ4640. The fitted emission lines are illustrated in Figure 3.3 and are

summarized in Table 3.2, where we list the line species, rest wavelengths,

and the components used in the fit. We present derived quantities of our

low-mass AGNs in Table 3.3, and the emission-line measurements for all of
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Figure 3.3 Upper panel. Original spectrum of J0829+5006 with total contin-
uum fit shown in red, including a single power law as the dashed-blue line, and
10-Gyr galaxy continuum in green, which have been multiplied by a reddening
law. Lower panel. Zoom in of continuum-subtracted spectrum to enhance the
view of weaker emission lines. All fitted emission lines are labeled.
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Table 3.2. Fitted Emission Lines

Emission Line Wavelength (Å) Possible components

He I, narrow 7065, 6678, 5876 1 G-H Poly each
He I, broad 7065, 6678, 5876 1 Gaussian each
[S II] 6730, 6717 1 G-H Poly each
[N II] 6584, 6548 1 G-H Poly each
Hα – Hǫ, narrow 6563, 4861, 4341, 4102, 3970 1 G-H Poly each
Hα, broad 6563 ≤ 4 Gaussians
[O I] 6364, 6300 1 G-H Poly each
[O III] 5007, 4959, 4363 ≤ 2 G-H Polys each
Hβ, broad 4861 ≤ 3 Gaussians
He II, narrow 4686 1 G-H Poly
He II, broad 4686 ≤ 2 Gaussians
N III 4640 1 Gaussian
Hγ – Hǫ, broad 4341, 4102, 3970 1 Gaussian each

Note. — Col. (1): Emission Line Species. Col (2): Rest wave-
length (Å). Col (3): Possible components in fit, where G-H Poly is a
set of Gauss-Hermite functions.
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our objects in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. Note that the fluxes presented have only

been corrected for Galactic reddening. Widths of multi-component lines are

calculated by constructing the total fit of the line and measuring the FWHM

of this reconstruction.

For each object, we fit the NLR emission lines using sets of Gauss-

Hermite functions, much like Salviander et al. (2007). The expression for a set

of Gauss-Hermite functions is as follows:

F (x) = Ae−x2/2[1 + h3f3(x) + h4f4(x)] (3.1)

f3(x) =
1√
6
(2
√

2x3 − 3
√

2x) (3.2)

f4(x) =
1√
24

(4x4 − 12x2 + 3) (3.3)

where

x = (λ − λcent)/σ. (3.4)

When using a single set of Gauss-Hermite functions, each emission line

is fit with five parameters: line centroid, width (σ), flux, h3, and h4. The h3

parameter quantifies the asymmetry of the line and h4 measures the kurtosis,

or boxiness, of the line. Therefore, we can in principle quantitatively compare

NLR line shapes among objects. This works well for NLR emission with the

exception of [O III], where 74% of our objects are not well-described by a

single set of Gauss-Hermite functions, as described below. In general, we base
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Table 3.3. Derived Measurements

Object Log MBH/M⊙ Log L/LEdd Log Mgal/M⊙ ne (cm−3) Z/Z⊙

J0107+1408 6.03 −0.40 · · · 360 2.0 ± 0.1
J0249-0815 5.32 −0.66 · · · 1010 2.0 ± 0.3
J0325+0034 5.98 −0.57 10.05 230 1.5 ± 0.5
J0806+2419 5.95 −0.71 10.24 100 1.6 ± 0.2
J0809+4416 5.94 −0.61 10.04 140 1.8 ± 0.4
J0815+2506 5.55 −0.50 10.24 170 1.8 ± 0.5
J0824+2959 5.33 −0.93 10.16 590 1.5 ± 0.2
J0829+5006 5.76 −0.12 · · · 270 2.3 ± 0.7
J0943+6045 5.76 0.02 · · · 190 1.9 ± 0.2
J1011+0029 6.18 −0.56 · · · 210 0.8 ± 0.2
J1057+4825 5.68 −0.30 10.12 60 0.9 ± 0.1
J1105+5941 6.89 −1.81 10.68 440 1.5 ± 0.3
J1143+5500 5.97 −1.25 · · · 500 0.5 ± 0.1
J1223+5814 6.04 −0.93 9.65 850 1.6 ± 0.2
J1240-0029 5.93 −0.09 · · · 400 1.6 ± 0.4
J1250-0155 6.80 −1.25 · · · 160 0.9 ± 0.2
J1313+0519 5.32 −0.40 10.17 340 2.9 ± 1.0
J1412-0035 6.15 0.11 · · · 1030 1.8 ± 0.2
J1434+0338 5.65 −0.68 · · · 240 2.5 ± 0.6
J1534+0408 4.79 −0.21 9.36 360 2.4 ± 0.6
J1626+3501 5.54 −0.39 10.32 190 2.6 ± 1.4
J1631+2437 5.33 0.02 9.92 160 2.2 ± 0.8
J1702+6028 6.16 −0.31 · · · 10 0.9 ± 0.1
J1727+5421 5.68 −0.14 · · · 290 1.6 ± 0.6
J2156+1103 6.45 −0.65 · · · 230 0.6 ± 0.1
J2321+0007 6.56 −0.78 · · · 290 2.2 ± 0.8
J2338-0028 5.92 −1.14 · · · 540 2.0 ± 0.1

Note. — Col. (1): Object name. Col. (2): Log MBH/M⊙, from Xiao et al. (2011). Col.
(3): Log Lbol/LEdd calculated from our HαBLR measurements. Col. (4): Log M∗/M⊙ for
objects with reported I-band luminosities from Greene et al. (2008) (see §3.4). Col. (5):
Density, calculated from the [S II] doublet. Col. (6): Z/Z⊙, as determined in §3.4.
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Table 3.4. Emission Line Measurements: Hα Region

[S II] λ6717 [S II] λ6731 HαNLR [N II] λ6584 HαBLR

Object f/f(Hβ) FWHM h3 h4 f/f(Hβ) f/f(Hβ) FWHM ∆v f/f(Hβ) f/f(Hβ) FWHM

J0107+1408 0.63 ± 0.04 90 ± 20 −0.03 −0.03 0.57 ± 0.04 2.6 ± 0.3 120 ± 40 0 0.63 ± 0.04 50.6 ± 2.6 960 ± 400
J0249-0815 0.66 ± 0.04 110 ± 40 0.01 0.05 0.75 ± 0.05 3.8 ± 0.3 130 ± 30 23 0.66 ± 0.04 18.3 ± 1.0 790 ± 250
J0325+0034 0.36 ± 0.03 120 ± 30 −0.08 0.01 0.30 ± 0.03 2.9 ± 0.3 150 ± 20 0 0.36 ± 0.03 21.5 ± 0.9 1070 ± 190
J0806+2419 0.36 ± 0.35 70 ± 120 −0.13 0.10 0.29 ± 0.28 6.0 ± 5.8 220 ± 140 −2 0.68 ± 0.65 104.7 ± 100.3 1120 ± 210
J0809+4416 0.67 ± 0.02 160 ± 10 −0.01 −0.04 0.53 ± 0.02 3.4 ± 0.1 180 ± 20 12 0.67 ± 0.02 9.7 ± 0.2 1020 ± 80
J0815+2506 0.56 ± 0.03 130 ± 40 −0.10 0.04 0.45 ± 0.03 2.9 ± 0.2 150 ± 40 0 0.56 ± 0.03 15.9 ± 0.7 840 ± 110
J0824+2959 0.64 ± 0.02 270 ± 10 0.05 −0.13 0.64 ± 0.02 6.1 ± 0.2 310 ± 10 24 0.64 ± 0.02 3.3 ± 0.1 1240 ± 20
J0829+5006 0.48 ± 0.01 150 ± 10 0.02 −0.05 0.41 ± 0.01 2.7 ± 0.1 160 ± 10 0 0.48 ± 0.01 13.5 ± 0.2 690 ± 30
J0943+6045 > 0.29 ± 0.10 140 ± 30 −0.08 −0.02 > 0.23 ± 0.08 > 1.4 ± 0.5 150 ± 40 59 > 0.45 ± 0.16 > 48.1 ± 16.1 660 ± 420
J1011+0029 0.20 ± 0.02 100 ± 20 −0.01 0.04 0.16 ± 0.02 2.7 ± 0.2 210 ± 20 81 0.20 ± 0.02 28.8 ± 0.8 1220 ± 250
J1057+4825 0.60 ± 0.02 80 ± 10 −0.04 0.06 0.44 ± 0.02 3.8 ± 0.1 70 ± 10 23 0.60 ± 0.02 3.6 ± 0.3 640 ± 140
J1105+5941 0.80 ± 0.02 300 ± 20 0.07 0.06 0.74 ± 0.02 4.1 ± 0.1 350 ± 20 0 0.80 ± 0.02 3.4 ± 0.1 4240 ± 780
J1143+5500 0.61 ± 0.01 70 ± 10 −0.01 0.04 0.43 ± 0.01 3.3 ± 0.1 70 ± 10 23 0.21 ± 0.01 1.1 ± 0.1 1290 ± 70
J1223+5814 0.51 ± 0.01 100 ± 10 −0.04 0.00 0.55 ± 0.01 4.6 ± 0.1 140 ± 20 12 0.51 ± 0.01 12.2 ± 0.2 1150 ± 150
J1240-0029 0.51 ± 0.01 140 ± 10 −0.01 0.03 0.47 ± 0.01 4.2 ± 0.1 160 ± 10 0 0.51 ± 0.01 10.1 ± 0.1 840 ± 80
J1250-0155 0.71 ± 0.01 110 ± 10 −0.14 0.07 0.56 ± 0.01 3.5 ± 0.1 110 ± 10 −2 0.36 ± 0.01 1.9 ± 0.1 2260 ± 160
J1313+0519 0.80 ± 0.02 150 ± 10 −0.01 0.03 0.71 ± 0.02 3.5 ± 0.1 180 ± 10 0 0.80 ± 0.02 6.6 ± 0.2 720 ± 180
J1412-0035 > 0.30 ± 0.11 150 ± 30 −0.15 0.04 > 0.35 ± 0.12 > 2.1 ± 0.8 180 ± 40 −215 > 0.53 ± 0.18 > 57.5 ± 19.2 670 ± 370
J1434+0338 0.64 ± 0.03 120 ± 30 −0.05 0.04 0.53 ± 0.03 3.4 ± 0.2 120 ± 20 23 0.71 ± 0.02 14.4 ± 0.4 860 ± 190
J1534+0408 0.55 ± 0.07 70 ± 20 0.01 0.00 0.49 ± 0.07 3.0 ± 0.4 100 ± 10 10 0.55 ± 0.07 34.4 ± 3.5 480 ± 130
J1626+3501 0.40 ± 0.02 70 ± 20 −0.02 −0.03 0.32 ± 0.01 3.6 ± 0.1 90 ± 10 23 0.68 ± 0.02 24.2 ± 0.5 750 ± 40
J1631+2437 0.56 ± 0.02 180 ± 20 0.02 0.07 0.45 ± 0.02 3.4 ± 0.1 210 ± 20 0 0.56 ± 0.02 10.5 ± 0.2 600 ± 140
J1702+6028 0.47 ± 0.02 180 ± 30 −0.06 −0.15 0.33 ± 0.02 4.5 ± 0.2 260 ± 20 −22 0.48 ± 0.02 31.5 ± 0.9 1040 ± 160
J1727+5421 0.41 ± 0.02 150 ± 60 −0.08 −0.01 0.35 ± 0.01 3.1 ± 0.2 200 ± 70 0 0.41 ± 0.02 12.3 ± 0.3 810 ± 690
J2156+1103 0.18 ± 0.01 160 ± 30 −0.08 −0.01 0.15 ± 0.01 2.8 ± 0.1 190 ± 20 11 0.24 ± 0.01 6.7 ± 0.1 1540 ± 230
J2321+0007 0.65 ± 0.06 180 ± 110 −0.05 −0.01 0.56 ± 0.07 3.6 ± 0.3 200 ± 80 12 0.65 ± 0.05 27.5 ± 1.4 1670 ± 1020
J2338-0028 1.22 ± 0.01 120 ± 10 0.01 0.07 1.19 ± 0.01 3.8 ± 0.1 130 ± 10 12 1.22 ± 0.01 2.6 ± 0.1 1490 ± 80

Note. — Col. (1): Object name. Cols. (2-6): Fitting parameters for [S II] λ6717. Col. (7): Flux of [S II] λ6731, where all other parameters are fixed to [S II] λ6717. Cols.
Fitting parameters for HαNLR, where h3 and h4 are fixed to [S II] λ6717, and ∆v is the centroid shift compared to [S II]. Col. (11): Flux of [N II], where all other parameters
fixed. Cols. (12-14): Parametric measurements for total HαBLR fit. FWHMs and ∆v are in km s−1, and fluxes are relative to HβNLR, which can be found in Table 3.5. Fluxes
been corrected for Galactic extinction using values from Schlegel et al. (1998) and the reddening law of O’Donnell (1994). Upper and lower limits are three sigma estimates.
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Table 3.5. Emission Line Measurements: Hβ Region

[0 III] λ5007 HβNLR He II λ4686NLR HβBLR

Object f/f(Hβ) FWHM ∆v F (Hβ) FWHM ∆v f/f(Hβ) FWHM ∆v f/f(Hβ) FWHM ∆v

J0107+1408 12.9 ± 0.7 150 ± 10 7 0.14 ± 0.01 160 ± 30 30 0.29 ± 0.05 150 ± 30 1.2 14.3 ± 0.8 1380 ± 330 18
J0249-0815 11.1 ± 0.6 110 ± 10 30 0.15 ± 0.01 160 ± 30 41 0.33 ± 0.05 150 ± 30 1.3 4.7 ± 0.3 1190 ± 380 −15
J0325+0034 6.3 ± 0.3 100 ± 10 7 0.13 ± 0.01 400 ± 20 −4 0.16 ± 0.04 380 ± 20 12.7 3.8 ± 0.2 3120 ± 260 375
J0806+2419 12.0 ± 11.5 180 ± 20 −24 0.08 ± 0.06 230 ± 1250 24 0.13 ± 0.29 220 ± 1250 11.5 38.4 ± 36.9 1530 ± 670 14
J0809+4416 3.2 ± 0.1 160 ± 10 −4 0.56 ± 0.01 190 ± 20 41 0.10 ± 0.02 180 ± 20 1.2 2.8 ± 0.1 1550 ± 280 179
J0815+2506 3.6 ± 0.2 130 ± 20 18 0.11 ± 0.01 180 ± 40 30 0.14 ± 0.03 170 ± 40 1.3 4.4 ± 0.2 1410 ± 440 30
J0824+2959 16.8 ± 0.3 360 ± 10 38 2.83 ± 0.03 340 ± 10 32 0.15 ± 0.01 320 ± 10 −0.2 0.8 ± 0.1 730 ± 90 −32
J0829+5006 6.3 ± 0.1 180 ± 10 18 1.56 ± 0.01 200 ± 10 18 0.17 ± 0.01 190 ± 10 1.3 3.0 ± 0.1 1040 ± 40 18
J0943+6045 > 4.4 ± 1.5 190 ± 20 −19 < 0.27 ± 0.08 160 ± 40 47 > 0.53 ± 0.18 600 ± 40 26.9 > 14.6 ± 4.9 760 ± 240 47
J1011+0029 4.4 ± 0.2 160 ± 10 30 0.19 ± 0.01 360 ± 30 110 0.43 ± 0.03 340 ± 30 1.3 7.3 ± 0.3 1690 ± 290 87
J1057+4825 1.7 ± 0.1 300 ± 50 −96 0.34 ± 0.01 80 ± 20 41 0.01 ± 0.01 80 ± 20 12.9 0.6 ± 1.5 720 ± 1090 −4
J1105+5941 2.5 ± 0.1 400 ± 30 −4 6.10 ± 0.03 370 ± 20 30 0.03 ± 0.01 350 ± 20 1.2 0.8 ± 0.1 6740 ± 1980 594
J1143+5500 1.5 ± 0.1 70 ± 10 30 1.07 ± 0.01 80 ± 10 53 0.01 ± 0.01 70 ± 10 1.4 0.1 ± 0.1 460 ± 10 317
J1223+5814 12.3 ± 0.2 100 ± 10 18 1.40 ± 0.01 160 ± 10 30 0.31 ± 0.01 150 ± 10 1.3 1.9 ± 0.1 1730 ± 400 41
J1240-0029 7.4 ± 0.1 150 ± 10 18 1.99 ± 0.01 170 ± 10 30 0.14 ± 0.01 160 ± 10 1.2 2.4 ± 0.1 1130 ± 100 −130
J1250-0155 4.0 ± 0.1 150 ± 10 5 1.79 ± 0.01 120 ± 10 26 0.07 ± 0.01 110 ± 10 4.8 0.6 ± 0.1 10170 ± 6670 563
J1313+0519 5.0 ± 0.1 160 ± 10 −4 0.48 ± 0.01 200 ± 10 30 0.14 ± 0.01 190 ± 10 1.3 1.3 ± 0.1 1110 ± 260 −4
J1412-0035 > 5.4 ± 1.9 190 ± 10 −21 < 0.16 ± 0.04 120 ± 30 −288 > 0.07 ± 0.05 110 ± 30 4.8 > 19.4 ± 6.5 950 ± 400 8
J1434+0338 6.1 ± 0.2 140 ± 10 −4 0.31 ± 0.01 150 ± 20 41 0.16 ± 0.03 140 ± 20 1.2 2.8 ± 0.1 1220 ± 270 64
J1534+0408 6.7 ± 0.7 80 ± 10 18 0.05 ± 0.01 200 ± 20 40 0.13 ± 0.08 190 ± 10 8.6 9.5 ± 1.0 500 ± 210 49
J1626+3501 3.7 ± 0.1 90 ± 130 18 0.36 ± 0.01 100 ± 10 53 0.12 ± 0.02 100 ± 10 1.3 3.9 ± 0.2 910 ± 150 7
J1631+2437 6.2 ± 0.1 210 ± 10 18 2.13 ± 0.03 220 ± 20 30 0.13 ± 0.02 210 ± 20 1.2 3.2 ± 0.1 400 ± 50 −326
J1702+6028 4.4 ± 0.2 200 ± 10 −27 0.76 ± 0.02 420 ± 30 −39 0.13 ± 0.03 400 ± 30 24.2 5.6 ± 0.2 3890 ± 940 −15
J1727+5421 5.3 ± 0.2 170 ± 20 18 0.64 ± 0.01 250 ± 40 30 0.24 ± 0.02 240 ± 40 1.4 2.8 ± 0.1 1300 ± 690 53
J2156+1103 0.5 ± 0.1 440 ± 170 −201 1.82 ± 0.01 220 ± 20 45 < 0.31 ± 0.11 50 ± 20 · · · 1.0 ± 0.2 4260 ± 470 −408
J2321+0007 4.5 ± 0.3 210 ± 40 −15 0.08 ± 0.01 250 ± 70 30 0.21 ± 0.04 230 ± 70 1.2 8.3 ± 0.5 3930 ± 1200 76
J2338-0028 13.6 ± 0.1 120 ± 10 30 1.29 ± 0.01 140 ± 10 41 0.37 ± 0.01 130 ± 10 1.2 0.5 ± 0.1 1200 ± 470 7

Note. — Col. (1): Object name. Cols. (2-4): Parametric measurements for total [O III] λ5007 fit. Cols. (5-7): Fitting parameters for HβNLR. Note that F (Hβ) is in units
of 10−15 ergs s−1 cm−2 Å−1, and h3 and h4 are fixed to [S II] λ6717. Cols. (8-10): Fitting parameters for [He II]NLR, h3 and h4 are fixed to [S II] λ6717. Cols. (11-13):
Parametric measurements for total HβBLR fit. FWHMs and ∆v are in km s−1, and fluxes are relative to HβNLR. Fluxes have been corrected for Galactic extinction using values
from Schlegel et al. (1998) and the reddening law of O’Donnell (1994). Upper and lower limits are three sigma estimates.
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the NLR line shapes on a fit to the [S II] doublet because it is in a relatively

clean region of the spectrum, is not blended with other lines, and is usually

strong enough to constrain the line shape (e.g. Ho et al., 1997b; Greene &

Ho, 2004). Unless otherwise noted, all NLR lines are fixed to have the same

velocity width, h3, and h4 as the [S II] fit. The wavelengths for each species are

fixed to their relative laboratory ratios. The flux ratio of the [N II] doublet is

fixed to its laboratory value of 2.96. We also fix the [O III] λ4363 line to have

the same shape and number of components as the [O III] λ5007 fit, such that

its flux is the only free parameter. In two cases, J0806+2419 and 1534+0408,

the narrow Hβ line was so weak that we imposed a limit that Hβ could not

exceed HαNLR/3.

For the [O III] λ5007 line, we try an initial fit with one Gauss-Hermite

function for each line, with starting values taken from the [S II] fit, but all

five parameters free. As described above, [O III] lines are often complex in

AGN and can have strong wavelength shifts and/or asymmetries, so we allow

the code to fit the lines with two summed Gauss-Hermite functions, and again

allow the code to determine if there is a statistically significant improvement

with the additional component. We find that 74% of our spectra require two

components for the [O III] fit, and of those, 85% had a blueshifted second

component.

While we tried fitting the BLR lines with Gauss-Hermite functions as

well, we found that more than one Gauss-Hermite component is required to

model the broad lines. This is in contrast with Salviander et al. (2007), where
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they were able to model Hα and Hβ with single sets of Gauss-Hermite func-

tions. Our observations have much higher resolution and S/N than the SDSS

spectra they used, and thus we have robust measurements of two component

BLRs. Therefore, we chose to fit the broad lines with sums of Gaussians, be-

cause the interpretation of summed Gauss-Hermite functions becomes no more

intuitive than sums of Gaussians, and in fact, has more degeneracies among

the fit parameters.

For the broad Hα, we allow the code the freedom to use up to four

Gaussians and to pick the most effective fit for the number of free parameters

included. Using a criterion inspired by Hao et al. (2005), the code determines

the benefits of adding each additional Gaussian to the fit by comparing the

number of additional model parameters to the improvement in χ2. We ap-

ply this same procedure to the broad Hβ, with up to three possible summed

Gaussians. Examples of our Hα and Hβ fits are shown in Figure 3.4. We then

subtract the fit of the Hα complex from the line spectrum, in order to fit the

He I lines.

3.3.4 Error Analysis

To estimate uncertainties on our emission line fits, we generate Monte

Carlo simulations of each galaxy spectrum. To construct the model, we take

the measured values from the final continuum and emission line fits and re-

construct the spectrum, to which we add Gaussian random noise using the

measured error array. For each object, we construct 100 such fake spectra and
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Figure 3.4 Left column. Hβ fits, where dotted purple lines show narrow com-
ponents of Hβ, He II and [O III]. Blue, cyan, and green lines are broad com-
ponents of Hβ, He II, and N III. Right column. Hα fits, where dotted purple
lines are [N II] and HαNLR fits, and blue, cyan, and green show components
of HαBLR. In the insets we zoom in on the [S II] fit. For both columns, the
panels show (from top to bottom) J0824+2959, J0806+2419, J1105+5941, and
J0829+5006.
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fit them using our continuum and emission line fitting prescription. The fi-

nal uncertainty is defined by the distribution of measurements of the artificial

spectra. Specifically, we use the width encapsulating 68% of the results.

Of course, we also incur systematic errors in our continuum fitting. To

estimate their magnitude, we explore the consequences of removing compo-

nents from the most complicated fits: those requiring a young (1-Gyr old)

galaxy component. We explore fits without the 1-Gyr continuum component

and with or without an FeII pseudocontinuum component. Even in this rather

extreme case, the flux ratio of the narrow Hα/Hβ lines typically only varies

by 10% or less across all the different fits, although one object showed a factor

of two increase with the addition of the 1-Gyr galaxy component.

We also compare our fitted measurements of the narrow and broad

components of Hα to those made by Xiao et al. (2011) on many of the same

objects, and find that 93% of our measured widths are consistent to within

1σ and 75% have fluxes consistent to within 20% of the measured value. This

provides a valuable additional measure of systematic errors and is consistent

with our measured uncertainties.

3.4 Gas-Phase Metallicity

Because AGN are some of the most distant observable objects, metallic-

ities in AGN are used as a possible tracer of the history of chemical evolution in

the universe (Hamann & Ferland, 1999). While investigation of high-redshift

AGN typically probes the BLR metallicity, here we focus entirely on the metal-
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licity of the NLR, which should be more representative of the gas-phase metal-

licity of the central region of the galaxy. AGN typically have super-solar

metallicities, as measured with diagnostic emission lines in the NLR. Groves

et al. (2006) found that out of a sample of ∼ 23, 000 AGN from SDSS, only

40 showed sub-solar metallicities. To some degree, this result is biased by the

difficulty of finding low-mass BHs in late-type, star-forming galaxies with sub-

solar gas-phase metallicities. Only a handful of low-metallicity, dwarf galaxies

which harbor AGN have been detected to date (Kraemer et al., 1999; Izotov &

Thuan, 2008). Thus, we still do not know how intrinsically rare these low-mass

BHs are (e.g. Greene & Ho, 2007a). We suspect that when AGN are found in

low-mass galaxies, the gas-phase metallicities will be low and in accord with

the mass-metallicity relation of inactive galaxies (e.g. Tremonti et al., 2004).

We test that supposition directly here using the NLR emission lines.

We investigate the gas-phase metallicities of the objects in our low-

mass, low-luminosity sample using several rest-frame optical NLR emission-

line diagnostics. Because nitrogen is a secondary element, as the abundances

of metals relative to hydrogen increase, the abundance of nitrogen relative to

other metals also increases. As a result, the ratio of nitrogen to hydrogen is a

good metallicity diagnostic, and in particular, [N II]/Hα has traditionally been

used in research on AGN and other nebulae (Pagel & Edmunds, 1981; Evans,

1986). The locus of low-metallicity objects is easily seen in the well-known

Baldwin, Phillips, Terlevich (BPT) diagram (Baldwin et al., 1981). For a

given [O III]/Hβ, AGN that have a lower [N II]/Hα are likely at lower relative
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metallicity.

For the sake of comparison to typical AGN, we compare our sample

of low-mass AGN with a subset of the SDSS DR7 galaxy sample at z ≈ 0.1.

Spectral measurements for the SDSS subset have been taken from the catalog

compiled by the Max-Planck-Institute for Astrophysics/Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity (MPA/JHU) group2. The fitting process used to construct the catalog

is described in Brinchmann et al. (2004) and Tremonti et al. (2004). Note

that the catalog selects narrow-line AGN. We select only objects whose Hα,

Hβ, [O III], and [N II] emission lines had errors < 10% of the flux of the lines,

which results in a total of 147,816 objects, plotted in grayscale in Figure 3.5.

Star-forming galaxies lie to the left of the dotted line at log [N II]/Hα < −0.2,

and AGN are in the plume extending to the upper right. Two of our galaxies,

J1143+5500 and J2156+1103, fall into the star-forming region as denoted by

the Kauffman et al. dashed line, indicating contamination from H II regions

within the host galaxies. While the presence of broad emission lines in our

objects confirms the presence of an AGN in these two galaxies, they must have

substantial contributions from star formation within the host galaxy. Com-

pared to local AGN in DR7, our sample of low-mass AGN extend to lower

[N II]/Hα than the SDSS AGN, which seems to indicate that the low-mass

AGN include objects at relatively lower metallicities than the bulk of SDSS

AGN. Husemann et al. (2011) also see this trend with the large sample of

low-mass SDSS AGN presented in Greene & Ho (2007a).

2http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/SDSS/DR7/
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Figure 3.5 BPT diagram of SDSS DR7 galaxy sample in grayscale contours,
and our low-mass AGN as crosses, with low-mass AGN NGC 4395 and POX
52 for comparison. Also plotted is the theoretical Kauffmann et al. (2003)
divider (dashed) between starburst galaxies (below) and AGN (above), and
the dotted Ho et al. (1997a) lines, which separate Seyferts (upper right) from
LINERs (lower right).
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We want to determine absolute metallicities for our low-mass AGN

to confirm whether they do represent the apparently rare, sub-solar AGN.

However, it is difficult to define metallicities for AGN on an absolute scale.

Dopita et al. (2002) and Groves et al. (2004a) have developed photoionization

models that include the photoionization structure and emission from dusty,

radiation pressure-dominated gas. To this end, they employ MAPPINGS III, a

photoionization and shock code whose development is detailed in Dopita et al.

(1982) and Sutherland & Dopita (1993). MAPPINGS III considers patches

of gas to have the whole range of ionization structure, thereby producing

emission which contributes to virtually all of the lines observed in an NLR.

Dopita et al. (2002) argue that by causing the radiation pressure to dominate

the pressure gradient of the gas, their models can predict emission line ratios

that are consistent with the observed values seen in real systems (Groves et al.,

2004b). Note that MAPPINGS III reports a total metallicity, not a gas-phase

metallicity, so the MAPPINGS III metallicities may be systematically higher

than other literature values. For a more extensive overview of photoionization

modeling methods, see also Groves (2007).

We estimate metallicities in our objects by comparing the [O III]/Hβ

vs. [N II]/Hα measurements for our sample of AGN to the predictions from the

MAPPINGS III grid of models. For our sample, we are able to estimate the

density in the NLR using the [S II] doublet (100 <∼ ne
<∼ 1300, see Table 3.3) and

to constrain the shape of the AGN continuum based on previous observations

of α for AGN (α = −1.56; Vanden Berk et al. 2001). This allows us to utilize
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models that are appropriate for our particular sample. These dusty, radiation

pressure-dominated models are publicly available within the library of grids

provided in the IDL code ITERA (Groves & Allen, 2010). In Figure 3.6,

we show our low-mass AGN measurements compared to four grids of models,

which represent the full variety of physical parameters we see in our objects,

including ne = 100 cm−3 and 1000 cm−3, and α = −1.4 and −1.7. While

there are some regions of the grids that can be described by several models,

especially at high log U and steep indices (α = −1.7), generally the metallicity

increases with increasing [N II]/Hα. The metallicity estimates derived from

the MAPPINGS III code can vary by up to a factor of three in metallicity,

depending on the range of α considered. MAPPINGS III metallicity estimates

for individual objects can range from sub-solar to several times solar depending

on the assumed spectral shape. Our metallicity estimates are presented in

Table 3.3. There are also several objects that lie at the upper edge of the

models, which may reflect limitations of the models.

To do a relative comparison, we investigate trends between our low-

mass AGN and the SDSS sample of AGN using the MAPPINGS III models.

To derive the metallicity for each of our galaxies, we consider where an object

lies on a particular MAPPINGS III grid, and interpolate between the two

nearest metallicity tracks to determine a metallicity (Z) for that object (see

Figure 3.6). For each object, we estimate the metallicity from grids with the

nearest density, ne = 100 cm−3 or ne = 1000 cm−3. The average change in

metallicity between models with ne = 100 cm−3 and ne = 1000 cm−3 at fixed
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Figure 3.6 MAPPINGS III models used to determine the metallicities in our
sample, where Z = 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 Z⊙, from left to right, and log U
ranges from −4 to 0 from bottom to top (Top row: n= 100 cm−3, Bottom row:

n= 1000 cm−3, Left column: α = −1.4, Right column: α = −1.7). Using these
grids, our sample shows a range of metallicity estimates, with most objects
having super-solar metallicities.
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α = −1.4 is only 0.02 Z⊙, so density differences are negligible. However, the

difference in metallicity for α = −1.4 versus α = −1.7 is 0.3 Z⊙, and since the

errors in our slopes are large, we incorporate this uncertainty into our results.

We estimate the metallicity using both α = −1.4 and α = −1.7, but exclude

estimates for the α = −1.7, Z = 4 Z⊙ model, because it is degenerate with

the other models in the region of interest (see Figure 3.6). This gives a range

of Z for each object presented as black bars on Figure 3.7.

To highlight the difficulties in deriving absolute metallicities, we con-

sider the particular case of NGC 4395, a well-studied, low-mass AGN. We have

an ESI spectrum of NGC 4395, for which extensive measurements and Cloudy

modeling are published (Kraemer et al., 1999), and we find that our observed

emission- line ratios agree with the previous measurements [log ([N II]/Hα) ∼ −

0.5, log ([O III]/Hβ) ∼ 1.0]. Kraemer et al. (1999) estimate a metallicity

of Z ∼ 0.25 Z⊙, which is consistent with estimates made from the H II re-

gions. Since then, the definition of solar metallicity has been revised because

of new oxygen measurements (Asplund et al., 2004), such that solar metallicity

is now defined to be a factor of two lower than previously thought. There-

fore the estimate of metallicity from Kraemer et al. (1999) actually supports

a metallicity for NGC 4395 of 0.5 Z⊙. To estimate a metallicity from the

MAPPINGS III grids, we need to determine the density and power-law index

for NGC 4395. Using the [S II] λ6717, 6731 doublet, we estimate that the

density in the NLR of NGC 4395 is about 1300 cm−3, and Kraemer et al.

(1999) also constrains αox ∼ −1.7 for NGC 4395. Using these values, we es-
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Figure 3.7 Host galaxy stellar mass vs. NLR metallicities for our sample
(Fig. 3.6) as solid black bars. The range in Z represents the effect of a rea-
sonable range in assumed ionizing slope in the modeling. Solid red bars are
obscured AGN from the SDSS DR7 with metallicities derived in the same way.
The 1σ variation over each mass bin is shown in grey. The solid curve repre-
sents the Kewley & Ellison (2008) stellar mass-metallicity relation based on
[O III] and [N II], which is bracketed by dotted lines showing the most extreme
relations they present (KK04 is uppermost and P05 is lowermost).
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timate the metallicity of NGC 4395 to be Z ∼ 1.5 Z⊙ from the MAPPINGS

III models that have n= 1000 cm−3and α = −1.7 (Figure 3.6d). There is a

significant zero-point offset between the two sets of photoionization models, as

has been well described in other contexts. Again, we note that the absolute

scale of the gas-phase metallicities remain highly uncertain. For instance, one

reason the MAPPINGS III values appear high is that the depleted metals are

counted (i.e., we calculate the total, rather than gas-phase metallicity). Other

factors, such as the photoionization modeling methodology, are likely at play

as well. In the following, we use metallicity estimates from the MAPPINGS

III models so that we can compare directly with Groves et al. (2006), but fo-

cus only on relative trends between objects rather than absolute metallicities.

Our approach is analogous to that advocated by Kewley & Ellison (2008) for

star-forming galaxies.

For comparison to AGN with more massive BHs, we selected AGN from

the SDSS DR7 galaxy sample described above using the cuts from Ho et al.

(1997a) for Seyferts ([S II]/Hα > 0.4 and [O III]/Hβ > 3). This results in

3747 galaxies, which are binned according to the stellar mass reported by the

MPA/JHU group in increments of 0.5 dex between 9.0 < log M∗/M⊙ < 12.0.

For each stellar mass bin, we estimate Z/Z⊙ from the MAPPINGS III grids

using the median [N II]/Hα and [O III]/Hβ value for that bin (red bars in

Figure 3.7 denote the range of metallicities that result from the range of α as

above). We also estimate the range of Z for the central 1σ of the objects in

each bin in the same way (grey bars in Figure 3.7), except for the highest- and
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lowest-mass bins which had fewer than 40 objects. Because these SDSS AGN

cover the same range of densities as our low-mass AGN (300-1500 cm−3), we

estimate their Z from the same MAPPINGS III grids as described above.

We present our relative metallicity comparison in the context of the M∗-

Z relation in Figure 3.7. The M∗-Z relation is only defined for star-forming

galaxies and has never been measured in AGN host galaxies before to our

knowledge. For several of our low-mass AGN, we derive a stellar mass from the

Hubble Space Telescope (Greene et al., 2008) I -band luminosities and a mass-

to-light ratio based on the SDSS g-r color following Bell et al. (2003). These

stellar masses and our metallicity estimates are presented in Table 3.3.3 To

expand the low-mass end of the sample, we include NGC 4395 for comparison,

with metallicities estimated from the MAPPINGS III grids. We also plot the

Kewley & Ellison (2008) M∗-Z relation for star-forming galaxies that is based

on [O III] and [N II] (referred to as PP04 O3N2), which is the closest analog

to our method but was derived for a star-forming spectral energy distribution.

For those low-mass AGN with 10.0 < log M∗/M⊙ ≤ 10.5, which includes most

of our objects, we find that the mean 〈Z/Z⊙〉 = 0.11, which is somewhat higher

than the Z predicted by the M∗-Z relation for star-forming galaxies shown by

the solid curve. In comparison, the metallicities of our objects agree with the

SDSS AGNs at the same mass.

3We also calculate stellar masses using a fixed mass-to-light ratio of 0.6 in the I-band
(motivated by Greene et al., 2008) to estimate the lower limit of the stellar masses. With
such a low mass-to-light ratio the masses would decrease by 0.4 dex.
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Even without modeling, our low-mass AGN include objects that have a

lower ratio of [N II]/Hα relative to the SDSS AGN (Figure 3.5), which suggests

lower metallicities. This confirms our suspicion that since our host galaxies

extend to lower mass than the SDSS galaxies, the low-mass AGN include lower-

Z objects. There appears to be a systematic difference between the active

and inactive galaxies, in the sense that the active ones appear to have higher

average metallicities at fixed stellar mass (Figure 3.7). Either we are seeing

systematic differences due to methodology (i.e. different ionizing spectra) or

it is a real effect. Since the NLR is compact compared to the interstellar

medium of the galaxy as a whole at these luminosities (e.g. Schmitt et al.,

2003), we are probing the high-metallicity central region of the galaxy. Given

well-known metallicity gradients in spiral galaxies (e.g. Henry & Worthey,

1999), we may be slightly overestimating the overall gas-phase metallicity in

the active galaxies.

Our investigation shows that determining absolute metallicities for AGN

is a very complex problem, and as suggested in other contexts, we can only

trust relative metallicity information derived using the same methodology

across samples. While the AGN in our sample have similar NLR metallicities

as the SDSS AGN at fixed stellar mass, our low-mass AGN include objects at

somewhat lower metallicities than SDSS AGN, at least in part because they

occupy lower-mass host galaxies. We estimate metallicities using [N II]/Hα

and photoionization models. Barth et al. (2008) present the Seyfert 2 coun-

terparts to our low-mass Type 1 AGN, which have overlapping [N II]/Hα
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and [O III]/Hβ values and therefore similarly likely include low-Z objects as

well. Because of the uncertainties from the models we cannot say for sure

whether our objects are the rare, sub-solar metallicity objects addressed by

Groves et al. (2006). Conversely, when directly compared to the metallicity

predictions from the M∗-Z relation for star-forming galaxies, AGN are consis-

tent with obeying a comparable mass-metallicity relation as inactive galaxies,

although the scatter is large.

3.4.1 Metallicity Systematics

As we will see in §3.5, there is tentative evidence for a steeper far-UV

continuum slope in these systems of α = −2.0. If we assume a steeper slope of

α = −2.0 for the photoionization models, this would only minimally impact

the metallicity estimate of objects with estimates Z < 1 Z⊙, causing Z to

increase by ∼ 0.2. A steeper slope of α = −2.0 could potentially increase the

measured metallicities by up to a factor of two for objects with Z > 1 Z⊙,

but this does not change our previous conclusions that some of these low-mass

AGN potentially represent the rare, low-metallicity AGN sought in Groves

et al. (2006).

Line emission from star formation in the host galaxy could also po-

tentially affect our metallicity estimates. To estimate the magnitude of the

changes, we take two representative AGN with metallicities of solar and twice

solar. We then add varying levels of star formation, assuming gas at the

same metallicity and deriving the appropriate line ratios from Pettini & Pagel
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(2004). For instance, an AGN with a solar gas phase metallicity will have

[O III]/Hβ ≈ 6, while the star forming regions will have [O III]/Hβ ≈ 0.2. In

the extreme case that 75% of the Balmer emission comes from star formation,

the observed line ratio would be [O III]/Hβ = 1.7. For solar metallicity, we

underestimate the metallicity estimates only by 10–30% for a 25–75% contri-

bution from star formation to the Balmer line flux. At twice solar, 50–75%

contribution from star formation leads to a factor of 2–3 underestimate in

metallicity. However, only two sources, J1143+5500 and J2156+1103, lie far

enough from the AGN locus to be consistent with this level of contamination

(Fig. 3.5). Thus, we conclude that contributions from star formation do not

change our metallicity distribution significantly.

3.5 Spectral Energy Distribution

In theory, the lower masses of these BHs should correspond to a hot-

ter accretion disk temperature and thus measurable differences in the spectral

energy distributions (SEDs) of our sample from those of more typical AGN.

Testing this expectation will help to bridge the gap in BH behavior and ac-

cretion theory from stellar mass BHs to the largest SMBHs. In addition, the

nature of the accretion disk surrounding these low-mass AGN can inform our

understanding of the primordial intermediate-mass BHs that formed within the

first galaxies and participated in the reionization of the Universe (Milosavljević

et al., 2009). We know that the SEDs of accretion disks around stellar mass

BHs are harder and flatter than those of quasars (Frank et al., 2002). In fact,
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the peak blackbody temperature for disks in AGN with low-mass BHs may

also move into the X-ray band (Done et al., 2012). We have seen hints of SED

changes in this sample in previous work, both in αox (Desroches et al., 2009)

and in EWHβ (Croom et al., 2002; Greene & Ho, 2005b). While most of our

objects have been studied at radio (Greene et al., 2006) and X-ray (Greene &

Ho, 2007b; Desroches et al., 2009; Miniutti et al., 2009) wavelengths, we have

no direct constraints on the far-UV continuum. We can gain an indirect han-

dle on the accretion disk shape, however, since those photons are responsible

for photoionizing the emission line gas that we observe in the optical.

Specifically, we can infer the slope of the continuum in the far UV by

contrasting the He II and narrow Hβ components. As described in Penston &

Fosbury (1978), since both Hβ and He II are recombination lines, the ratio of

their relative strengths should yield a measure of the relative intensity of the

continuum at 912 Å and 228 Å, the ionization edge for He II. Assuming the

ionizing source is well-described by a power law of the form Iν ∝ ναUV , the

intensities should behave as follows:

I4686

IHβ

= 1.99 × 4αUV (3.5)

As the BH mass decreases at fixed Eddington ratio, we would expect to

move closer to the peak of the big blue bump, and thus to observe shallower

αUV as a function of mass. Of course, many other factors may be at play,

including differing Eddington ratio distributions or different reddening (e.g.
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Bonning et al., 2007). The deduced UV power-law slopes for our objects range

from −4 < αUV < −0.4, with a median value of −1.9. To compare to a sample

of typical AGN, we consider the low-redshift AGN presented by Ho & Kim

(2009), which have MBH ∼ 106 − 108 M⊙ and a median absolute magnitude

of MB ∼ −19 derived from their Hβ luminosities. Because their observations

were taken on the Magellan 6.5 m Clay Telescope, they have data of similar

quality to ours. They measured many emission lines, including He II and Hβ.

We use their measured line ratios to calculate αUV for their 94 objects, and

present the distribution of the two samples in Figure 3.8. The comparison

sample has a range from −2.5 < αUV < 0.3, with a median slope of −1.4. A

KS test of the two distributions results in P < 0.001, meaning that there is

less than 0.1% probability that they are drawn from the same parent sample.

We find that the distributions are statistically different whether we include

the three low-mass AGN with upper limits in our distribution or not.

Given this difference in distributions, and the significant shift in the

median, we also look for a correlation between MBH and αUV. We find a mild

correlation, with a correlation coefficient r = 0.18 for the range of BH masses

included here, from 5.5 < log MBH/M⊙ < 10. A least-squares fit to the data

yields the following relationship: log MBH ∝ 0.10 αUV. Previous work (Shang

et al., 2005; Davis et al., 2007) investigate possible correlations between the

UV continuum slope and MBH and do not find compelling evidence for a trend

between UV slope and MBH. We probe a bluer region of the UV continuum

and extend to lower MBH than those authors, and we see a tantalizing hint for
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Figure 3.8 Distribution of derived UV slope, from He II to Hβ ratio, for the
GH objects (solid) and the Ho & Kim sample (dotted).

a correlation between MBH and αUV. On the other hand, the sense of the trend

is counter to our naive expectations for lower-mass BHs. It would be useful to

compile a sample including our low-mass BHs with matched Eddington ratios

and examine both the X-ray and UV spectral slopes at the same time (e.g.

Desroches et al., 2009).

3.6 Composite Spectra

An effective way to highlight general spectral characteristics is to make

composite spectra. Other authors in AGN research have used composite spec-

tra to investigate trends in AGN across a wide range of redshifts (Vanden Berk

et al., 2001), to probe weak emission lines in high luminosity AGN (Francis
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et al., 1991), and weak emission and absorption lines in z = 2−3 star-forming

galaxies that house AGN (Hainline et al., 2011). One advantage of a composite

spectrum with our high spectral resolution is that it gives us the opportunity to

investigate low-contrast features that would otherwise be difficult to detect, in-

cluding faint emission lines, line wings, and intermediate-line regions. Some of

our objects exhibit high-ionization, forbidden Fe lines, such as [Fe VII] λ6087,

[Fe X] λ6374, and [Fe XI] λ7892. These coronal lines are thought to originate

in the inner edge of the NLR, where densities are low enough to allow forbidden

line emission, but the ionization parameter is high enough to enable ions like

Fe+9 to exist. Mullaney et al. (2009) compare the line shapes and shifts of the

centroid of these lines to [O III]. They find that the high-ionization lines are

at similar offsets, and therefore similar velocities, to the blue wing of [O III],

which may originate in outflowing material (De Robertis & Osterbrock, 1984;

Cecil et al., 2002; Gelbord et al., 2009). With the luxury of very high spectral

resolution and S/N, we can both investigate the trends highlighted in previous

works in more detail and determine whether they hold for these low-mass,

low-luminosity systems.

3.6.1 Composite of Entire Sample

We construct our composite spectra by interpolating all the spectra

to the same rest-wavelength grid using [S II], normalizing them to the rest-

frame AGN continuum at 5600 Å, and then taking the median flux value of

contributing objects at each wavelength. This method is similar to the median
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composite construction presented in Vanden Berk et al. (2001). To highlight

the weak features, we construct our composites from the continuum-subtracted

spectra. In Figure 3.9, we present the composite spectrum of the original

spectra including all 27 low-mass AGN, which highlights the many weak NLR

emission that we observe, and in Table 5 we present our measurements of the

many NLR emission lines in this composite.

In our continuum-subtracted composite, which highlights emission line

features, we first investigate broad Hα and Hβ, to compare the BLRs in our

low-mass AGN to those of more massive AGN. Greene & Ho (2005b) inves-

tigate the relationship between the FWHM of Hα and Hβ for a sample of

over 200 AGN from the SDSS, which were selected to have high S/N and low

galaxy contamination. They find that Hβ is commonly broader than Hα, and

fit a relation between the two. Within our composite spectrum, we also find

that the wings of the Hβ line are broader than those of Hα. This trend can

be seen in our individual fits as well, with a median FWHM of Hα of 840 km

s−1 and a median FWHM of Hβ of 1195 km s−1. In the accepted model of the

BLR, where the emission lines are primarily broadened by their Keplerian ve-

locities, Hβ, being broader, is emitted from gas interior to the region emitting

Hα (Osterbrock & Ferland, 2006, and references therein).

Turning to the NLR, we investigate the line shapes of some of the

strongest NLR emission lines, including [O III], [S II] λ6731, and the high-

ionization [Fe VII], to see if the results from Mullaney et al. (2009) hold for

AGN of lower mass (see Figure 3.10a). While [S II] and [O III] have very similar
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Figure 3.9 Continuum-subtracted composite spectrum of low-mass AGN show-
ing weak emission line features listed in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6. Composite NLR Emission Lines

Line λ FWHM f/fHβ Ion. Pot.

[Ne III] 3868.7 165 0.42 63.5
[Fe V] 3889.0 100 0.07 75.0
[Ne III] 3967.2 153 0.03 63.5
Hǫ 3970.2 112 0.06 13.6
[S II] 4068.9 150 0.04 23.3
Hδ 4101.9 112 0.16 13.6
Hγ 4340.6 112 0.26 13.6
[O III] 4362.9 158 0.13 54.9
He II 4685.9 199 0.19 54.4
Hβ 4861.1 208 1.00 13.6
[O III] 5006.7 157 4.35 54.9
[Fe VII] 5720.3 272 0.03 125.0
He I 5875.8 115 0.09 24.5
[Fe VII] 6085.6 223 0.05 125.0
[O I] 6300.3 112 0.19 13.6
[O I] 6364.1 112 0.07 13.6
[Fe X] 6371.4 459 0.05 262.1
[N II] 6548.1 162 0.38 29.6
Hα 6563.0 111 2.02 13.6
He I 6678.2 115 0.02 24.5
[S II] 6716.7 112 0.48 23.3
[S II] 6731.1 112 0.44 23.3
He I 7065.3 115 0.03 24.5
[Ar III] 7135.8 105 0.09 40.7
[Ar III] 7751.6 106 0.01 40.7
[O II] 7320.1 160 0.04 35.1
[O II] 7330.1 126 0.02 35.1
[Fe XI] 7890.5 332 0.05 290.2
[O I] 8445.5 255 0.06 13.6
[S III] 9069.1 104 0.32 34.8
[S III] 9531.0 125 0.63 34.8

Note. — Narrow emission-line measurements of
continuum-subtracted composite spectrum of low-
mass AGN. Col. (1): Line ID. Col. (2): Measured
centroid in Å. Col. (3): FWHM in km s−1. Col.
(4): Flux relative to narrow Hβ. Col. (5): Ioniza-
tion potential in eV.
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profiles on the red side, [O III] shows substantial excess flux on the blue side.

It turns out that [Fe VII], much like the profiles in Mullaney et al. (2009),

lies mostly under the blue wing of [O III]. The common velocity structure of

the blue wing and the high ionization lines supports the idea that the high-

ionization Fe lines are emitted in an outflow from the inner face of the dusty

torus, and appears to hold true even for our smaller scale low-mass AGN.

We also present multiple high-ionization Fe lines in Figure 3.10b, which

all have ionization potential > 100 eV. In the composite of all 27 low-mass

AGN, the [Fe VII] line is blueshifted by ∼ 75 km s−1 and the [Fe X] line

blueshifted by ∼ 125 km s−1 relative to [S II]. The [Fe X] line is also broader

than the [Fe VII] line. Unfortunately, the composite shows only a marginal

detection in the [Fe XI] line, but the [Fe VII] and [Fe X] lines suggest that

as the ionization level of these Fe lines increases, they get broader and more

blueshifted. This pattern has been seen in high-ionization, forbidden lines

in AGN by many authors (Grandi, 1978; Cooke et al., 1976; Penston et al.,

1984). In comparison to Gelbord et al. (2009), who investigate 63 AGN from

SDSS which are selected to have high-ionization forbidden lines, the increas-

ing FWHM and blueshift of high-ionization Fe lines in our low-mass AGN

most closely resemble their NSL1 and Seyfert 1.5 subsets. Increasing FWHM

and blueshift at high ionization potential have also been identified using near-

infrared, high-ionization, forbidden lines of various elements, including S, Si,

Fe, Ca, and Al, by Rodŕıguez-Ardila et al. (2011). One would expect this

behavior if, as the high-ionization, forbidden lines increase in ionization po-
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Figure 3.10 left panel: Line profiles of [O III] in black (solid), [S II] λ6731 in
red (dashed), and [Fe VII] λ6087 in blue (dot-dashed) in velocity space. The
line fluxes have been scaled for easier visibility. right panel: Line profiles of
[Fe VII] λ6087 in black (solid), [Fe X] λ6375 in red (dot-dashed), and [Fe XI]
λ7892 in blue (dashed) in velocity space. In both panels, v = 0 is with respect
to [S II].
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tential, they are emitted from closer to the nucleus than other NLR lines, and

are nearer the launching point of an outflow (Heckman et al., 1981; Ward &

Morris, 1984). A possible alternative explanation is that the high-ionization

emission results from inflowing material on the far side of the central engine,

which is still blueshifted from our point of view; however, the higher ionization

lines would still be spatially closer to the nucleus with their stronger blueshifts.

Because the high-ionization Fe lines suggest a possible relationship be-

tween ionization potential and line widths and shifts, we investigate several

lower-ionization, narrow lines to look for trends with ionization potential, as

discussed in Osterbrock & Mathews (1986) and references therein. We fit the

composite spectra with our emission-line fitting procedure as described above.

In addition, we measure line widths and shifts of weaker lines presented here

using a single Gaussian fit to each line in the continuum-subtracted composite

spectrum, because there is not enough signal in the high-ionization lines to

make a more complicated fit informative. We do this analysis on the compos-

ite spectrum rather than individual spectra because the high-ionization lines

are weak enough that they are difficult to measure in individual spectra and

benefit from the combined signal in the composite. In our individual spectra,

only about 20% of our objects have detectable [Fe X] or [Fe XI], despite 16 of

27 showing [Fe VII].

In Figures 3.11a and 3.11b, we show the measured line widths and

shifts for a selection of NLR emission lines of varying ionization states in the

composite spectrum. In accordance with the trend we see in Figure 3.10b,
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as the ionization potential of the lines increases, the lines become broader

(correlation coefficient of r = 0.88) and more blueshifted (r = −0.56). Again,

this is consistent with an ionization structure of the NLR in which the lines

with higher ionization potential are emitted closer to the central engine and

thus are broader. We postulate that the blueshift indicates an outflowing

component on these small scales (Komossa et al., 2008; Müller-Sánchez et al.,

2011). Note that nuclear outflows are not typically aligned with the host galaxy

in any systematic way. In larger samples, no correlation is seen between the

presence of a blue wing and the inclination of the host galaxy (e.g. Greene

& Ho, 2005a), and radio jets, which indicate the direction of nuclear outflows,

seem to be randomly oriented with respect to their host galaxies (e.g. Kinney

et al., 2000). Another commonly discussed correlation is that between FWHM

and critical density. We also find a weak trend between critical density and

FWHM, as discussed by Filippenko & Halpern (1984) and others. However,

with a correlation coefficient of r = 0.54, this correlation is weaker than that

with ionization potential, at least in this sample.

3.6.2 Division by Physical Properties

While the previous composites are useful for evaluating characteristics

of our entire sample, we can also investigate how our spectra change in re-

lation to specific physical or spectral characteristics. To this end, we divide

our sample into several subsets. We investigate many characteristics in this

manner, including luminosity, Eddington ratio, MBH, FWHM of Hα, presence
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Figure 3.11 Top: Line widths (FWHM) plotted for NLR forbidden lines from
the continuum-subtracted composite of low-mass AGN. Bottom: Line shifts
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Table 3.7. Subset Properties

Ave. σ (km s−1)
Composite No. of objects All NLR High-ion Fe

Whole sample 27 70 135
High Lbol 14 98 188
Low Lbol 13 53 98
High Lbol/LEdd 14 90 175
Low Lbol/LEdd 13 55 102
Includes [O III] Wing 17 85 136
No [O III] Wing 10 66 131

Note. — NLR emission-line properties for subset composites.
Averages are taken over all measured NLR emission lines, or over
high-ionization Fe lines (ionization potential > 100 eV) as noted.

or absence of a blue wing in [O III], shift of the centroid of [O III], h3 and h4 of

the NLR fits, and NLR density determined from the [S II] line ratio. In most

cases no interesting trends were seen, or they were redundant with those that

we show here based on Eddington ratio, luminosity, and the presence of a blue

wing in [O III].

For each characteristic, we divide the entire sample of 27 objects into

two subsets as described below and construct a continuum-subtracted compos-

ite spectrum of that subset. For the luminosity subsets, we derive luminosities

from LHα using the formalism in Greene & Ho (2005b) to calculate Lbol. We

then divide the sample in half at the median luminosity (log Lbol = 40.5 erg s−1,

with a full range of 39.3 erg s−1 < log Lbol < 41.5 erg s−1). To investigate

Eddington ratio, we bifurcate the sample about the median Eddington ratio
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(log L/LEdd = −0.4, with a full range of −1.8 < log L/LEdd < 0.3). To

evaluate spectra with or without a blue wing in [O III], we visually inspect the

individual continuum-subtracted spectra to determine the presence or absence

of a blue wing in [O III] in each object and then form a composite of objects

with a blue wing and another composite for those without. Dividing by visual

inspection is necessary because of the difficulty of parameterizing blue asym-

metry with measurements from the two component [O III] fits. For each of

these six composite spectra, we investigate emission line behavior among the

NLR emission lines shown in Figure 3.11a. We present the velocity dispersion

in the NLR (σ) for each subset in Table 3.7, where we subtracted the instru-

mental resolution (σinst = 22 km s−1) in quadrature. These values are averages

over all of the NLR emission lines shown in Figure 3.11a or averages of the

high-ionization Fe lines, where the ionization potential > 100 eV.

Investigation of these subsets yields interesting results for both the

BLR and the NLR. We find that the BLR emission lines differ significantly

between the high-L/LEdd and the low-L/LEdd composites. In Figure 3.12,

we show the Hα and Hβ regions for both composites. While the wings of

the lines (v > 1200 km s−1) are similar, the high-L/LEdd composite shows

excess flux at intermediate velocities in both the broad Hα and Hβ emission

lines. The difference in intermediate BLR component is unique to the L/LEdd

subset. The intermediate-width component in the high-L/LEdd composite has

a FWHM= 840 km s−1, compared to the width of the broad component at

FWHM= 2, 400 km s−1. The intermediate line component is still broader
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than the average NLR width, shown in Table 6, and also broader than the

high-ionization Fe lines. Our discovery of an intermediate line region supports

the conclusion of Hu et al. (2008a) that changes in Eddington ratio among

objects can account for differences in an intermediate component of the Balmer

lines. Increased intermediate-line emission in high-L/LEdd AGN could bias

their derived BH masses, causing underestimates of the true MBH (Collin et al.,

2006; Wang & Wei, 2009).

We also find that NLR emission-line properties are dependent on lumi-

nosity, L/LEdd, and the presence of a blue wing in [O III]. When investigating

the effects of luminosity, we find that the high-Lbol composite has broader NLR

emission lines than both the low-Lbol composite and the general composite of

our whole sample. This is in keeping with past findings (Phillips et al., 1983;

Whittle, 1985, 1992), where higher luminosities result in broader line widths,

commonly thought to be due to the inferred larger gravitational potential of

the bulge of the galaxy (Ho et al., 2003). The high-L/LEdd subset also pos-

sesses similarly broad NLR emission lines compared to the low-L/LEdd subset.

Given the small dynamic range in MBH represented here, it is not surprising

that we see similar trends in Lbol and L/LEdd.

There are well-known correlations between the line widths and line

shifts of [O III] as a function of Eddington ratio, such that high-L/LEdd objects

tend to have broader [O III] with a more blueshifted peak (Boroson, 2005).

This is often interpreted in the context of disk winds or outflows that are

more prevalent at high L/LEdd (De Robertis & Osterbrock, 1984). Blueshifted
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Figure 3.12 Composites of the Hα (left panel) and Hβ regions (right panel) for
high L/LEdd (solid) and low L/LEdd (dotted) objects. Notice the excess ILR
in the high L/LEdd composite for both lines.
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[O III] clouds at high velocities (up to 3200 km s−1) are seen in NGC 1068,

and are associated with outflows induced by the jet and/or radiation pressure

from the AGN itself (e.g. Cecil et al., 2002; Greene et al., 2012). Such radial

motion might be expected to reduce the covering factor of NLR gas and lower

the EW of lines like [O III]. The well-known Eigenvector 1 (EV1) ties these

trends together (Boroson & Green, 1992). At the high L/LEdd end of EV1,

the ratio of [O III]/Hβ drops and the incidence of blue asymmetries in Hβ

increases. The [O III] EW may drop in high EV1 objects as well, but the data

remain inconclusive on this point (Boroson, 2005; Ludwig et al., 2009). In a

related trend, σNLR/σ∗ may increase with increasing L/LEdd due to increasing

nonvirial motions caused by outflows (Greene & Ho, 2005a; Ho, 2009). At the

highest luminosities, the correlation between σNLR and σ∗ seems to disappear

altogether (Greene et al., 2009).

Examining our low-mass AGN alone, we do not find a consistent story

connecting the NLR to Eddington ratio. Turning first to the ratio of σNLR/σ∗,

there does not appear to be any correlation with L/LEdd (Xiao et al., 2011).

Unfortunately, the stellar velocity dispersions are often overestimated due to

contamination from the galaxy disk (see also Jiang et al., 2011), which compli-

cates our interpretation. Secondly, we investigate the presence of a blue wing

in [O III] and find no correlation with L/LEdd (r = 0.06). If, as we suggest

above, blue wings are indicative of an outflowing component, then we do not

see evidence for stronger outflows at higher Eddington ratios, as we might

expect (Proga et al., 2000). Furthermore, if L/LEdd were tied to outflows, we
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Figure 3.13 Composite spectra with a blue wing in [O III] (solid) and with-
out (dotted). In order to compare EWs, we plot each continuum-subtracted
composite plus the average power-law AGN continuum of objects in that com-
posite, where the power law is normalized to 5600 Å. Note that symmetric
[O III] lines have much higher EW.

might expect to find lower EW narrow-lines at higher L/LEdd. Instead, we see

higher EW NLR lines in the higher L/LEdd composite. Perhaps our dynamic

range in L/LEdd (or MBH or luminosity) is too narrow to truly evaluate the

interdependence of outflows and accretion rate.

On the other hand, we do see evidence that blue wings are associated

with outflows. We might expect that in objects with strong outflows, the gas

would be more disturbed, leading to a lower covering factor and thus a lower

EW (Baskin & Laor, 2005; Ludwig et al., 2009). We do find that the EW of

[O III] in our objects is lower, relative to the AGN power-law continuum, when
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Figure 3.14 Logarithmic NLR emission line EW ratios vs. ionization poten-
tials. We compare the EWs in the composites with and without a blue wing.
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there is a blue wing in [O III] (Figure 3.13). The EWs of other low-ionization

NLR emission lines are also lower (Figure 3.14). Furthermore, if we divide

the sample into those with and without blue asymmetry in the low-ionization

lines (e.g., the h3 measurement of [S II]) then we also see low EW narrow-

lines in the blue-asymmetric subsample. Thus, we do see indirect evidence

that blue wings indicate outflowing material (as we suggested above based on

the velocity of the high ionization lines, §3.6.1). Interestingly enough, all the

low-ionization narrow lines, not just [O III], appear to behave similarly, both

in terms of EWs and asymmetric lines.

From our sample alone, we see evidence for varying levels of disturbance

in the NLR, but we see no direct tie with L/LEdd or luminosity. Given the

limited dynamic range in luminosity, and the large uncertainties on Eddington

ratio, it is hard to draw strong conclusions from these data alone. Perhaps the

absolute luminosities of the sample are too low (Greene & Ho, 2005b) or the

uncertainties on our L/LEdd estimates are too large.

3.7 Conclusions

We present observations of a sample of 27 low-mass AGN (104 M⊙ <

MBH < 2 × 106 M⊙), observed with the Echellette Spectrograph and Imager

on the Keck Telescope. Large samples of low-mass AGN have not existed until

recently (Greene & Ho, 2004), and so we compare their emission-line properties

to those of well-studied higher-mass AGN.

We investigate the NLR metallicities of these objects using emission
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line ratios, particularly [N II]/Hα and [O III]/Hβ. Our sample includes objects

with weaker [N II]/Hα than higher-mass AGN for a given [O III]/Hβ, which

implies that those objects have lower metallicities. Thus we see some galaxies

with similar metallicities to the rare AGN with sub-solar metallicity sought by

Groves et al. (2006), yet we cannot determine their metallicities on an absolute

scale (e.g. Kewley & Ellison, 2008). Additionally, we do see weak evidence for

a correlation between galaxy stellar mass and gas-phase metallicity in these

systems. Most likely, the lack of low-metallicity AGN highlighted by Groves

et al. (2006) is attributable to the difficulties of finding AGN in low-mass

galaxies (e.g. Greene & Ho, 2007a) rather than extra enrichment of the NLR

by the AGN itself.

We examine the continuum properties of the accretion disk for our

low-mass AGN. By using the emission from the recombination lines [He II]

and Hβ, we infer the slope of the far-UV continuum from 200–900Å, near

the peak of the big blue bump. We find that the far-UV slopes in our low-

mass AGN are steeper than those of low-redshift, higher-mass AGN. While we

know that our low-mass AGN are very radio-quiet (Greene et al., 2006) and

have flat X-ray slopes (Desroches et al., 2009) compared to typical AGN, they

have quite similar optical properties and unexpectedly, somewhat steeper UV

slopes. These steeper inferred UV continua imply that changing continuum

shape could explain the inverse Baldwin effect seen between Hβ FWHM and

luminosity (Croom et al., 2002; Greene & Ho, 2005b).

Despite tentative evidence for different SEDs, the NLR structure is also
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similar between low-mass and typical AGN. Using composite spectra, we are

able to measure the widths and velocities of high-ionization Fe lines. As found

by Mullaney et al. (2009), the [Fe VII] line exhibits a similar width and blue

shift as the blue wing of [O III], pointing to a common physical origin for both

transitions in a radially flowing component. As seen in previous work, we find

that the width of NLR lines and their blueshift correlates with the ionization

potential of the line. We see no evidence for a dramatic change in the NLR

structure in this mass and luminosity regime.

Making composite spectra in subsets of luminosity, Eddington ratio,

and presence or absence of a blue wing in [O III], we find first that the high-

luminosity composite has much broader NLR emission lines than the low-

luminosity counterpart within our sample, as has been seen in more-massive

AGN. We also find that the subset showing the presence of a blue wing in

[O III] exhibits weak NLR emission. We posit that in the objects with a

blue wing, the outflow drives gas away from the central region, leading to a

lower covering fraction (e.g. Ludwig et al., 2009). However, contrary to our

expectations from typical AGN, the presence of a blue wing does not correlate

with high Eddington ratio, possibly due to our small dynamic range in this

sample. Lastly, we find that the high Eddington ratio composite has excess

emission at intermediate velocities in the Balmer lines. This corresponds to

the ILR identified by Hu et al. (2008a) and Zhu et al. (2009). This ILR

emission could potentially bias MBH estimates for AGN at high L/LEdd by

decreasing the measured FWHM of the Balmer lines, thus underestimating
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MBH, as pointed out by Collin et al. (2006) and Zhu et al. (2009).

Overall, the low-mass AGN studied here seem to behave in much the

same way as more massive AGN, as traced by optical emission lines. They are

likely to have relatively low gas-phase metallicities in the NLR than their larger

brethren, and may have steeper far-UV continuum slopes, but the structure

and organization of their emission line regions seems to be largely similar.
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Chapter 4

An Experiment in Integrated, Guided-Inquiry

Science Classes and Implications for Teaching

Astronomy

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Motivation

In addition to conducting scientific research, scientists have an added

responsibility to promote general knowledge of science and to communicate

their discoveries to the public. One of the most opportune venues for shar-

ing this general scientific knowledge is through the classroom. Among other

benefits, encouraging students to think scientifically and promoting their en-

thusiasm for science will increase the chances of students choosing careers in

science or supporting scientific research. Future workers need to be adequately

prepared to enter burgeoning technical fields. These workers typically come

from college majors in various fields of science, technology, engineering, and

mathematics (STEM fields). The U.S. Department of Labor suggests that

preparing future workers to enter STEM fields can have long-term effects on

the standard of living in the U.S. and employment opportunities for several

decades (Jobs for the Future, 2007). The National Research Council suggests

that a major factor in preparing students for STEM fields lies in “improving
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K–12 science and mathematics education” (Rising Above the Gathering Storm

Committee et al., 2010). A number of programs have been developed across

the country to address the need for high-quality STEM high school teachers,

including the UTeach program at the University of Texas at Austin1, and the

learning assistant program at the University of Colorado at Boulder (Otero

et al., 2006). While these worthwhile efforts are a step in the right direction,

improving one section of the STEM pipeline alone is not enough. By eighth

grade, students are making enrollment decisions that determine their effective

ability to participate in a STEM major in college (Akos et al., 2007). There-

fore we also need to focus on improving science and mathematics education

well before high school. While young elementary school students report that

science is valuable and understandable, at some point in grades 4–8, many

students lose their enthusiasm (Neathery, 1997). Yet it is this very enthusiasm

and interest in science that is vital to increasing the number of students who

go on to careers in STEM fields (Business-Higher Education Forum, 2010).

In light of these many factors, it is important to prepare pre-service

elementary school teachers in such a way that they can retain the enjoyment

and excitement of scientific discovery while teaching their students. As pointed

out in Allen (2006), elementary teachers face multiple issues when confronted

with teaching science: “they don’t like science, they don’t feel confident in the

knowledge of science, and they don’t know how to teach science effectively.”

Teachers also face pressure resulting from standardized testing. In the state of

1http://uteach.utexas.edu
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Texas, for example, science is tested in grades 5, 8 and in high school end-of-

course exams. Within this paradigm, teachers in grades K–4 routinely fail to

find time in their schedule to focus on science. This is due in part to pressure

from administrators to focus on math and reading in grades K–4, and so fifth

grade teachers may become responsible for teaching years’ worth of science

content. With all of these issues at play, is it any wonder that elementary

teachers often do not spend the time that students need to build up their

scientific knowledge, much less encourage interest and enthusiasm in science

and math? To counteract these issues, we must do two things: prepare pre-

service elementary teachers with deep understanding of science content, so

that they feel confident of their scientific knowledge and the importance of

science, and allow pre-service teachers to experience a methodologically-sound

approach to teaching and learning science, so that they feel prepared to teach

science effectively themselves.

4.1.2 Best Practices from Education Research

Research into the process of learning has provided great insights over

the last several decades, which informs the way that we should teach pre-

service teachers—not only encouraging them to learn in the most effective

environment, but also modeling effective teaching strategies in the context of

learning science. Many educators will readily agree that one of the major

learning goals that they have for their students is not just that students learn

factual information, but how to flexibly use that information in various con-
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texts. This property of usable knowledge is called transfer (Byrnes, 2008), and

there are several ways to increase students’ transfer of knowledge. Transfer

is typically increased for students who get exposure to knowledge in multiple

contexts (Bjork & Richardson-Klavhen, 1989) and good working knowledge

of the underlying principles (Druckman et al., 1994, and references therein).

Another factor that impacts the ability to transfer knowledge is the students’

organization of information as they acquire it. In order for students to become

“experts” who correctly and flexibly transfer their learning to many situations,

they must correctly acquire and categorize the information in such a way that

makes explicit connections from the new knowledge to other content areas.

Making these connections explicit encourages a higher likelihood of retrieval

(Larkin et al., 1980; Chi et al., 1981; Gick & Holyoak, 1980; Perfetto et al.,

1983).

The problem of information categorization not only applies to the con-

nections students make between new concepts, but also the integration of that

knowledge into what the student already knows. For students to fully con-

ceptually understand new ideas, they must incorporate that knowledge into

their existing worldview, which can be difficult depending on the preconcep-

tions that students bring with them to the classroom (e.g. Nussbaum & Novak,

1976; Vosniadou, 1994). No student is a blank slate to be filled with knowledge.

Rather, students have many, varied experiences from previous schooling, their

life, and the world around them that influence the way that they categorize

and interpret any information that educators try to teach (Cobb, 1994; Piaget,
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1973; Piaget & Cook, 1977). It is crucial to draw out students’ preconceptions

or naive reasoning processes and explicitly address them for students to revise

their ideas about the subject at hand (e.g. Confrey, 1990; Fitzsimmons et al.,

1994; Resnick et al., 1989). Naive reasoning (Reiner et al., 2000) describes the

method by which students piece together basic ideas about the world, known

as phenomenological-primitives (p-prims; diSessa, 1993) to form mental mod-

els that they use to explain and predict the world around them. Vosniadou

(1994) describes changes to these mental models through two processes, ei-

ther enrichment or revision. Through enrichment, students simply add new

information to existing mental models. This information is non-contradictory,

and therefore generally easily accepted. Revision must happen when there

is discrepancy between the new information and the current mental model,

thus requiring students to modify their mental models to some degree. The

more general the revision, the less likely students are to reconcile their mental

model with the scientific view. Many students attempt these revisions, but

only gradually change their mental models. The result is “synthetic models”

that blend together their naive worldview and the scientific view. For exam-

ple, children learn that the scientific view of the Earth is a sphere suspended

in infinite space, but because of their egocentric worldview and wealth of per-

sonal experience of objects falling “down,” students may construct a synthetic

mental model including dual Earths - the one we live on, which is a flat plane

of ground with the sky above, and another Earth as a planet up in the sky

(Nussbaum & Novak, 1976; Vosniadou, 1994). This dual Earth mental model
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accommodates what students know of the scientific viewpoint – that the Earth

is a spherical planet in space – without requiring them to relinquish their es-

tablished mental model that serves them well as a tool for understanding the

everyday world around them. Some researchers assert that, contrary to Vosni-

adou’s conclusions, these mental models are not robust frameworks for viewing

the world, but impromptu mental devices made on-the-spot, which change de-

pending on the context of the situation (Schoultz et al., 2001; Nobes et al.,

2003). However, researchers generally agree that revising a student’s mental

model, when that model includes contradictory conceptions compared to the

scientifically accurate worldview, is a gradual process that requires repeated

opportunities for revisions.

One of the most effective ways for students to correctly integrate knowl-

edge is for students to develop the knowledge themselves through interactive

engagment (Hake, 1998; Prather et al., 2009). If the students are actively

engaged in the learning process, they display higher learning gains (Atwood

& Atwood, 1997; Slater et al., 2008) and retain the knowledge longer (Tsai &

Chang, 2005; Blown & Bryce, 2006; Francis et al., 1998). Simply watching an

engaging, entertaining lecture is not enough (Duncan, 1999). This follows the

constructivist theoretical framework of learning, where students do not receive

knowledge, but acquire and organize it through a constructive mental process

(Piaget & Valsiner, 1930).However, there are various levels of student involve-

ment in such a active-learning environment. The key requirement of active

learning is that students must personally participate in the learning process
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in some interactive way, whether that be through real-time predictions of in-

class thought problems (Thornton, 1997; Prather et al., 2004), discussions with

peers (Mazur, 1997; Green, 2003), or generating their own homework problems

(Mestre, 1991).

One particular method for encouraging interactive student involvement

is allowing students to interpret evidence with their peers, draw their own con-

clusions, and reason their way to the key concept (McDermott, 1991; McDer-

mott & Shaffer, 1992; Prather et al., 2004). If students have the opportunity

to collect this evidence themselves, they gain the added benefit of learning to

sift data of varying relevance, and use evidence-based reasoning to justify the

conclusions they form. These critical thinking skills help them incorporate the

knowledge from that particular activity, but also can help them understand

and use evidence-based reasoning in other aspects of their lives.

While it is true that one of the most effective ways to learn something

is to learn by doing, as students do when they participate in active-learning

environments, many educators will agree that one only fully understands a

concept when one teaches it. In order for students to fully integrate their new-

found knowledge into their worldview, it is important for them to discuss their

ideas with other students and convince their peers of their reasoning. In this

way, the students take ownership of their knowledge, and screen each other for

faulty reasoning or misconceptions.

In the effort to educate pre-service teachers, we would be remiss if we

did not design our classrooms based on these best practices that researchers
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have found supporting how people learn. Research shows that for students to

flexibly understand new concepts, they must have repeated exposure to those

concepts in multiple contexts. Students are more likely to avoid continued,

naive reasoning and revise their mental models when their preconceptions are

elicited and confronted directly. Effective integration of new knowledge is much

more likely when students are actively engaged in their own learning, such as

through hands-on activities. The social interaction required when students

explain and defend their reasoning further increases the likelihood of retention

and integration of new ideas. Given these many avenues for increasing the

student’s ability to effectively learn new material, we can develop a classroom

using all of these components that maximizes our students’ gains in knowledge

and ability to transfer that knowledge. By teaching in accord with decades of

research about learning, we model an optimal classroom environment for pre-

service teachers to take into their own future classrooms. This is particularly

important since studies have repeatedly shown that educators teach in the

same manner that they were taught (Lortie, 1975; Britzman, 1991, 2003).

With the goal of better serving future elementary teachers by more effectively

preparing them in the sciences, we have developed the Hands-on-Science (HoS)

program at the University of Texas at Austin, which incorporates all of these

facets of effective learning.

The remainder of this chapter details the development of the HoS pro-

gram, in particular the astronomy curriculum and subsequent program evalua-

tion. In Section 4.2, we describe the HoS program in detail, including the lesson
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structure, classroom environment, and curriculum. We then focus on the sub-

ject of astronomy, and review the literature aimed at specific misconceptions

in astronomy and outline how the HoS research-based curriculum addresses

them. In Section 4.3, we describe the experimental design and research goals

for our program evaluation, and describe the data from HoS and comparison

courses that we gathered to perform the evaluation. In Section 4.4, we present

the data analysis used to ascertain the effectiveness of the Hands-on-Science

curriculum on quantitative learning gains, including overall and itemized com-

parisons. We also include the results of a principal component analysis on

our quantitative data. Section 4.5 summarizes our conclusions and Section 4.6

details extensions to this work and future projects.

4.2 The Hands-on-Science Program

The National Commission on Teaching & America’s Future (1996) iden-

tified four serious limitations to pre-service elementary teachers’ career prepa-

ration, including inadequate time to learn content, fragmentation of content

areas and best practices for teaching in those areas, uninspired teaching meth-

ods, and superficial curricula. Prior to 2009, students preparing for careers in

elementary education, known as Applied Learning and Development (ALD)

majors, at the University of Texas at Austin (UT) were required to take four

science courses through the College of Natural Sciences (CNS) as part of their

degree plan. While standard, introductory science classes offer to teach stu-

dents a wide range of topics within any given field, many science curricula
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are arguably superficial and have been criticized as being “a mile wide and

an inch deep” (Schmidt et al., 1997). Such classes tend to consist mainly

of factual, jargon-based information and do not often spend a great deal of

class time on fundamental concepts because students are already expected to

know them. However, many college students demonstrate deep-seated misun-

derstandings about basic scientific ideas in astronomy, physics, and biology to

name a few (e.g. Schneps & Sadler, 1989). In fact, Lightman & Sadler (1993)

showed that while teachers in traditional classes fairly accurately predict stu-

dents’ average incoming performance on astronomy assessments, they grossly

over-predict the gains in student knowledge of basic astronomy concepts at the

end of traditional courses. In addition to the broad content, these traditional

classes represent the fragmented curricula mentioned above. These courses are

often wholly disconnected because they are offered in separate departments,

so students have no explicit opportunity to see the connecting principles that

underlie many branches of science. Yet these explicit connections are neces-

sary for students to attain deep understanding of these fundamental scientific

principles (Larkin et al., 1980; Chi et al., 1981; Gick & Holyoak, 1980; Perfetto

et al., 1983). Meanwhile, an elementary teacher is expected to be a “jack-of-

all-trades” with regard to multiple scientific disciplines (Allen, 2006). This

further necessitates explicit opportunities to see broad connections between

subjects during teachers’ preparation. Finally, large lecture classes are isolat-

ing environments where even involved students are constrained in their ability

to engage with the instructor by many factors, such as physical distance, the
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number of students, and the impersonal environment (Geski, 1992). For pre-

service teachers, who tend to lack confidence in their own knowledge of science,

such an environment is, at best, not suited to adequately prepare them to be

successful science teachers. For these many reasons, large, broad classes are

not necessarily the most useful way to prepare pre-service elementary teachers

to understand fundamental scientific concepts and how scientific principles are

related across disciplines. These factors conspire to severely negatively impact

their self-confidence in understanding and teaching science (Bandura, 1993).

Thanks to direction from the CNS, efforts to support pre-service teacher

development have received serious attention and investment at UT. In 1997,

the CNS initiated the nationally-recognized UTeach program – a successful

example of decisive efforts to recruit and prepare pre-service middle and high

school teachers. As explained in §4.1.1, if we are to address the problems in

STEM education in the U.S., more effective preparation of pre-service elemen-

tary teachers is another avenue of equal importance. To better serve these

future elementary teachers, the CNS now offers a four-course science sequence

for ALD majors called Hands-on-Science (HoS), which is specifically tailored

to the unique needs of this student population. This four-course sequence is

now required for ALD majors, and as of Spring 2012, the HoS program is serv-

ing over 300 students per semester. The HoS program differs from traditional,

introductory science classes in two main ways – through teaching methodology

and through curriculum. These courses are designed to specifically address the

classroom content that these future teachers will be responsible to teach, using
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research-based best practices for learning.

4.2.1 Classroom Environment

The HoS program is designed to be a melting pot of best practices for

learning in general, and science in particular. As detailed in §4.1.2, student

understanding and the ability to flexibly use knowledge is increased by many

factors, including multiple exposures to key ideas in many contexts, explic-

itly confronting misconceptions or naive reasoning, active-engagement such as

hands-on learning, and social learning interactions. Thus, HoS courses provide

environments where active learning is promoted in a hands-on, guided-inquiry

manner. In order to promote this engaging classroom environment, the CNS

has invested in the development of two studio-style classrooms on the UT cam-

pus. Such studio-style classroom environments have been extensively studied

and found to promote high learning gains in science content courses (Beichner,

2008). These two classrooms can each accommodate up to 48 students, seated

at 4’ x 5’ tables, in groups of four. Grouping students provides them with

the opportunity to participate in the social interactions that provide multiple

learning benefits (Mazur, 1997; Green, 2003). In groups, they can draw on the

diverse skill sets of students within their groups to solve problems and collect

data. These groups also give students the opportunity to air their ideas in

a low-risk setting, making it more likely that students will acknowledge their

true preconceptions about the topics at hand, and then share their collec-

tive thoughts with the class. Students are then responsible for constructing
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Figure 4.1 Panorama of one Hands-on-Science, studio-style classroom, located
in Room 7.114 in the Robert Lee Moore building at UT. Notice the groups of
students participating in a student-led discussion. The instructor is seated at
bottom right, interjecting clarifying questions as necessary.

their own content knowledge using experiments, discussion with peers, and

a curriculum consisting of guiding questions. Employing groups within such

studio-style classrooms promotes a transition from the traditional instructor as

“sage on the stage”, to the “guide by your side” (Prather et al., 2004; Fraknoi,

2011). Instructors within studio-style classrooms function as the moderators

for class discussion. They serve to probe student knowledge and give students

helpful nudges in the right direction. Thus, the design of the HoS courses

transforms the classroom into a truly learner-centered environment.

The structural framework for a typical HoS class period is based on the

format presented in Physics and Everyday Thinking (Goldberg, 2008). Each

lesson begins with a few questions designed to elicit students’ preconceptions

or naive reasoning on the main topic of the day. Students then share their

ideas with the class, so there is collective knowledge of many possible ways of

thinking. Then the students perform data-gathering activities during which

they are regularly asked to make predictions and connect trends to other con-

cepts they have seen previously. In this way, the students are encouraged to
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form their own conclusions about the topic at hand, based on the data they

have just seen, rather than accepting scientific principles simply by being told.

Finally, each lesson ends with thought-provoking questions which encourage

students to use evidence-based reasoning to summarize the main ideas of the

lesson and connect them to other contexts. These questions are the basis

for in-class discussions, where students are responsible for presenting their

ideas to the class and justifying and elaborating them for their peers. The

mechanism we employ for such class presentations is known as whiteboarding

(Wells et al., 1995), where each group of students is given a 2’ x 2’ section

of whiteboard upon which they display their answers, as seen in the center of

Figure 4.1. Each group typically only writes up answers to one or two of these

summarizing questions, and then multiple groups present their answers to the

same question. This invites the class to comment on similarities and differ-

ences among the presented answers, and for students to justify their group’s

response in order to convince the class of their answers. Such class discussions

provide useful two-way formative assessments, where students are given the

opportunity to clarify and evaluate their knowledge, and the instructor has the

opportunity to “enhance, recognize, and respond to student learning” (Bell &

Cowie, 1999). This process has not only been shown to provide students with

a deeper understanding of the material than a lecture, but it also gives them

experience with evidence-based reasoning, a skill that they will be able to

apply in many situations for the rest of their lives.

Another important way that the HoS program encourages evidence-
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based reasoning is by emphasizing this skill during summative assessments,

such as exams. Summative assessments are used to monitor student perfor-

mance, and in many courses, there is often a disconnect from the skills and

topics the instructors value and the contents tested during summative as-

sessments. These summative assessments typically form a large part of the

students’ grades and traditionally emphasize factual knowledge rather than

conceptual understanding. Students tend to focus their mental energy on

what is tested, and therefore it behooves us to test them on the concepts

and reasoning skills that we truly want them to learn. During exams in HoS

courses, students are required to cite examples of data from class to support

their reasoning, and are encouraged to make use of physical models. Atwood

& Atwood (1997) present a study of in-service teachers where twice as many

teachers were able to correctly explain scientific concepts when manipulating

physical models. HoS is focused on leading students to understand the prin-

ciples at hand, and use their reasoning skills, not memorize factual content.

Therefore, we encourage students to make use of physical models on exams

and interpret real data when applicable.

While these classroom dynamics poise HoS to more effectively prepare

pre-service elementary teachers for their careers teaching science, we can do

more than just follow particular teaching methodology to stack the deck in

their favor. The impersonal, passive nature of large, lecture-style courses is

only part of the disadvantage of such courses for ALD majors. The other major

difference between traditional, introductory courses and HoS is the curriculum
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itself.

4.2.2 Curriculum

In addition to modeling best teaching practices, the HoS program is

an integrated science curriculum spanning four semesters. Within these four

semesters, the curriculum regularly links concepts across scientific disciplines

to emphasize core principles that underlie all areas. For example, the HoS cur-

riculum uses the idea of energy transfer as a unifying scientific concept, which

underlies common physics principles such as conservation of energy, but is also

used to explain earthquakes, photosynthesis, and seasons. Such integrated sci-

ence concepts are referenced within the HoS curriculum with common termi-

nology and familiar representations throughout all four semesters. While each

semester is meant to tie across disciplines and incorporate integrated science

content, the content focus in each of the four semesters is broadly organized

in the following sequence:

Semester 1: Physics

Semester 2: Chemistry and Geology

Semester 3: Biology

Semester 4: Astronomy and Earth Science

The remainder of this chapter focuses on the development and implementation

of the fourth semester, which includes topics in astronomy and Earth science.

As is evident in many studies (e.g. Schneps & Sadler, 1989; Kavanagh &

Sneider, 2006a,b), many college students do not have a firm grasp of fundamen-
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tal astronomical concepts which even K-5 elementary students are expected to

know (as outlined in the National Science Education Standards and Texas Es-

sential Knowledge and Skills, hereafter NSES and TEKS, respectively). Some

of the most common topics for which college and elementary students harbor

misunderstandings are the causes of Moon phases and why the Earth experi-

ences seasons. For many of these topics, researchers have found that a large

number of in-service elementary school teachers have many of the same miscon-

ceptions as their students (Atwood & Atwood, 1996, 1997; Mant & Summers,

1993). For pre-service elementary teachers to be effective when introducing

their students to these topics, they need explicit instruction on these scien-

tific concepts as part of their preparation. One desired outcome of the HoS

program is that 20 years from now, when incoming college students will have

been taught by our HoS elementary teachers, those students will not need to

be taught topics like seasons and Moon phases in traditional, introductory

astronomy courses (hereafter Astro101), because they will remember and un-

derstand those concepts from elementary school. This will open the college

curricula for Astro101 to spend more time on modern big ideas in astronomy,

like cosmology and planet formation, and include more current research, as

has been championed by Pasachoff (2002a,b). The HoS astronomy course is a

research-based curriculum, which includes many commonly taught Astro101

topics (Slater et al., 2001) that pre-service teachers will be responsible to teach

in their future careers. The broad topics we cover in the fourth semester’s cur-

riculum were specifically selected to give the students a deep understanding
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of topics represented in the TEKS for grades K-8, with focus on K-5. Giving

ALD majors a firm understanding of these topics now will hopefully enable

them to teach such topics well and with confidence in the future. Thus, future

generations of college students can enter colleges and universities equipped

with this knowledge and prepared to delve into more complex astronomical

topics.

Many of the above topics are replete with common misconceptions or

naive reasoning by young children and adults alike. In order for a teacher

to be effective at helping students overcome such naive reasoning, having a

solid grasp of the content is not enough (there is certainly a large degree of

variation in effectiveness when expert scientists take on the role of teachers).

An effective teacher must also have built up knowledge of common student

misunderstandings and how to help students overcome them. This knowledge

of how to help students learn a given topic is known as pedagogical content

knowledge (PCK). In addition to expanding and deepening our pre-service

teachers’ content knowledge on various astronomical topics, it is important to

develop our preservice teachers’ PCK as well. Therefore, within our curriculum

we also introduce discussions and readings about children’s ideas on topics

like the day and night cycle, shape of the Earth, and the nature of light. By

acquainting them with views that their future students are likely to have, we

are further preparing them for their roles as future teachers.

In order to provide students with hands-on learning experiences about

the scientific concepts that they will be required to teach, and to develop their
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PCK on those topics, the HoS curriculum includes many hands-on activities

adapted from existing materials, from many sources including The Universe

at Your Fingertips (Fraknoi & Schatz, 2000), Lecture-Tutorials for Introduc-

tory Astronomy (Prather et al., 2004), Astronomy Ranking Tasks (Hudgins

et al., 2006), Great Explorations in Math and Science2 (GEMS), and Ac-

tivities Integrating Math and Science3 (AIMS). While utilizing experiments

and activities from these sources, in addition to original, newly-developed

activities, the HoS curriculum adds an important component by augmenting

the activities with a connected, guiding framework. This framework utilizes

identical terminology and style to the previous HoS semesters, regularly asks

students to make predictions, and provides ties to other concepts.

4.2.3 Big Ideas in Astronomy

With the goals of giving pre-service elementary teachers deep scientific

understanding of commonly misunderstood astronomy topics, and developing

their PCK on those and related topics, we set out to develop the HoS fourth-

semester curriculum. Fortunately, there exists a plethora of research in the

field of astronomy education on common misunderstandings and key obstacles

to student learning for various astronomical topics. In fact, astronomy edu-

cation research (AER) was being practiced as early as the 1930s by Piaget &

Valsiner (1930), who studied children’s ideas about the day/night cycle, the

2http://www.lhsgems.org
3http://www.aimsedu.org
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shape of the Earth, and the cause of seasons. Within the AER literature, there

are numerous studies that investigate participants’ naive explanations of vari-

ous astronomical phenomena (Bardar et al., 2006; Bailey et al., 2009; Wallace

et al., 2012a; Williamson & Willoughby, 2012). See Bailey & Slater (2003);

Lelliott & Rollnick (2010) for reviews of this literature. While it may be in-

correct to describe people’s explanations as strict misconceptions (Hannust &

Kikas, 2007), which implies that they have a firm mental model that is robust

and deeply ingrained (Vosniadou, 1994), many people certainly have incorrect

ideas about astronomy based simply on naive reasoning Prather et al. (2002);

Prather et al. (2009); Wallace & Prather (2012); Wallace et al. (2012b). Naive

reasoning is typically driven by p-prims, which are specific relationships de-

veloped through personal experience that help people understand and predict

events in the world around them (diSessa, 1993). A common p-prim is the idea

that “closer means more” and is often used to infer that the Earth is closer to

the Sun during summer, resulting in more heating and higher temperatures,

as an example. There are many such topics within astronomy that students

and teachers alike commonly struggle to understand. In the spirit of Lelliott

& Rollnick (2010), we have identified several “big ideas” in astronomy and

Earth science that are represented in the NSES and TEKS, and these form

the basis of our curriculum – the behavior of light, gravity and orbits, size and

scale, motion of objects in the sky, seasons, Moon phases, and weather versus

climate. In the remainder of this section, we summarize the relevant research

surrounding each of these big ideas, including commons misunderstandings,
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and expand on our philosophy for the curriculum we have developed to ad-

dress them. In Table 4.1, we present a breakdown of our astronomy and Earth

science curriculum, including typical naive reasoning within each of these big

ideas. To see an example chapter of the HoS astronomy curriculum, see Ap-

pendix A.
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Table 4.1. Key Concepts and Misconceptions by Topic

Big Idea Concept Example Misconceptions TEKS

Light travels in straight lines Eyes can see with no light source 2.6A, 3.6A, 5.6A
Law of Reflection 5.5A
Diffuse reflection 5.6C
Light sources vs reflectors
Formation of images
Light ray diagrams

Light Inverted vs upright images
Pinhole camera
Refraction ∝ incident angle
Refraction ∝ change in density
Convex lenses focus light
Curvature affects Image Distance
Object Distance affects Image Distance
FGrav is not constant FGrav is constant on all objects K.6D, 1.6D, 4.6D
g is constant Gravity always pulls to the center K.5A, 2–5.5A
FGrav ∝ M1 ∗ M2 of the Earth 3.6C, 5.6C
FGrav ∝ 1/R Gravity is caused by the center

Gravity FGrav = GMm/R2 of the Earth
⊥ force causes change in direction Gravity pulls “down”
FGrav ⊥ to motion causes objects to orbit Gravity can push objects apart
Orbiting is like falling, not zero-g Objects in space are not affected
Smaller R, higher speed, shorter period by gravity
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Table 4.1 (cont’d)

Big Idea Concept Example Misconceptions TEKS

Angular size Underestimating relative K.5A, 2–5.5A
Earth-Sun scale model (size and distance) sizes/distances 2.6A
Human orrery comparing orbital periods Confusing solar system 3.5B
Inner vs outer planet properties with galaxy/universe 3.8B

Size Solar system scale model (distance) 3.8C
and Scale Objects in a solar system 3.8D, 5.8D

Nebulae and star clusters (scale)
Types of galaxies (spirals, ellipticals)
Galaxy clusters and structure of the

universe
Sun’s path in the sky Sun always passes K.6C, 1.6C
Time zones directly overhead at noon K.8C, 1.8C, 4.8C, 5.8C

Appearance Predicting time using the Sun’s position Stars do not move predictably 1.8B
of the Changing perspective from Earth-based
Sky to space-based

Predicting positions/paths of stars
Views of the sky from different latitudes
Location of the North Star in the sky
Circumpolar stars
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Table 4.1 (cont’d)

Big Idea Concept Example Misconceptions TEKS

Earth is always tilted toward Sun always passes directly overhead K.6A, 1.6A, 3–5.6A
North Star at noon K.8A, B, 2.8B

Earth’s tilt causes some areas to be facing Earth is closer to Sun in summer 1.8C, 3.8C, 4.8C
more toward the Sun N. Hemisphere is closer in summer 5.6C

Seasons Light that is slanted spreads over Windy/cloudy weather cools us 5.7C
greater area in winter

High latitudes receive less intense sunlight Longer days do not affect seasons
Sun’s path is higher in the sky in summer
Tilt and distance can affect seasons

on other planets
More hours of daylight in summer
Moon is always 1/2 illuminated by Sun Moon phases are caused by K.8C, 3.8C, 4.8C
Changing perspective changes Moon’s Earth’s shadow 1.6C, 5.6C

appearance 1.8B
Moon Moon’s motion in its orbit causes phases 2.8D, 5.8D
Phases Predicting time based on Moon’s

appearance/position
Eclipses
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Table 4.1 (cont’d)

Big Idea Concept Example Misconceptions TEKS

Temperature, rain, wind comprise weather Short-term weather indicates climate K–2.5B, 4.5B, 5.5B
Daily weather variations Wind is caused by moving objects K.6A, 3–5.6A
Weather patterns are predictable based (e.g. trees) K–5.8A

on latitude/season K.8C, 2.8C
Weather Weather is short-term, local 1–5.8B

& Climate Climate is long-term, regional 1.8D
Climate depends on latitude, altitude, 2.5A, 4.5A

and ocean currents 3.5C
Water cycle includes evaporation, 5.7C

condensation, and precipitation
Wind is caused by pressure differences

Note. — Col. (1): Big Ideas covered in HoS curriculum. Col (2): Key concepts covered in each big idea. Col (3):
Example misconceptions and common reasoning difficulties. Note that this is not an exhaustive list, but meant to represent
typical student difficulties. Col (4): Relevant state standards (Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills). Note that this table
represents a set of lists per chapter, rather than sequential ideas that correspond along a single line.
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The behavior of light is a fundamental big idea in the study of astron-

omy. Except for select instances relating to our nearest neighbors in space,

everything that scientists know about astronomical bodies and phenomenon

is derived from observing the light from those objects. This big idea includes

the concepts that light travels in a straight line, reflects off solid objects in a

predictable manner, and refracts through transparent media. In addition, the

literature (Driver, 1994) suggests that children struggle with the ideas that

a light source is needed to see an object, insisting instead that given enough

time, eyes will eventually “adjust to the dark” and see the surroundings, even

with no light source.

In addition to light, gravity is one of the central big ideas in astronomy.

While scientists almost exclusively use light to observe astronomical objects,

gravity provides a theoretical framework with which we can explain the hier-

archical nature of the universe and many of the phenomena that we observe.

In particular, for the big ideas gathered here, a solid understanding of grav-

ity as an attractive force among objects with mass encourages more complete

mental models of objects in space as interacting islands of mass within infinite

space. Included in this mental model is the scientific notion of the spherical

Earth with people living all over its surface, where objects fall toward the

center (Sneider & Pulos, 1983). Understanding gravity as a force also helps

students understand and explain orbital motions which ultimately account for

many of the other big ideas they grapple with, such as seasons and Moon

phases (Smith & Treagust, 1988). Many studies of children’s understanding
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of gravity have revealed geocentric perspectives in students of all ages and

many countries (Noce et al., 1988; Berg & Brouwer, 1991; Borun et al., 1993).

Lelliott & Rollnick (2010) also point out that “As in other big ideas, teachers,

especially those at primary level, possess many of the alternative conceptions

about gravity held by their students (e.g. Elaine Reynoso et al., 1993), and

are unaware of the conceptions their students hold (e.g. Berg & Brouwer,

1991).” This further reinforces the importance of addressing gravity within

courses for preservice elementary teachers. However, preservice teachers are

college students who have their own misunderstandings about gravity as a

force. Williamson & Willoughby (2012) investigate 312 introductory college

students’ understandings of gravity, wherein they find that students routinely

conflate gravitational forces with the presence of an atmosphere, magnetism,

and rotation. These college students often also ascribe artificial limits to grav-

ity, such as assuming gravity ceases to exist beyond an atmosphere, or that

there is a minimum mass required before gravity “kicks in” and affects objects’

movements. Within the HoS curriculum, students encounter gravity as an at-

tractive, non-contact force that pulls objects toward the center of the Earth

in their first semester of study, while the universal theory of gravity that acts

on all objects across great distances in space is addressed in the astronomy

curriculum of semester four. We focus on students’ use of proportional reason-

ing to predict the behavior of objects in space using Newton’s universal law

of gravitation, and relate that force to an object’s initial velocity in order to

explain and predict orbital motion.
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In any study of astronomy, it is crucial to expose students to the astro-

nomical size and scale of objects in the universe. Having a true sense of scale

not only energizes students with a sense of wonder, but also further reinforces

a correct mental model of objects in space. We include the solar system within

this big idea, because our content about the solar system mostly addresses the

size and scale of the objects within it. Trumper (2001a,b) investigated high

school students’ responses to a series of astronomy questions, including ques-

tions about the relative sizes of the Earth and the Sun. He concluded that

this was one of the areas where students’ knowledge was most lacking. While

high school students can articulate the idea that there are “great distances

between stars”, they cannot typically successfully relate those distances to a

scale model (Agan, 2004). In fact, Taylor & Grundstrom (2011) conclude that

textbook and web-based diagrams representing the Earth-Moon system are of-

ten grossly not-to-scale, and that student representations of the Earth-Moon

system are similar to the average scales shown in such textbook diagrams,

suggesting that their mental models are unfavorably guided by these mislead-

ing figures. Therefore, we focus significant attention in our curriculum on the

requirements for a true scale model and highlight the difficulty of representing

astronomical objects to scale by both size and scale. This is applied in the

contexts of objects in the solar system and size and scale of objects in the

universe.

Because so many aspects of the remaining big ideas rely on the ability to

successfully use 3D spatial reasoning to envision three-dimensional models and
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transfer one’s perspective from a space-based view to an Earth-based view, we

deem it necessary to allow students time to grapple with this skill before intro-

ducing more complicated concepts. Predicting the apparent motion of objects

in the sky, such as the Sun and the North Star, allows students the opportu-

nity to do this. Because the daily motion of objects in the sky is due to the

Earth’s rotation, we incorporate the well-investigated topic of the day/night

cycle in this big idea. The majority of practicing teachers in both a UK study

(Mant & Summers, 1993; Mant, 1995; Summers et al., 2000) and a US study

(Parker & Heywood, 1998) are able to scientifically explain the day/night cycle

in terms of the Earth’s rotation. However, another common misunderstanding

of the day/night cycle is the notion that the Sun passes directly overhead at

noon everyday for all locations on Earth. Barrier (2010) finds that only 10% of

the 40 in-service US teachers initially surveyed in her summer workshop were

able to correctly answer the question “Where in the sky is the Sun at midday

on September 20?” Therefore, even if participants can correctly answer the

reason for day and night, they are still largely unlikely to hold or consult the

correct mental model for the Earth and Sun, when thinking about this big

idea. Our curriculum allows students to directly observe the diurnal motion of

the Sun, and practice transferring between their space-based 3D mental model

for the Earth-Sun-stars system and an Earth-based observer’s perspective.

Using students’ freshly practiced skill for transferring between space-

based and Earth-based perspectives, we finally dive into the complicated topic

of seasons. As pointed out in Sneider et al. (2011), seasons is a rich big idea
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where full understanding incorporates knowledge of many diverse topics, in-

cluding the behavior of light, solar system astronomy, and climate and weather.

As such, it is also notoriously rife with misunderstandings by people at all lev-

els, so that even graduate students and experienced teachers exhibit the same

sorts of naive reasoning as middle school students (Agan & Sneider, 2003;

Kavanagh & Sneider, 2006a). One of the most compelling pieces of evidence

for the widespread misunderstanding of the reasons for seasons among highly

educated people is the video A Private Universe (Schneps & Sadler, 1989),

wherein Harvard graduates and a professor confidently attribute seasons to

Earth’s changing distance from the Sun. The HoS curriculum addresses the

reasons for seasons by directly confronting data of the Earth’s changing dis-

tance from the Sun (the Earth is closest to the Sun during the Northern Hemi-

sphere’s winter). Students use physical models to explore how the Earth’s tilt

toward the North Star causes opposite seasons in the Northern and Southern

Hemispheres, that the Sun’s height at midday varies by latitude and Earth’s

position in its orbit causing light to be more concentrated per unit area, and

how the changing number of hours of daylight contribute to different amounts

of heating of the Earth’s surface.

Besides seasons, the other notoriously misunderstood astronomy con-

cept is that of Moon phases. Students and teachers at all levels have been

found to commonly attribute Moon phases to the Earth’s shadow (Mant &

Summers, 1993; Barrier, 2010). Duckworth (2006) finds that student under-

standing hinges on personal observations of the changing shape of the Moon.
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Despite the pedestrian nature of the changing appearance of the Moon, many

people have not observed the pattern of those changes for themselves, or noted

how the appearance of the Moon relates to its position relative to the Sun.

Three-dimensional physical models have also been found to be particularly

useful in improving participants’ understanding of Moon phases (Bell & Trun-

dle, 2008; Cabe Trundle et al., 2002). The HoS curriculum directs students to

make their own observations of the Moon for a month previous to any Moon

phases instruction. Then students summarize their observed patterns and ex-

plain them using physical models and diagrams that utilize the space-based to

Earth-based perspective. Eclipses are also included within this big idea, where

the scale of the Earth-Moon system is reinforced.

The final big idea in the HoS astronomy curriculum is causes of weather

and climate. With this unit, we tie together many big ideas that students have

encountered over the four semesters of the HoS curriculum. Students make

observations of temperatures, chance of rain, cloudiness, and wind speeds for

locations at three latitudes, and then summarize the patterns they see in con-

text of seasonal knowledge. Students then investigate long-term patterns to

explain the differences between weather and climate. They identify locations

that consistently behave abnormally for their latitude, and come to the con-

clusion that altitude, proximity to water, and ocean currents affect climate.

This unit represents the culmination of our students experience in the HoS

curriculum, and as such, requires students to recall knowledge from previ-

ous semesters of HoS to explain the formation of rain and wind. From HoS
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Semester One, students use the small particle model to explain density and

buoyancy of air masses, and energy transfer which causes evaporation. From

HoS Semester Two students recall phase transitions in condensation, and land-

forms which alter weather patterns. From HoS Semester Three students again

utilize the knowledge that the Sun’s light is a form of energy, and latitudinal

differences result in variations in the amount of energy received from the Sun.

Through our detailed focus on these big ideas and typical student mis-

understandings, in addition to our teaching methodology, we endeavor to pre-

pare our pre-service teachers as fully as possible for the challenges they will

face with regard to teaching science at the elementary level. However, because

the HoS program represents a large investment of manpower and resources

within the CNS, it is important to confirm that the effort invested in the HoS

program is producing the desired results. To this end, we analyze our students’

performance compared to Astro101 students, as detailed in the next section.

4.3 Data Collection and Sample Description

Because the HoS program incorporates a method of teaching that is

radically different from a traditional lecture course, we assess the effective-

ness of our inquiry-based, learner-centered classroom style coupled with the

focused, integrated HoS curriculum. We would like to know how large the

gain in student knowledge is for each content area taught in HoS courses. Do

HoS students, who need specific knowledge and skills for their future careers

as teachers, benefit more from the HoS courses than they would in general sci-
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ence courses like Astro101? Does the HoS program successfully resolve student

misconceptions?

To answer these questions, we administer pre- and post-assessment

tests in the first and last week of the semester to measure students’ content

gains. We utilize content assessments from the MOSART group, which are

field-tested, accredited assessment tools made up of multiple-choice questions,

where questions regarding Earth and space science are drawn from the As-

tronomy and Space Science Concept Inventory (ASSCI; Sadler et al., 2009).

The MOSART assessments are designed to include questions of varying diffi-

culty levels with attractive, research-based distractors. Questions of varying

difficulty allow for finer resolution when determining student achievement,

while attractive distractors allow us to probe for student misconceptions. The

MOSART group makes tests available for grades K–4, 5–8, and 9–12 in phys-

ical science, Earth science, astronomy, and grades K–4 and 5–8 in life science.

We utilize the assessments designed for grades K–4 and 5–8 in our research,

since these contain the concepts that we emphasize in the HoS program for our

pre-service elementary teachers. Our assessments include all of the questions

from these eight MOSART tests, but we reorganize the questions based on

the appropriate semester within the HoS curriculum. We limit the research

presented here to Semester Four of the HoS program, focusing only on the big

ideas in astronomy and Earth science for this analysis, for which we utilize

40 relevant MOSART questions. We should point out that of the big ideas

that define the HoS astronomy curriculum, gravity is not represented on the
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MOSART assessments for the grade levels included. As a result, our conclu-

sions are limited only to the topics represented on the 40-question assessment.

This 40-question assessment and student response rates are presented in Ap-

pendix B.

Because we need not only to assess the amount that our HoS students

are learning, but to evaluate their performance in the context of relevant com-

parison groups, it was necessary for us to rely on the generosity of multiple

instructors who are not associated with the HoS program in order to collect

data from comparison classes. To interfere as little as possible in these in-

structors’ classes, we designed our testing methodology to minimize the class

time required and reduce the amount of paper necessary for testing. We utilize

this testing method in the HoS classes as well, to maintain consistency. We

provided each student with a scantron to record their responses, and presented

the assessment questions in a slideshow presentation. Students were given be-

tween 30–90 seconds to respond to each question, depending on the length of

the questions. Despite this seeming short amount of time, the administrants

waited for students to finish answering before moving on. At the end of the

assessment, students were given the option to return to any questions that

they wished to see again. For the HoS students, we gathered additional data

about the students’ reasoning for their choices. We asked them to write an

explanation for their choice on a separate piece of paper. We encouraged them

to explicitly say if they had guessed, or to explain their logic for choosing the

answer they did. We acknowledge that the HoS students had more time to
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think over each question as a result of this process, but we are reasonably

confident that few, if any, students changed their answers as a result of this

procedure, based both on observation of the testing process and the lack of

erasures on their response papers. The procedure was identical for pre-tests

and post-tests, including the order of the questions on the assessment.

For the HoS astronomy course, we present data taken for students in

three sections, including two from Spring 2011 (hereafter, HoS1 and HoS2)

and one from Fall 2011 (HoS3). HoS sections HoS2 and HoS3 were taught by

the same instructor. Because the enrollment for all three HoS courses totals

only 69 students (31, 13, and 25 students enrolled, respectively), we often refer

to the averages derived from these three courses, presented as 〈HoS〉. For the

qualitative student explanations, we only have data for the HoS3 course.

To determine the difference, if any, between the HoS students’ perfor-

mance and student performance in an Astro101 course, we also collected data

from three Astro101 courses. Two Astro101 instructors graciously agreed to

allow us to collect data using the pre- and post-test content assessments from

their students in three different sections. These data were taken using the same

40-question astronomy and Earth science assessment as given to the HoS stu-

dents. One of the Astro101 sections was tested in Fall 2011 (AST1) and had

180 students enrolled. The other two were taught by a different instructor in

Spring 2011, and each of the sections (113 and 132 students) were given only

half of the assessment to save class time. One section was given the first 20

questions and the other was given the last 20. Each of the sections answered
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the same 20 questions on the pre- and post-test. As a result, we can only

quote averages and itemized results for these two combined sections, which we

present together as AST2.

Using the results from these assessment tests, we can group questions

by topic, to address the effectiveness of our program on a topic-by-topic basis,

in addition to the general broader content. Using this data set, it is impossi-

ble for us to disentangle the specific cause of any differences in HoS students’

understanding compared to Astro101 students. Differences may be due to the

more in-depth curriculum, lending greater time on topic, or by doing inquiry

activities, working in groups, or eliciting misconceptions. Yet, other stud-

ies have seen that even with equivalent time on task, student in interactive

learning environments typically out perform their peers Wallace et al. (2012b).

However, some topics maybe more amenable to these teaching strategies than

others, and in other contexts they may show less significant effects. This infor-

mation can be directly useful for instructors across disciplines and institutions.

Many instructors do not have the opportunity to conduct their entire course

in an active-engagement, learner-centered environment, often because they are

compelled by outside forces to cover such a broad range of topics in limited

time. This research can be useful in course and lesson planning, so that in-

structors can distinguish which topics benefit most from such an approach.

We present this overall and topical analysis in §4.4.

In addition to breaking down the data by topic, this work incorporates

a large array of data, which can benefit from a principal component analysis
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(PCA). PCA can further yield useful information for other instructors by il-

luminating ties between topics, and differences in the way subsets of students

learn. We present our PCA results and implications for teaching Astro101 in

§4.4.4.

4.4 Analysis and Results

4.4.1 Methodology

Our primary motivation for this investigation is to assess whether pre-

service teachers are better prepared to teach K-5 science in our hands-on,

learner-centered environment than in standard, introductory lecture classes

for non-science majors. To determine the effectiveness of our hands-on cur-

riculum when teaching this select demographic, we consider pre- and post-test

data from the MOSART assessment tools described in §4.3. This data includes

both our pre-service teachers (HoS courses) and large classes of primarily non-

science majors (Astro101). However, there are several ways in which we pare

down our initial data sets, including using only paired students’ pre- and post-

test scores, and limiting our main analysis only to the assessment questions

that we address in our curriculum, either directly or indirectly, which we elab-

orate below.

Many analyses that compare pre-test and post-test data use paired

participant scores (Bailey et al., 2010; Barrier, 2010), which excludes partici-

pants for whom a data point is missing because they failed to take the pre- or

post-test. By using paired data, researchers can monitor not just the average
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gain in a class, but the distribution of gains for all students, and the paired

data allows statistical comparisons of greater significance, such as a paired

t-test. An underlying assumption in discarding unmatched data points is that

the score distributions will not significantly change based on the inclusion or

exclusion of those students. There is no guarantee that eliminating the con-

tribution from these unmatched students will not bias the distribution. For

example, high-performing students may not feel the need to attend during

the last week of class when the post-test is administered. Alternatively, low-

performing students may drop the class before the post-test. These or other

systematic factors could bias the post-test results. To test the assumption that

removing unpaired students from the analysis does not bias the resulting dis-

tribution, we compare the distributions of paired vs. unpaired data for AST1.

We then normalize the data sets by the total number of students included, N

and compare them. The pre-test comparison results in an insignificant change

to the distribution of scores (Psame = 0.27), despite the substantial change in

the number of students, from N = 180 to N = 110. The post-test comparison

also shows an insignificant change to the score distribution (Psame = 0.73),

from N = 124 to N = 110. Because this investigation confirms that paired

data is statistically indistinguishable from the full class’s data, we proceed

throughout the rest of this section using only paired data for all classes. We

do not investigate a bias within the HoS sample because our course is a re-

quirement for the students’ major and attendance is required, so there should

be no systematic bias for any incompleteness in our HoS data.
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To determine the statistical significance of any differences between dis-

tributions, like those presented above, we use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

(KS test). The KS test compares two distributions and yields the probabil-

ity that the two distributions are drawn from the same parent sample, Psame.

The advantages of using the KS test, as opposed to the t-test or χ2 analysis

include freedom from the assumptions that the distributions being tested are

normal, independent, or of similar size. We find that the score distributions

are not usually Gaussian, in part due to small N , and the scores in pre-test

and post-test distributions are obviously not independent. We also test the

statistical significance of differences between various groups of students, which

are not always samples of similar size. For these reasons, we choose the KS test

to determine statistical significance. However, education research often relies

on t-tests to determine statistical differences between distributions, so we also

confirm our KS test results with t-tests. For the remainder of this chapter, we

refer to Psame from KS tests, which we have confirmed with t-tests, and are

thus doubly shown to be significant or not. We require Psame < 0.001 for two

distributions to be considered statistically different.

In addition to using paired student scores, we also focus on a subset of

the questions present on the assessment, rather than the full test. Despite the

many reasons for using the MOSART questions as our assessment tool (see

§4.3), our 40-question Astronomy assessment includes a variety of questions

that are not addressed, directly or indirectly, in our curriculum. The HoS

curriculum emphasizes concepts drawn from national and state science stan-
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dards (NSES and TEKS) that we consider to be the most fundamental or most

difficult for pre-service elementary teachers to go on to teach. Largely, those

questions not addressed reflect content that we felt was either too detailed

to devote proper time to it or that HoS students would be able to learn for

themselves given the skills and background they acquire in the HoS program.

As with all course development, we find that we simply cannot cover every-

thing (see §4.2.2 for detailed curriculum information). Because our aim in

this study is to determine whether these students are better-served by having

access to a program like HoS, we compare data sets for the subset of questions

that we do address. To ensure that the assessment is truly measuring gains in

student knowledge as a result of our curriculum and methodology, we present

an item-by-item evaluation of all 40 questions in Figure 4.2 where addressed

questions are shown as thick, black arrows and those not addressed are thin,

gray arrows. As expected, the questions that we do not address in our class

show very little overall change, but the questions on addressed concepts show

a marked increase in students’ scores. This confirms that the assessment is

in fact measuring students’ response to curricular intervention, and validates

our use of the 27-question subset of addressed questions in our analysis. We

will further investigate the addressed questions using an itemized analysis, and

consider questions addressed in Astro101 courses, in §4.4.3.
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Figure 4.2 Fraction of HoS students who answer each question correctly, where
the arrow tail indicates the average pre-test score and the arrow head indicates
the average post-test score for each question. Thick, black arrows represent
the questions covered by the HoS curriculum, while thin, gray arrows represent
the questions not addressed in the HoS course. The average scores for taught
and not-taught questions are included at right. Each of these 40 questions and
the student response rates can be found in Appendix B.
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4.4.2 Overall Analysis

First, we investigate and compare the overall properties of the HoS

courses and Astro101 courses. In Table 4.2, we present the mean, median,

and standard deviation for pre-tests and post-tests in the courses assessed.

(As explained in §4.3, AST2 is actually comprised of two sections taught by

the same instructor in the same manner, but each was only given half of the

assessment in order to minimize the class time required. As a result, we only

quote means and average gains for the AST2 data.) The Astro101 courses

are actually quite similar to one another in their mean pre-test and post-

test scores, indicating that differences of instructor are not greatly changing

the overall results we see using this assessment tool. In Figure 4.3, we show

the paired pre-test (dashed) and post-test (solid) score distributions for the

HoS course and AST1 (see also Table 4.2). Both classes show a significant

increase in student scores (Psame < 0.001 for pre- vs. post-tests in both data

sets). However, the HoS students show an average score increase > 1 standard

deviation (17.5 percentage points) from their pre-test to post-test scores, where

the traditional course shows only a 4.2 percentage point increase in student

knowledge for these topics. Another useful parameter which describes the

change in student performance is the normalized gain, g, where

gi =
Posti − Prei

100 − Prei

(4.1)
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and

〈g〉 =
〈Post〉 − 〈Pre〉

100 − 〈Pre〉 . (4.2)

Thus, gi measures the ratio of what a student did learn to what he or

she could have learned. For example, if a student scores 50 of 100 possible

points on the pre-test, he or she has room to improve by 50 points in the

post-test. If that student then scores 75 of 100 points on the post-test, then

he or she will have a normalized gain, gi, of 0.5, meaning that student has

increased his or her score by half of the possible amount. In the instance

of HoS students, 〈gHoS〉 = 0.44 meaning our students correctly answer 44%

of the post-tested material that they did not initially get correct, whereas

〈gAST〉 = 0.13. While the overall class performance is demonstrably higher for

HoS students, when comparing average post-test scores and 〈g〉, Figure 4.4

also shows that the HoS course is benefitting students at all but the highest

levels of incoming knowledge. These results show students in the interactive

HoS course have normalized gains a factor of three higher than traditional

AST1 students, which is consistent with multiple findings between traditional

and interactive courses in both astronomy and physics (Hake, 1998; Prather

et al., 2009).
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Table 4.2. Class Averages

Pre-Test Post-Test

Course N Mean Med SD Mean Med SD 〈g〉

AST1 110 65.2 70.4 14.6 69.5 70.4 14.4 0.12
AST2 143 61.8 · · · · · · 67.2 · · · · · · 0.14
〈AST〉 253 63.5 · · · · · · 68.4 · · · · · · 0.13
HoS1 24 61.3 63.0 11.6 80.1 81.5 9.7 0.49
HoS2 11 63.3 55.6 13.5 78.8 77.8 10.7 0.42
HoS3 25 57.2 51.9 14.8 74.4 74.1 12.4 0.40
〈HoS〉 60 59.9 59.3 13.6 77.5 77.8 11.4 0.44

Note. — Col. (1): Course. Col (2): Number of paired students.
Col (3): Mean Pre-test Score. Col. (4): Median Pre-test Score. Col.
(5): Standard deviation around the Mean. Col (6): Mean Post-
test Score. Col. (7): Median Post-test Score. Col. (8): Standard
deviation around the Mean. Col. (9): Mean normalized gain per
class. Note: Lines 4 and 7 are averages of multiple courses.
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Figure 4.3 Upper: Astro101 Class 1 (AST1) with N = 110, and Lower: Hands-
on-Science Astronomy, including all three sections, N = 60. Pre-test (dotted)
and post-test (solid) distributions are plotted, including mean values shown
above each distribution and error bars representing one standard deviation.
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Figure 4.4 Normalized gain vs pre-test score for HoS students (blue stars) and
AST1 students (orange squares). Horizontal lines representing the average
gain for each data set are shown. The HoS fit (solid blue line) is a factor
of three higher than the AST1 fit (dashed orange line), indicating that HoS
students learn up to 3 times more of the tested material that they did not
know than AST1 students of similar incoming knowledge.
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While HoS students have a higher average post-test score and higher

normalized gains than the Astro101 students (see Table 4.2), they actually have

a somewhat lower average pre-test score than the average AST pre-test score.

The HoS students represent a statistically different distribution of incoming

knowledge than AST1 students (Psame < 0.001, see Figure 4.4). How would

the HoS students have fared in the traditional AST1 class? To address this

question, we present a Monte Carlo simulation of students of similar pre-test

performance from the AST1 course. We randomly select 60 students from the

AST1 course to recreate the HoS pre-test distribution and then construct the

selected students’ post-test distribution. We do this random selection process

over 1000 iterations to construct average values for these students’ post-test

scores. The average post-test score for the subset of AST1 students who scored

similarly on the pre-test to HoS students was 65.2%, compared to 77.5% for

HoS students, while 〈gASTsub〉 = 0.14 compared to 〈gHoS〉 = 0.44. From this

analysis, we conclude that HoS students are achieving better understanding of

the concepts presented on our assessment than they would have in an AST1-

like course.

To summarize, the HoS students have a higher average post-test score,

and higher normalized gains, than the Astro101 students, both as class aver-

ages, and when compared directly to students in AST1 at the same starting

scores. Therefore, we confidently conclude that the HoS students are better

prepared in astronomy for their future careers as elementary school teachers by

HoS courses than they would have been in traditional, introductory astronomy
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courses. We acknowledge that one might expect such a result for an assess-

ment geared to probe student understanding of concepts emphasized in HoS

classes and potentially not covered or only lightly covered in Astro101, but we

assert that these big ideas are the ones most important for preservice elemen-

tary teachers to understand. For a more direct comparison of methodology,

we address areas of overlapping content below.

4.4.3 Itemized Analysis

In addition to assessing the effectiveness of the HoS course for our stu-

dent population compared to Astro101 courses, we would like to know whether

the HoS curriculum helps students overcome naive reasoning and known mis-

conceptions. As we addressed in §4.2.2, AER literature is littered with exam-

ples of common student misconceptions and misunderstanding in astronomy.

To gauge our success at addressing these examples of student miscon-

ceptions and naive reasoning, we present an itemized analysis of our assessment

data. In Figure 4.5, we present the average student responses in HoS (blue),

AST1 (orange), and AST2 (green) for each of the 27 questions we addressed

in HoS. For the overwhelming majority of questions, the HoS students show

greater score increases than the AST1 and AST2 students, which was reflected

in the average gains presented in §4.4.2. Looking at HoS student responses per

question, one can see that the largest gains typically come for questions that

address common misunderstandings seen in the literature, such as Q20, which

addresses Moon phases, and Q17 and Q18, which deal with knowledge of astro-
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nomical objects and their scale. This seems to confirm that the HoS curriculum

does an effective job at helping students achieve thorough understanding of

concepts such as Moon phases, and relation and scale of astronomical objects.

To get a sense of the overall patterns in student learning with regard to

“big ideas” in astronomy, like those presented in Lelliott & Rollnick (2010), we

present the average student scores for the questions when grouped by topic in

Figure 4.6. (See Table 4.3 for categorization of questions.) It is gratifying to

note that the big ideas where students most commonly struggle to overcome

naive reasoning – motion of objects in the sky, seasons, and Moon phases (e.g.

Barrier, 2010) – are the big ideas that HoS is most successful at addressing,

both in change in student knowledge, and in comparison to the Astro101

courses. This reaffirms that HoS students, who will have to teach these very

topics, are well-prepared by HoS astronomy, and are better served for their

roles as teachers than in an Astro101 course. This is undoubtedly due, at least

in part, to the greater fraction of class time and emphasis spent on these topics

than in the Astro101 courses.

As noted in §4.4.2, this assessment specifically focuses on topics we

deemed important during the construction of the HoS curriculum. The As-

tro101 courses do not, in fact, cover all the material presented on the as-

sessment. This is due at least in part to a common teaching philosophy for

Astro101 instructors, which emphasizes teaching exciting, modern topics in

astronomy, rather than belaboring “sky lore” (see Pasachoff, 2002b,a; Sadler,

2001, for discussions on this topic). While this may be a reasonable teaching
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Figure 4.5 Average change in scores per question. Arrow tails denote the
fraction of students who correctly answered a question on the pre-test, and
arrow heads indicate the fraction of students who correctly answered that
question on the post-test. Blue arrows represent the HoS students, orange
arrows show the responses of AST1 students, and green arrows show results
for AST2 students.
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Figure 4.6 Average change in student scores for each of the “big ideas” as-
sessed. Blue arrows represent the HoS pre-service students, orange arrows are
the average for AST1 students, and green arrows are the average for AST2
students. HoS has its largest success with Moon phases, but solidly increases
student performance in all areas except weather. HoS students clearly out-
pace the AST courses for student learning in Light, Sky, Seasons, and Moon
Phases, and narrowly supersede AST courses on the big idea of Scale, which
is the most-thoroughly covered topic in AST courses of those we assess.
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Table 4.3. Assessment Questions by Topic

Big Idea Questions Included

Light 21, 22, 23
Scale 6, 7, 9, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18
Sky 3, 4, 5, 8, 11, 16
Seasons 1, 12, 24
Phases 2, 10, 19, 20
Weather 25, 26, 27

Note. — Assignment of 27 ques-
tions covered by HoS (see Figure 4.5)
into big ideas as shown in Figure 4.6.

philosophy for large, introductory classes, it certainly does not appear to ad-

equately prepare the specialized demographic of preservice teachers. Despite

these significant differences in content, a number of the big ideas we identified

previously are covered in Astro101 courses, and so we investigate average stu-

dent responses for the subset of questions that are addressed in both HoS and

Astro101. While this comparison still does not account for different percent-

ages of class time spent on each topic, and time on task is admittedly a large

factor in effective student learning (Bransford et al., 2000), this more direct

comparison allows us to make informed observations about the effectiveness of

different teaching approaches.

The Astro101 instructors identified questions from our assessment that
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were covered in their own courses, which are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8,

where we compare average student scores for questions found to overlap be-

tween HoS and AST1, and HoS and AST2, respectively. For both subsets,

there are specific questions for which Astro101 has more success than HoS,

such as Q13 and Q19, both of which deal with orbits in the solar system.

Nevertheless, the average overall scores for these subsets of questions (shown

in the bottom panel) still show HoS students exhibiting greater score in-

creases and similar or higher post-test scores than the Astro101 students.

While the greater increase in HoS students’ scores could be due to their

lower pre-test scores, we expect that Astro101 students of similar incom-

ing scores have lower gains than students in the HoS courses based on the

results of our Monte Carlo analysis in §4.4.2. Nonetheless, for questions

that Astro101 instructors felt were covered and that students should have

learned, 〈gAST1〉 = 0.14 and 〈gAST2〉 = 0.26. Whereas HoS students show

〈gHoS1〉 = 0.53 and 〈gHoS2〉 = 0.46 for the AST1 and AST2 subsets of ques-

tions. This is consistent with previous findings that traditional lecture courses

have a ceiling of 〈g〉 ∼ 0.3, with interactive-engagement courses demonstrat-

ing larger normalized gains (Hake, 1998; Finkelstein & Pollock, 2005; Prather

et al., 2009).

The results of this subset analysis further explain and confirm the

trends seen in Fig. 4.6. It is clear from inspection of the questions presented

in the AST1 and AST2 subsets (Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8) that those courses focus

much more on the big idea of size and scale, where all three data sets show
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Figure 4.7 Average change in student scores per question, including only ques-
tions that were addressed in both the AST1 course and the HoS course. The
overall average change for this subset of questions is shown in the far right col-
umn. Blue arrows represent the HoS pre-service students and orange arrows
are the average for AST1 students. Even for topics specifically addressed in the
AST1 course, HoS students outperform the AST1 students, despite starting
with a lower average pre-test score.
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Figure 4.8 Average change in student scores per question, including only ques-
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comparable post-test averages in Fig. 4.6, than on motion of objects in the sky

or “sky lore”, where both Astro101 courses show little change. However, even

on topics such as light and scale, which are well-covered in Astro101 courses,

HoS students do at least as well, if not better, than students in Astro101.

While this effect could be a result of multiple differences in methodology,

including increased time on task, engineered cognitive conflict, interactive en-

gagement, and peer learning, it nevertheless supports the effort of developing

and sustaining programs like HoS.

4.4.4 Principal Component Analysis

Our overall analysis (§4.4.2) shows that HoS students, on average, show

meaningful gains across 85% of the assessment questions that are covered in

the HoS astronomy curriculum. In principle, we would also like to pinpoint

differences in the ways that students learn about the various astronomy topics

included here. This information would be useful in informing teaching prac-

tices for various venues of astronomy education, from a hands-on classroom, to

Astro101 classrooms, to public outreach opportunities. Intuitively, we expect

that there are systematics ways in which students differ in their understanding

of various topics. For example, one student may easily grasp ideas about the

behavior of light, but struggle with the spatial reasoning involved in predicting

Moon phases.

A tool that we can utilize to highlight trends in student understand-

ing is principal component analysis (PCA). As described in Chapter 1, PCA
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draws out relationships among parameters that account for object-to-object

variations about the mean of a data set. In so doing, PCA potentially reduces

the dimensionality of the data set, allowing each object to be described in

terms of its deviation from the mean according to contributions from a hand-

ful of principal components, rather than measurements of each parameter.

Thus PCA is a versatile tool that highlights correlations and trends in any set

of data by determining the correlations among the variables, and ranking them

in order of their effect on the variation of the sample as a whole. In terms of

our student responses to questions of astronomy content, relationships among

questions that are responsible for student-to-student variation are drawn out.

In principle, this analysis may enable us to identify correlated questions where,

for example, if some students increase performance on one question, they are

likely to increase on another. Depending on the variation of topics among

correlated questions, this would enable us to use certain questions as proxies

to predict student learning on other questions, or to see connections between

student learning on various topics.

Because we are most interested in trends based on changes in student

knowledge, we perform our PCA on the differences between student responses

on the pre- and post-tests. For each HoS student, we calculate the differ-

ence in post-test and pre-test score for each of the 27 questions covered in

the HoS course and then apply a PCA to these differences in student re-

sponses. The mean student change for each question is determined, and any

remaining student-to-student variation is described by the resulting principal
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components. However, this analysis resulted in no principal components that

represent more than 10% of the variation among the sample. This indicates

that there is very little systematic student variation apart from the trends

apparent in the mean changes noted in Figure 4.5. This is somewhat coun-

terintuitive, since we would expect subgroups of students to exhibit consistent

learning gains in particular topic areas that differ from the mean gains exhib-

ited by the sample as a whole. Thus, we do not find groupings of questions that

some subsets of students systematically learn more readily than others. An-

other way to interpret this result is that the HoS curriculum and methodology

indiscriminately help all kinds of ALD majors, despite presumptive differences

in learning styles and strengths.

4.5 Conclusions

Because of the importance of a strong content background for teach-

ers, the Hands-on-Science (HoS) program was developed to provide learner-

centered science content preparation to pre-service elementary teachers at UT

Austin. The four-semester HoS curriculum is designed to include standards-

based content that focuses on concepts these future teachers will be directly

responsible for teaching, in addition to delivering that content using research-

based best practices for teaching and learning. Because many educators teach

in the same manner that they are taught, it is important to educate future

teachers using methodology that will encourage best practices in their own

classrooms.
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The HoS astronomy curriculum includes such big ideas as light, gravity,

size and scale within the solar system and universe, location and apparent mo-

tion of objects in the sky, seasons, Moon phases, and characteristics of weather

and climate. When HoS students were asked what they would take from the

HoS astronomy course into their future classrooms, one student responded

”Before this class, I had basically no background knowledge related to the

solar system and now I feel much more confident in my ability on the subject

and being about to explain it to students.” Another student responded, ”I

think I will be confident in my future with observing and taking data over

a course of time.” These informal student responses are born out by student

achievement on distractor-driven multiple-choice assessments. Compared to

two Astro101 courses that represent the alternative classes available to these

pre-service teachers, HoS outperform Astro101 students on the topics for which

they will be responsible as future teachers. In addition, when comparing over-

lapping content covered in these Astro101 courses and in HoS, we find that

HoS students still outperform the Astro101 students. This indicates that for

any number of possible reasons, including more time-on-task, increased stu-

dent participation and discussion, elicitation of preconceptions, or emphasis

of evidence-based reasoning, the HoS curriculum and methodology increases

the learning gains in the student population served. Based on a PCA of the

student scores, HoS students are well-described by the mean increases shown

by the whole sample, with little systematic student-to-student variation across

topics.
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These results illustrate the success of the HoS program and confirm that

these pre-service elementary teachers are better-prepared to teach K-5 Earth

and space science. This success further indicates the importance of learner-

centered environments, by showing that courses designed for particular student

populations are capable of achieving meaningful increases in student learning

in relevant topic areas, as opposed to large, indiscriminate courses, where it is

hard to effectively serve many populations of students with different goals.

4.6 Extensions of This Work

In addition to the astronomy curriculum analyzed here, we have similar

data sets corresponding the physics, chemistry and geology, and biology cur-

ricula encompassed within the HoS program. As a next step, we will continue

our analysis on this diverse data set to evaluate the effectiveness of each of the

HoS courses.

Work has already begun on another project to gauge the effectiveness

of simulations in student learning, as opposed to physical experiments. Be-

cause we use many different types of student-centered activities within the HoS

curriculum, we would like to identify whether students consider computer sim-

ulations to be equally convincing as they reason through scientific concepts.

Additionally, do our students learn as effectively using simulations as opposed

to physical experiements? We are currently developing assessment tools and

beginning data collection to answer these questions.

We also hope to continue contact with our HoS students to monitor the
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effects of exposure to a learner-centered, inquiry-based teaching style on their

subsequent teaching styles. It will be interesting to know whether teachers

from our program are more likely to include hands-on inquiry activities in

their classrooms than traditionally taught teachers. We can then monitor the

learning gains of their students, and compare to other students at the same

school to identify the effectiveness of inquiry-based activities at all levels of

education.

The HoS program was developed to prepare pre-service elementary

teachers, but we also serve in-service teacher populations through summer

workshops and year-long collaborations with several surrounding school dis-

tricts, including Hays, Wimberley, and San Marcos. As part of this collab-

oration, we have data from these in-service teachers that is similar to that

analyzed here. This data, coupled with standardized test scores from the

school districts themselves, can help us further pinpoint the effect of the HoS

program. Not only will we be able to analyze the learning gains of the in-

service teachers, but we can directly measure the impact of our program on

the elementary students, by comparing to other teachers and schools within

the district who did not participate in our professional development program.
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Appendix A

Sample Chapter from HoS Curriculum

Included below is a sample chapter from the HoS astronomy curriculum.

This chapter covers the motion of the Sun and stars through the sky, and gives

students practice at visualizing 3D models of the Earth in space and converting

those models to 2D diagrams of what an Earth-based observer would see.

There are several reasons for the selection of this chapter as an example to

include in this dissertation. First, it was written entirely by the author and so

represents authentic, independent work. Second, while it is largely original, it

exemplifies an adaptation of a pre-existing activity (Mt. Nose, adapted from

the GEMS Earth, Moon, and Stars resource) into the HoS framework. This

example and other adaptations in the HoS curriculum utilize activity set-ups

and individual questions from various resources, but still represent an original

use of these materials in that they are incorporated and transformed into the

HoS framework, and represent a unique consolidation of useful examples from

many sources into a coherent curriculum. For more detail on the specific goals

and research supporting the development of this chapter, see §4.2.3.

The framework for each activity follows the same format. The Ini-

tial Ideas section is designed to elicit student preconceptions about a given
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topic, and present all incoming ideas to the class. This enables the students

to see many differing views and later evaluate among them. The Collecting

Evidence section is broken into individual experiments, each with a particu-

lar learning goal in mind. Groups of four students measure and record data

(denoted by pencil symbols), discuss and answer “bite-sized” questions (check

marks) meant to step logically from one big idea to the next (light bulbs). The

Summarizing Questions are designed to summarize the main learning goals of

the day, including the evidence used to come to understanding about the con-

cepts. Summarizing Questions also often include extension questions designed

to apply the newly-acquired concepts to other contexts. Summarizing Ques-

tions serve as the basis for classroom discussions using whiteboarding. Each

group comes to consensus on the questions and then present their answers to

the class, where students point out similarities and differences among answers,

and further explain their reasoning to their classmates. For more detail on

HoS classroom mechanics, see §4.2.1.
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).891;% (9.A'>% /1% 26'% 6/D65)7E% % R8% 789% >2/**% B''*% )%

>/D1/B/()12%B8.('%-9>6/1D%/15).;I%%%

?6'1% 26'% (9.A'% 789% ).'% 2.)A'*/1D% 81% />%

>/D1/B/()12*7%*).D'.%26)1%789%).'4%789%B''*%26)2%/15).;%

-9>6%*'>>%)1;%*'>>E%%&'0'0G'.%26)2%Q'5281H>%C'(81;%

S)5% />% -"#,3&( 4,( 5$&&6( #''.7(T( 8&%( 9.'-&:;#55E% % F%

*).D'.% (9.A'% (6)1D'>% 789.% >-'';% )..85% *'>>4% 56/(6%

0')1>%789%09>2%B''*%*'>>%B8.('E%%C8%185%/0)D/1'%26)2%

(9.A'% />% 26'% (/.(90B'.'1('% 8B% 26'% +).26E% % L6)2% />% )% A'.7% D.);9)*4% *).D'% (9.A'% 789%

2.)A'*% 'A'.7;)74% >8% 26)2% 26'% (6)1D'% /1% >-'';%)..85%')(6% /1>2)12% />% A'.7% >0)**% )1;%

26'.'B8.'% 26'% B8.('% />%>0)**E% %P89%;81H2% B''*% /2%G'()9>'4%(80-).';%28% 26'%+).264%789%

).'% A'.7% >0)**4% )1;% A'.7% (*8>'% 28% 26'% >9.B)('E% % Q85% /0)D/1'% 789% ).'% G)(:% /1% 26'%

-).:/1D%*82%;8/1D%;8192>%)D)/1E% %?89*;%)1%)12%81%26'%/1>/;'%8B%26'%().%182/('%09(6%

B8.('I% %L6'%082/81%8B%26'%().%/>%09(6%D.')2'.%26)1%26'%>/<'%8B%26'%)124%>8%6'%589*;%

B''*%A'.7%*/22*'E 
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!"##$%&'&()*+",-.&/(-* * * * * * ***********************************************

!01$%&'($)*+,$(&+$-./0,$1'(&$2**3$243+$*5+6$(&+$7*.6,+$*8$(&+$)'9$8*6$'/$*:,+65+6$

,('/)4/;$*/$<'6(&=$$>,4/;$?&'($9*.$8*./)$4/$<@1+64A+/($B#C$&*?$)*$,&')*?,$

7&'/;+$',$(&+$-./$'11+'6,$(*$A*5+=$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

!21**D*?$2*/;$)*+,$4($('3+$8*6$(&+$-./$(*$'11+'6$(*$6+(.6/$(*$(&+$,'A+$12'7+$4/$(&+$

,39=$$%&'($4,$(&4,$2+/;(&$*8$(4A+$7'22+)=$$%&'($7'.,+,$(&4,=$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

!31**D*?$)*+,$(&+$'11'6+/($A*(4*/$*8$(&+$-./$76+'(+$(&+$/++)$8*6$(4A+$E*/+,=$$%&9$

'6+$(4A+$E*/+,$.,+8.2=$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$
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!"#$&'(%)*+%,-..%,/0-%1'223*4/0',-.)5%6)%,7-%8+(9:%2*:/,/*(%/(%,7-%:;)<%%=7',%,/0-%/:%

/,%>7-(%,7-%8+(%/:%7/?7-:,%/(%,7-%:;)<%%@(%,7-%A':,-3(%7*3/B*(<%%@(%,7-%=-:,-3(%

7*3/B*(<%%=7-3-%/:%,7-%8+(%',%0/C(/?7,<%

%

%

%

%

$

$

$

$

$

!%#%%DE%/,%/:%(/?7,%'(C%,7-%8+(%/:%(*,%F/:/6.-%,*%+:%6-G'+:-%/,%/:%6-.*>%,7-%7*3/B*(H%/:%

,7-3-%'(),7/(?%-.:-%>-%G*+.C%*6:-3F-%,*%C-0*(:,3',-%,7',%,7-%A'3,7%:2/(:<%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

I'3,/G/2',-%/(%'%>7*.-"G.'::%C/:G+::/*(%*E%,7-:-%J+-:,/*(:K%

%
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%

!"#$%&'( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( (

&'%()*+,-.%+/(010(,2%34%(+564*%+7)8(%+%9)*45%()%4:;5+0'%(<4%=8'-.%+;;+>4'(%9)(0)'%

(<>)8?<%(<4%.6,@%%A<0.%9)*45%0'/58*4.%(<4%B+>(<%.;0''0'?%3<054%(<4%=8'%>49+0'.%

.(+(0)'+>,@%%C)3%*)4.%(<4%1043%)D%+'%)7.4>14>%)'%(<4%.8>D+/4%)D%(<4%B+>(<%D0(%0'%30(<%

(<0.%9)*45E%

(

)*$'#+,'-.(/01((2.3(4%&'0%
%

FGH%I&JJ%KBBLM%%

! G'4%5+9;%N30(<%')%5+9;.<+*42%0D%;)..0754O%

! F)8>.45D%
%

56)!(01%%A8>'%)'%(<4%5+9;%+'*%.(+'*%+7)8(%P%D44(%

+3+,2%D+/0'?%(<4%7857@%%F)8>%<4+*%>4;>4.4'(.%(<4%

B+>(<2%30(<%(<4%();%)D%,)8>%<4+*%+.%(<4%K)>(<%Q)542%

3<054%(<4%50?<(%7857%>4;>4.4'(.%(<4%=8'@%%&9+?0'4%

,)8>%').4%0.%+%9)8'(+0'%+'*%+%;4>.)'%5014.%)'%(<4%(0;%)D%R)8'(%K).4@%%Q5+/4%,)8>%

<+'*.%)'%40(<4>%.0*4.%)D%,)8>%D+/4%+.%0'%(<4%;0/(8>4%()%>4;>4.4'(%(<4%<)>0S)'@%

%

T)>%+%;4>.)'%)'%R(@%K).42%3<4>4%0'%(<4%.6,%0.%(<4%=8'E%%I<+(%(094%)D%*+,%0.%0(%D)>%(<+(%

;4>.)'E%

%

%

%

%

%

56)!(71%%A8>'%()%,)8>%54D(%+'*%.();%3<4'%,)8>%>0?<(%4+>%0.%D+/0'?%(<4%U=8'@V%

%

T)>%+%;4>.)'%)'%R(@%K).42%3<4>4%0'%(<4%.6,%*)4.%(<4%=8'%.449%()%74E%%I<+(%(094%)D%

*+,%3)85*%0(%74E%

%

%

%

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

#%Adapted from GEMS Earth, Moon, and Stars Activity 4 

W<+;(4>%!M%X;;4+>+'/4%)D%(<4%=6,%

X/(010(,%#%CIM%R(@%K).4%
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!"#$%&'$$%&'($)*$+*&'$,-.)$/0/1(2$/(3$4)*5$67-($+*&'$8/9:$14$./91(0$)7-$,107)$8&,8;$

$

<7/)$)1=-$14$1)$.*'$)7-$5-'4*($*($>);$?*4-@$$A($67/)$5/')$*.$+*&'$7-/3$14$1)$3/+)1=-@$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

!"#$%('$$%&'($)*$+*&'$,-.)2$/(3$4)*5$67-($+*&'$,-.)$-/'$14$./91(0$)7-$,107)$8&,8;$

$

<7/)$)1=-$14$1)$.*'$)7-$5-'4*($*($>);$?*4-@$$<7-'-$14$)7-$B&($9*=5/'-3$)*$)7-$

*84-'C-'D4$7*'1E*(4@$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

!"#$%)'$$%&'($)*$+*&'$,-.)$*(-$=*'-$)1=-2$/(3$4)*5$67-($+*&$/'-$./91(0$)7-$,107)$

8&,8;$

$

<7/)$)1=-$*.$3/+$14$1)$.*'$)7-$5-'4*($*($>);$?*4-@$$<7-'-$14$)7-$B&($1($)7-$4:+@$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

F*6$=&97$)1=-$7/4$5/44-3$.*'$)7-$*84-'C-'$*($>);$?*4-$*C-'$)7-$9*&'4-$*.$)714$

-G5-'1=-()@$

$

$

$

$

$
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!"##$%&'&()*+",-.&/(-* * * *
%

!01%%&'()%*'(%+,)%-.%/)%0/,1%2(3*%'/1-4/)5%-.%-*%1-.-)6%/1%.(**-)67%%&'8*%89/,*%0/,1%

1-6'*"'8):%'/1-4/)7%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

!21%%+;-)%.2/<20%*/%0/,1%2(3*%868-)5%*'-.%*-=(%;80-)6%8**()*-/)%*/%.,)1-.(.%8):%.,).(*.%

/)%0/,1%'/1-4/).>%%&'8*%-.%-*%?822(:%<'()%*'(%@81*'%A0/,1%'(8:B%.;-).%/1%1/*8*(.%

81/,):%/)?(7%

%

%

%

%

*
%

%

%

%

%

!31%%C8D(%<(%9(()%.;-))-)6%*'(%?/11(?*%:-1(?*-/)%98.(:%/)%<'8*%0/,%:(?-:(:%-)%

@E;(1-=()*%F7%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

G81*-?-;8*(%-)%8%<'/2("?28..%:-.?,..-/)%/3%*'(.(%H,(.*-/).>%
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%

!"#$%&'( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((

)(

&'%()*+,+*-%#%./0%-12%3145654%*75%8998:5'*%31*+1'%1;%*75%<2'%*7:12=7%*75%>?-%;1:%

8'%1@>5:,5:%1'%*75%AB28*1:%8'4%:568*54%*7+>%*1%*75%*+35%1;%48-C%%%D8'-%*+35>%+*%+>%86>1%

:565,8'*%*1%@5%8@65%*1%45>):+@5%E78*%8'%1@>5:,5:%>55>%+'%8%4+8=:83%1'%8%F"

4+35'>+1'86%9+5)5%1;%9895:C%%%

%

.1E%)8'%E5%*:8'>68*5%@5*E55'%12:%GH%31456%*1%8%FH%4+8=:83%

*1%9:54+)*%*75%91>+*+1'%1;%1@I5)*>%+'%*75%>?-J(

(

*%++',-./0(1/2(3/-'#$#'-./0(45.2'/,'(( ( ( (

46$'#.7'/-(89:%%;<'(=>&'#5'#(%/(-<'(4?"1-%#(
%

KLM%/&NN%OAAHP%%

! L'5%6839%QE+*7%'1%6839>78450%+;%91>>+@65R%

! &';68*8@65%A8:*7%=61@50%;1:%:5;5:5')5%

! &'45S%)8:4%E+*7%4+:5)*+1'>%QO0%<0%A0%/R%

! T1-%>164+5:%
%

@;4!(9:%%T895%*75%*1-%>164+5:%*1%*75%3+4465%1;%*75%+'45S%)8:4%;8)+'=%O1:*7C%%.8,5%1'5%

=:129%353@5:%92*%*75%+'45S%)8:4%1'%*75+:%'1>50%E+*7%O%91+'*+'=%29%*1E8:4%*75%

)5+6+'=C%%D8?5%>2:5%*1%?559%*75%+'45S%)8:4%)13965*56-%,5:*+)86%;1:%*7+>%8)*+,+*-C%%T75%

>164+5:%>71264%'1E%@5%;8)+'=%*75%)5+6+'=C%

%

@;4!(A:%%T2:'%1'%*75%6839%8'4%78,5%*75%=:129%353@5:%>*8'4%8@12*%U%;55*%8E8-0%

;8)+'=%*75%@26@0%E+*7%*75%6+=7*%8*%5-5"65,56C%%K12:%7584%:59:5>5'*>%*75%A8:*70%E+*7%*75%

*19%1;%-12:%7584%8>%*75%O1:*7%V1650%E7+65%*75%6+=7*%@26@%:59:5>5'*>%*75%<2'C%%&38=+'5%

-12:%'1>5%+>%8%312'*8+'%1'%*75%AB28*1:%8'4%8%95:>1'%6+,5>%1'%*75%*+9%1;%D12'*%O1>5C%%

T75%+'45S%)8:4%:59:5>5'*>%*75%>164+5:W>%71:+X1'C%

%

O1*+)5%*78*%E5%'1E%78,5%8%GH%31456%1;%*75%A8:*70%<2'0%1@>5:,5:0%8'4%7+>%71:+X1'C%%

L2:%=186%+>%*1%'1E%9:54+)*%E78*%*78*%1@>5:,5:%E+66%>55%+'%*75%>?-C%

%

/5%E+66%2>5%*75%;1661E+'=%4+8=:83>%38'-%*+35>%1,5:%*75%)12:>5%1;%*75%>535>*5:%*1%

Y789*5:%!P%(9958:8')5%1;%*75%<?-%

()*+,+*-%FP%%D*C%O1>5%Z5,+>+*54%
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&''()*+,*-%./,*%,0%12)-+3-+%.&''%)--%&0%*/-%)456%%7/-%/1+&810*,'%'&0-%+-9+-)-0*)%*/-%

!"#$%%1:%*/-%/1+&810;%./&</%,<*(,''5%=1-)%&0*1%,0>%1(*%1:%*/&)%9,=-6%%7/-%)1'>&-+%

2-'1.%&)%:,<&0=%>(-%?1+*/;%)1%.-%,+-%)--&0=%*/-%2,<4%1:%/&)%/-,>6%%@1(*/%.1('>%

-A*-0>%1(*%1:%*/-%9,=-;%,0>%2-/&0>%/&B6%%7/-%&0>-A%<,+>%10%51(+%=+1(9%B-B2-+C)%

01)-%+-9+-)-0*)%*/&)%/1+&8106%

%

!"#$%&'%%D,2-'%E,)*%,0>%F-)*%,*%*/-%<1++-<*%-0>)%1:%*/-%/1+&810%'&0-6%%G34,%5((6/(2.7(

#'&(/#-4,8(!#,#9#:(;"&'&(#'&(<&;(=.'1(#,9(>?.'49#@((A"&'&(4B(!#?4/.',4#@C(

%

?1*&<-%*/-%)5B21'%!%10%*/-%>&,=+,B%2-'1.6%%7/&)%+-9+-)-0*)%*/-%9,+*%1:%*/-%)45%*/,*%

&)%>&+-<*'5%13-+/-,>%1:%1(+%12)-+3-+;%)1%*/,*%&:%*/-%)1'>&-+%'114)%)*+,&=/*%(9;%/-%&)%

'114&0=%>&+-<*'5%13-+/-,>6%

%

?1.%<10)&>-+%*/-%)1'>&-+%10%51(+%=+1(9%B-B2-+C)%01)-6%%F/-+-%&)%*/-%@(0H2('2%&0%

/&)%)45I%%J>>%&*%*1%*/-%>&,=+,B%2-'1.6%%D,2-'%*/&)%91)&*&10%KL#M6%

%

 

Directly overhead        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Horizon 

 

North 

 

 

 

 

                   Left hand    Right hand 

 

 

 

Person on Equator 
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!"#$%&'%%&'()%*+)%,-./0%1)12)-%34*+%*+)%5.674)-%*/-8%*.%*+)%6)9*%'87%5*.0%3+)8%+)-%

-4,+*%)'-%45%9':48,%*+)%;/8<2/62=%

%

>.-%6.:'*48,%.2?):*5%48%*+)%5@AB%3)%*A04:'66A%8))7%*3.%04):)5%.9%489.-1'*4.8C%%48%3+'*%

!"#$%&"'(%*+)%.2?):*%45%6.:'*)7%DE.-*+B%;./*+3)5*B%F'5*B%)*:=GB%'87%)'*+)",)%48%*+)%

5@A%4*%45%D.8%*+)%+.-4H.8B%'61.5*%74-):*6A%.()-+)'7B%)*:=G=%

%

I'5)7%.8%*+)%5.674)-J5%8)3%0.54*4.8B%3+)-)%7.)5%*+)%;/8%'00)'-%48%*+)%5.674)-J5%5@AK%%

L+'*%45B%48%3+'*%74-):*4.8%7.)5%*+)%5.674)-%+'()%*.%6..@%*.%5))%*+)%;/8%'87%+.3%+4,+%

'2.()%*+)%+.-4H.8%45%*+)%;/8%48%*+)%5@AK%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

M-'3%*+)%;/8J5%8)3%0.54*4.8%48%*+)%5.674)-J5%5@A%.8%*+)%0-)(4./5%74',-'1=%%N'2)6%*+45%

0.54*4.8%OPQR=%

 

%

!"#$%('%%&'()%*+)%,-./0%1)12)-%34*+%*+)%5.674)-%*/-8%','48%*.%*+)%6)9*%'87%5*.0%

3+)8%+)-%2':@%45%9':48,%*+)%;/8<2/62=%

%

I'5)7%.8%*+)%5.674)-J5%8)3%0.54*4.8B%3+)-)%7.)5%*+)%;/8%'00)'-%48%*+)%5.674)-J5%5@AK%%

L+'*%45B%48%3+'*%74-):*4.8%7.)5%*+)%5.674)-%+'()%*.%6..@%*.%5))%*+)%;/8%'87%+.3%+4,+%

'2.()%*+)%+.-4H.8%45%*+)%;/8%48%*+)%5@AK%

%

%

%

%

%

%

M-'3%*+)%;/8J5%8)3%0.54*4.8%48%*+)%5.674)-J5%5@A%.8%*+)%0-)(4./5%74',-'1B%49%

'0064:'26)=%%N'2)6%*+45%0.54*4.8%OPSR=%

%

!"#$%)'%%&'()%*+)%,-./0%1)12)-%34*+%*+)%5.674)-%*/-8%','48%*.%*+)%6)9*%'87%5*.0%

3+)8%+)-%6)9*%)'-%45%9':48,%*+)%;/8<2/62=%

%

I'5)7%.8%*+)%5.674)-J5%8)3%0.54*4.8B%3+)-)%7.)5%*+)%;/8%'00)'-%48%*+)%5.674)-J5%5@AK%%

L+'*%45B%48%3+'*%74-):*4.8%7.)5%*+)%5.674)-%+'()%*.%6..@%*.%5))%*+)%;/8%'87%+.3%+4,+%

'2.()%*+)%+.-4H.8%45%*+)%;/8%48%*+)%5@AK%

%

%

%
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&'()%*+,%-./01%/,)%2314*43/%4/%*+,%13564,'01%178%3/%*+,%2',943.1%64(:'(;<%4=%

(2254>(?5,@%%A(?,5%*+41%2314*43/%BC!D@%

%

%

E/%*+,%=4:.',<%6'()%*+,%2(*+%*+(*%*+,%-./%*'(9,5,6%?,*),,/%*+,%2314*43/1%83.%6',)%

=3'%*+,%-./%39,'%*+,%>3.'1,%3=%*+,%6(8@%

%

F3)%/3*,%*+,%F3'*+%-*('%53>(*,6%(?39,%83.'%:'3.2%;,;?,'01%+,(6@%%G+,',%41%*+,%

F3'*+%-*('%53>(*,6%=3'%(/%3?1,'9,'%(*%*+,%HI.(*3'%(*%*+41%2314*43/J%

%

%

%

!

!

!

"#$%&'(%)*!+,-%%./%!012%&3%&!0)!*/%!40&*/!506%%
%

KEL%GMAA%FHH&N%%

! E/,%5(;2%O)4*+%/3%5(;21+(6,<%4=%23114?5,P%

! M/=5(*(?5,%H('*+%:53?,%

! M/6,Q%>('6%)4*+%64',>*43/1%

! R38%13564,'%

! F3'*+%-*('<%(**(>+,6%*3%>,454/:(
(

7."5!8-!!L14/:%*+,%1(;,%1,*.2%(1%?,=3',<%/3)%;39,%*+,%

13564,'%*3%*+,%*32%3=%*+,%4/=5(*(?5,%H('*+%:53?,@%%R+,%

13564,'%41%/3)%1*(/64/:%3/%*+,%F3'*+%S35,@%%%K3.'%:'3.2%

;,;?,'%1+3.56%;39,%13%*+(*%+,T1+,%41%+3564/:%*+,%:53?,%

64',>*58%?,/,(*+%*+,%F3'*+%-*('%3/%*+,%>,454/:@%%F3*,%*+(*%

*+,%64',>*43/1%3/%*+,%+3'4U3/%(',%4'',5,9(/*%)+45,%*+,%3?1,'9,'%41%(*%*+,%F3'*+%S35,@%%

H9,'8%64',>*43/%3/,%>(/%*'(9,5%='3;%*+,%F3'*+%S35,%41%-3.*+V%

%

7."5!,-!!R.'/%*+,%13564,'%13%*+(*%+,%41%=(>4/:%*3)('61%H.'32,<%)4*+%W+4/(%3/%+41%5,=*%

(/6%*+,%L-X%3/%+41%'4:+*@%%F3)%'3*(*,%*+,%)+35,%:53?,T13564,'%1,*%.2%13%*+(*%H.'32,%

41%=(>4/:%*+,%-./T?.5?@%%

%

G+,',%63,1%*+,%-./%(22,('%4/%*+,%13564,'01%178J%%R+(*%41<%4/%)+(*%64',>*43/%63,1%*+,%

13564,'%+(9,%*3%5337%*3%1,,%*+,%-./%(/6%+3)%+4:+%(?39,%*+,%+3'4U3/%41%*+,%-./%4/%*+,%

178J%%OY3'%64',>*43/1<%83.%>(/%1(8%B*3)('6%L-XD%3'%B*3)('6%W+4/(D<%,*>@P%

%

%

%

%
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&'()%*+,%-./01%2314*43/%4/%*+,%13564,'01%178%3/%*+,%93553)4/:%64(:'(;<%%=(>,5%*+41%

2314*43/%?@$A<%

 

Directly overhead        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Horizon 

 

Toward China       Toward Europe        Toward USA 

 

 

 

 

                   Left hand    Right hand 

 

 

 

Person on North Pole 

 
!"#$%&'%%B.'/%*+,%:53>,%(%C.('*,'"*.'/%*3%*+,%5,9*%13%*+(*%*+,%D-%41%9(E4/:%*+,%-./<%

%

F(1,6%3/%*+,%13564,'01%/,)%2314*43/G%)+,',%63,1%*+,%-./%(22,('%4/%*+,%13564,'01%178H%%

B+(*%41G%4/%)+(*%64',E*43/%63,1%*+,%13564,'%+(I,%*3%5337%*3%1,,%*+,%-./%(/6%+3)%+4:+%

(>3I,%*+,%+3'4J3/%41%*+,%-./%4/%*+,%178H%

%

%

%

%

%

%

&'()%*+,%-./01%/,)%2314*43/%4/%*+,%13564,'01%178%3/%*+,%2',I43.1%64(:'(;G%49%

(2254E(>5,<%%=(>,5%*+41%2314*43/%?@#A<%

%

!"#$%('%%B.'/%*+,%:53>,%(%C.('*,'"*.'/%*3%*+,%5,9*%(:(4/%13%*+(*%*+,%K(E494E%LE,(/%41%

9(E4/:%*+,%-./<%
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%&'()$*+$,-($'*.)/(01'$+(2$3*'/,/*+4$2-(0($)*('$,-($56+$&33(&0$/+$,-($'*.)/(01'$'789$$

:-&,$/'4$/+$2-&,$)/0(;,/*+$)*('$,-($'*.)/(0$-&<($,*$.**7$,*$'(($,-($56+$&+)$-*2$-/=-$

&>*<($,-($-*0/?*+$/'$,-($56+$/+$,-($'789$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

@0&2$,-($56+1'$+(2$3*'/,/*+$/+$,-($'*.)/(01'$'78$*+$,-($30(</*6'$)/&=0&A4$/B$

&33./;&>.(C$$D&>(.$,-/'$3*'/,/*+$EFGHC$

$

!"#$%&'$$:60+$,-($=.*>($&$I6&0,(0",60+$,*$,-($.(B,$'*$,-&,$J-/+&$/'$B&;/+=$,-($56+C$

$

%&'()$*+$,-($'*.)/(01'$+(2$3*'/,/*+4$2-(0($)*('$,-($56+$&33(&0$/+$,-($'*.)/(01'$'789$$

:-&,$/'4$/+$2-&,$)/0(;,/*+$)*('$,-($'*.)/(0$-&<($,*$.**7$,*$'(($,-($56+$&+)$-*2$-/=-$

&>*<($,-($-*0/?*+$/'$,-($56+$/+$,-($'789$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

@0&2$,-($56+1'$+(2$3*'/,/*+$/+$,-($'*.)/(01'$'78$*+$,-($30(</*6'$)/&=0&A4$/B$

&33./;&>.(C$$D&>(.$,-/'$3*'/,/*+$EF!HC$

$

!"#$%('$$:60+$,-($=.*>($&$I6&0,(0",60+$,*$,-($.(B,$'*$,-&,$K60*3($/'$B&;/+=$,-($56+$

&=&/+C$

$

L*2$;*+'/)(0$,-($L*0,-$5,&01'$.*;&,/*+$/+$,-($'*.)/(01'$'78C$$M))$,-($L*0,-$5,&0$,*$

,-($B/=60($&>*<(C$

$

$

!"#$%)'%%53/+$,-($=.*>($,-0*6=-$&+*,-(0$I6&0,(0",60+C$$N-(0($/'$,-($L*0,-$5,&0$

+*29$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$
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!"#$%&'%%&'()%*+,%-./0,%*+1/2-+%*+,%1,3*%/4%5%6578%%9+5*%3+5',%(3%*+,%:/1*+%&*51;3%

'5*+%*+1/2-+%*+,%3<7%4/1%*+,%/03,1=,1%/)%*+,%:/1*+%>/.,?%

%

%

%

 

 

 

#()*+,-*./%01'%%"2*%345*+6*+%7/%8./*+-*9,7/*%:7/,/;9*%
%

@AB%9CDD%:EEFG%%

! A),%.5H'%IJ(*+%)/%.5H'3+56,K%(4%'/33(0.,L%

! C)4.5*50.,%E51*+%-./0,%

! C)6,M%N516%J(*+%6(1,N*(/)3%

! O/7%3/.6(,1%

! :/1*+%&*51K%5**5N+,6%*/%N,(.()-(
%

!"#$%<'%%B3()-%*+,%35H,%3,*2'%53%0,4/1,K%)/J%H/=,%*+,%3/.6(,1%*/%*+,%N,)*15.%B&P%/)%

*+,%()4.5*50.,%E51*+%-./0,8%%@/21%-1/2'%H,H0,1%3+/2.6%3*(..%3*5)6%3/%*+5*%+,Q3+,%(3%

+/.6()-%*+,%:/1*+%>/.,%/4%*+,%-./0,%6(1,N*.7%0,),5*+%*+,%:/1*+%&*51%/)%*+,%N,(.()-8%%

R5<,%321,%*/%5.(-)%*+,%3/.6(,1;3%+/1(S/)%N/11,N*.7K%3/%*+5*%*+,%6(1,N*(/)3%H5*N+%*+,%

-./0,8%

%

!"#$%='%%T/*5*,%*+,%-./0,%3/%*+5*%*+,%B&%(3%45N()-%*/J5163%*+,%&2)K%02*%*+,%:/1*+%

>/.,%(3%3*(..%'/()*()-%2'%*/%*+,%:/1*+%&*518%

%

9+,1,%6/,3%*+,%&2)%5'',51%()%*+,%3/.6(,1;3%3<7?%%O+5*%(3K%()%J+5*%6(1,N*(/)%6/,3%*+,%

3/.6(,1%+5=,%*/%.//<%*/%3,,%*+,%&2)%5)6%+/J%+(-+%50/=,%*+,%+/1(S/)%(3%*+,%&2)%()%*+,%

3<7?%%%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

F15J%*+,%&2);3%'/3(*(/)%()%*+,%3/.6(,1;3%3<7%/)%*+,%4/../J()-%6(5-15H8%%D50,.%*+(3%

'/3(*(/)%UVWX8%%%
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Directly overhead        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Horizon 

 

East          South           West 

 

 

 

 

                  Left hand    Right hand 

 

 

 

Person at Intermediate Latitude 
!

"#$%!&'!!%&'(')$'*)$+,&-)$'*.&/+*$($0/(.').$&1$($2(34$

$

5*).)$2&)6$'*)$7/8$(99)(.$:8$'*)$6&,2:).;6$6<3=$$>*('$:6?$:8$@*('$2:.)A':&8$2&)6$'*)$

6&,2:).$*(B)$'&$,&&<$'&$6))$'*)$7/8$(82$*&@$*:+*$(-&B)$'*)$*&.:C&8$:6$'*)$7/8$:8$'*)$

6<3=$$$

$

$

$

$

$

$

D.(@$'*)$7/8;6$9&6:':&8$:8$'*)$6&,2:).;6$6<3$&8$'*)$9.)B:&/6$2:(+.(E?$:1$(99,:A(-,)4$$

F(-),$'*:6$9&6:':&8$GH#I4$$ 

!

!
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!"#$%&'%%&'()(*%(+*%,-'.*%(+/'0,+%123%4'/*%+'0/15%

%

6+*/*%7'*1%(+*%809%)::*)/%29%(+*%1'-72*/;1%1<=>%%?+)(%21@%29%A+)(%72/*B(2'9%7'*1%(+*%

1'-72*/%+)C*%('%-''<%('%1**%(+*%809%)97%+'A%+2,+%).'C*%(+*%+'/2D'9%21%(+*%809%29%(+*%

1<=>%%%

%

%

%

%

%

E/)A%(+*%809;1%:'12(2'9%29%(+*%1'-72*/;1%1<=%'9%(+*%:/*C2'01%72),/)4@%2F%)::-2B).-*5%%

G).*-%(+21%:'12(2'9%HIJK5%%%

 

!"#$%('%%&'()(*%(+*%,-'.*%),)29%(+/'0,+%)%L0)/(*/%'F%)%7)=5%

%

6+*/*%7'*1%(+*%809%)::*)/%29%(+*%1'-72*/;1%1<=>%%?+)(%21@%29%A+)(%72/*B(2'9%7'*1%(+*%

1'-72*/%+)C*%('%-''<%('%1**%(+*%809%)97%+'A%+2,+%).'C*%(+*%+'/2D'9%21%(+*%809%29%(+*%

1<=>%%%

%

%

%

%

%

%

E/)A%(+*%809;1%:'12(2'9%29%(+*%1'-72*/;1%1<=%'9%(+*%:/*C2'01%72),/)4@%2F%)::-2B).-*5%%

G).*-%(+21%:'12(2'9%HI!K5%% 

%

%

6+*/*%21%(+*%M'/(+%8()/%29%(+*%1'-72*/;1%1<=>%%%6+)(%72/*B(2'9%)97%+'A%+2,+>%

%

%

%

%

%

8+'0-7%='0%)77%(+*%M'/(+%8()/%('%(+*%:/*C2'01%72),/)4>%%6+=%'/%A+=%9'(>%

%

%

%

%

%

N'A%A'0-7%='0%9**7%('%7/)A%(+*%:/*C2'01%72),/)4%('%)BB0/)(*-=%/*:/*1*9(%(+*%

M'/(+%8()/;1%:'12(2'9>%

%

%

%

%
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&'(%)*+,-+.%/(012%-(3-(4(564%6'(%1/4(-7(-%0118*5,%612+-)%'*4%3.'%"&',%'1-*915:%41%

'(%'+4%6;-5()%+-1;5)%+5)%*4%<+=*5,%6'(%13314*6(%)*-(=6*15%6'+5%*5%6'(%3-(7*1;4%

)*+,-+.>%

 

Directly overhead        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Horizon 

 

West          North            East 

 

 

 

 

                   Left hand    Right hand 

 

 

 

Person at Intermediate Latitude 
!

"#$%!&'!!?16+6(%6'(%,01/(%/+=8%41%6'+6%6'(%@A%*4%<+=*5,%612+-)4%6'(%A;5:%/;6%6'(%

B1-6'%C10(%*4%46*00%31*56*5,%;3%61%6'(%B1-6'%A6+->%

%

D'(-(%*4%6'(%B1-6'%A6+-%01=+6()%*5%6'(%1/4(-7(-E4%48F%512%6'+6%'(%*4%<+=*5,%B1-6'G%

%

%

%

%

%

%

"#$%!('!!?16+6(%6'(%,01/(%6'-1;,'%6'(%-(46%1<%+%)+F:%+5)%.15*61-%6'(%01=+6*15%1<%6'(%

B1-6'%A6+-%*5%6'(%1/4(-7(-E4%48F>%%H-+2%6'(%B1-6'%A6+-E4%.17(.(56%15%6'(%)*+,-+.%

+/17(>%

%
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&'(%)'*+%,-*%.'/,-%0,1/2+%3'4*3*5,%65%,-*%+78%'9%,-*%':+*/4*/%1,%65,*/3*)61,*%

;1,6,<)*%='3>1/*%,'%6,+%3'4*3*5,%9'/%,-*%':+*/4*/%1,%,-*%.'/,-%?';*@%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

A'%8'<%,-657%1;;%+,1/+%-14*%>1,-+%,-/'<B-%,-*%+78%+636;1/%,'%,-*%.'/,-%0,1/@%%C-8%'/%

(-8%5',@%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

D31B65*%,-1,%,-*%=;'=7%'5%,-*%(1;;%/*>/*+*5,+%1%='5+,*;;1,6'5%EB/'<>F%'9%+,1/+G%%C-1,%

)'%8'<%>/*)6=,%,-*%3',6'5%'9%,-'+*%+,1/+%('<;)%:*%;67*%='3>1/*)%,'%,-*%.'/,-%0,1/@%

%

%

%

%

%

%

!"#$%&'%%H',1,*%,-*%B;':*%,-/'<B-%'5*%3'/*%)18I%15)%3'56,'/%,-*%;'=1,6'5%'9%,-*%

=;'=7%J='5+,*;;1,6'5K%65%,-*%':+*/4*/2+%+78G%%A/1(%,-*%=;'=72+%3'4*3*5,%'5%,-*%

)61B/13%1:'4*G%

%

%

C-1,%+-1>*%6+%,-*%>1,-%'9%,-*%=;'=72+%='5+,*;;1,6'5%,-/'<B-%,-*%.'/,-*/5%+78@%

%

%

%

%

%

%

&'(%)'*+%,-*%>1,-%'9%,-6+%B/'<>%'9%+,1/+%='3>1/*%,'%,-*%>1,-%'9%,-*%.'/,-%0,1/@%

%

%

%

%

%
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!"#$%&'"($)*$+'&,($-.$'"#$+/0$ $ $ $$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
&'(%)*++*,-./%0-1(*%2'*,2%3'(%45546(.3%7*3-*.%*)%3'(%289%*0(6%3'(%:*;62(%*)%4%.-/'3<%%

='335<>>,,,?9*;3;@(?:*7>,43:'A0BC&&DE'89FGHI%

% &*149J2%(K5(6-7(.32%:4.%@(%L;-3(%1-))-:;+3%

3*% 0-2;4+-M(N% 4.1% 74.9% 4236*.*7(62% (0(.% '40(%

36*;@+(%5-:3;6-./%,'43%(K4:3+9%-2%/*-./%*.?%%O)%9*;%

'41% 3*% 1*% 2*7(% '(409% 3'-.8-./N% 1*.J3% )((+%

1-2:*;64/(1P%%&'(%-75*634.3%5*-.3%-2%3'43%3'(%289%

+**82%1-))(6(.3%@42(1%*.%9*;6%5(625(:3-0(?%%%%&'(%

Q463'%25-.2% 2*% 3'43% )6*7%*;6%5(625(:3-0(%*.% 3'(%

2;6)4:(%3'(%R;.%4.1%23462%455(46%3*%7*0(%4:6*22%

3'(%289?%%&'(%23462%46(%.*3%4:3;4++9%7*0-./%4:6*22%

254:(%(0(69%.-/'3?% %O.%3'(%S*63'(6.%G(7-25'(6(N%

,(%'40(%3'(%S*63'%R346%T:4++(1%U*+46-2V%,'-:'%-2%

:*.0(.-(.3+9% T@;3% :*-.:-1(.34++9PV% +*:43(1%

1-6(:3+9%4@*0(% 3'(%S*63'%U*+(% -.%254:(N% 2*%,'(.%

3'(%Q463'%6*343(2%46*;.1%-32%S*63'%U*+(N%3'(%S*63'%R346%455(462%.*3%3*%7*0(?#%

W2% ,(% +(46.(1% )6*7% W:3-0-39% XN% *@Y(:32% -.% 3'(% 289% *.+9% 455(46% 3*% 7*0(%

@(:4;2(%3'(%Q463'%-2%25-..-./?%%R-.:(%3'(%Q463'%-2%25-..-./%46*;.1%3'(%247(%4K-2%T4.%

-74/-.469% +-.(%:*..(:3-./% 3'(%S*63'%U*+(% 3*% 3'(%R*;3'%U*+(V%4++% 3'(% 3-7(N% 3'(%23462%

455(46%3*%7*0(%-.%:-6:+(2%*0(6'(41%-)%9*;%+**8%43%3'(7%4++%.-/'3?%%&'(%5-:3;6(%4@*0(%

2'*,2% 4% 3-7("+452(% -74/(% 348(.%@9% (K5*2-./% 3'(% :47(64% )*6% $% '*;62N% 2*% 3'(% 23462%

455(46%3*%748(%543'2%3'6*;/'%3'(%289P%%Z*6%23462%0(69%:+*2(%-.%3'(%289%3*%3'(%S*63'%

R346N%3'(9%455(46%3*%7*0(%-.%:*.:(.36-:%:-6:+(2%46*;.1%3'(%S*63'%R346?%%Z*6%23462%3'43%

46(%)463'(6%-.%3'(%289%4,49%)6*7%3'(%S*63'%R346N%3'(9%23-++%455(46%3*%7*0(%-.%:-6:+(2N%

@;3% 3'(-6%:-6:+(2%:4.%2*7(3-7(2% 348(% 3'(7%@(+*,%3'(%'*6-M*.N%2*% 3'(9%4:3;4++9%6-2(%

4.1% 2(3?% % &'(% .;7@(6% *)% 23462% 3'43% 1*% .*3% 2(3% )*6% 4.% *@2(60(6% 1(5(.12% *.% 3'(%

*@2(60(6J2%+43-3;1(?%%Z*6%2*7(*.(%*.%3'(%S*63'%U*+(N%#33%3'(%23462%-.%3'(%.*63'(6.%'4+)%

*)%3'(%289%2349%4@*0(%3'(%'*6-M*.%[%.*.(%*)%3'(7%455(46%3*%6-2(%*6%2(3P%%Z*6%2*7(*.(%

43%-.3(67(1-43(%+43-3;1(N%2*7(%,-++%23-++%455(46%3*%748(%);++%:-6:+(2%46*;.1%3'(%S*63'%

R346N% @;3% 2*7(% ,-++% 3640(+% *.% :-6:+(2% 3'43% :4669% 3'(7% @(+*,% 3'(% '*6-M*.?% % Z*6% 4.%

*@2(60(6%*.%3'(%QL;43*6N%-3%Y;23%2*%'455(.2%3'43%(4:'%5*+(%-2%1-6(:3+9%*.%'-2%'*6-M*.N%

2*%3'(%23462%1*%/*% -.%:-6:+(2N%@;3%'4+)%*)% 3'(-6%543'% -2%@(+*,%3'(%'*6-M*.N%2*%3'(9%4++%

6-2(%4.1%2(3?%

%

%

%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

#%O3%3;6.2%*;3%3'(%R*;3'%U*+(%'42%.*%2;:'%2346N%2*%3'(6(%-2%.*%\R*;3'%R346]?%%G*,(0(6N%3'(%R*;3'(6.%
^6*22%-2%4%/6*;5%*)%23462%3'43%5*-.3%1;(%R*;3'N%2*%5(*5+(%-.%3'(%R*;3'(6.%G(7-25'(6(%:4.%23-++%)-.1%

3'(-6%,49?%
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!"##$%&'&()*+",-.&/(-***********************************************0*************************************************************************************************************************************************
*

!12%%&'(%)*%+',%-./+'%0+1/%2*,324%+.%5167,/*%+/()89%+.%3)8:%+',)/%;1(%1+%8)9'+<%%=,41+,%

)+*%7.*)+).8%;)+'%/,*7,5+%+.%+',%>1/+'%+.%)+*%7.*)+).8%)8%+',%*?(%3./%18%.@*,/A,/%)8%

+',%-./+',/8%B,6)*7',/,C%

%

%

%

%

%

%

*

*

*

*

!32%%D.:1(E%(.2%*1;%+'1+%3./%18%.@*,/A,/%4.51+,:%1+%+',%-./+'%F.4,%G$H°%41+)+2:,IE%+',%

-./+'%0+1/%)*%:)/,5+4(%.A,/',1:E%18:%3./%18%.@*,/A,/%1+%+',%>J21+./%GH°%41+)+2:,IE%

)+%)*%4.51+,:%.8%+',%'./)K.8C%%F/,:)5+%'.;%')9'%1@.A,%+',%'./)K.8%+',%-./+'%0+1/%

;.24:%177,1/%+.%18%.@*,/A,/%)8%L2*+)8%G1+%MH°%41+)+2:,IC%%N*,%1%:)19/16%+.%

*277./+%(.2/%18*;,/C%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%
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!"#%%&'(%)*%'+,-(.-(%/*%01,2/*3%,'4-%,2)(,%5/66%*-.-(%(/,-%'(%,-27%%89-,-%,2)(,%)(-%)66%

/*%)%:)(2/;16)(%)(-)%'<%29-%,=>7%%?*%29-%@/)A()4%+-6'53%@()5%29-%B'(29%C2)(%)*@%

,9)@-%/*%29-%)(-)%'<%,=>%59-(-%29-,-%,2)(,%5/66%+-3%,1;9%29)2%,2)(,%5/29/*%29)2%

)(-)%'<%,=>%5/66%)66%,2)>%)+'.-%29-%9'(/D'*7%%E9)2%@-</*-,%29-%-@A-,%'<%29/,%)(-)F%

%

%

%

%

 

Directly overhead        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Horizon 

 

West          North            East 

 

 

 

 

                   Left hand    Right hand 

 

 

 

Person in Austin 
%

%

%

%

G)(2/;/:)2-%/*%)%59'6-";6),,%@/,;1,,/'*%'<%29-,-%H1-,2/'*,7%%

%

%

%
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!"#$%&'( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((

&'()%*+,-.%/0-(%/-%/'(*%*1%,12-3%145-6*.%+(%178%

913'8%9).*-,:%/-%28'/%.;'6-"4'.-2%,12-3.%*1%

8-;8-.-(*%*0-%145-6*.%+(<13<-2%'(2%*0-+8%,1*+1(.=%%

>18%'%,12-3%*1%4-%*873)%7.-?73:%/-%,7.*%4-%'43-%*1%

7.-%+*%*1%,'@-%;8-2+6*+1(.=%%A0+.%'6*+<+*)%/+33%B+<-%

)17%;8'6*+6-%'*%*8'(.?-88+(B%?81,%*0-%.;'6-"4'.-2%

;-8.;-6*+<-%*1%;8-2+6*%/0'*%*0-%C'8*0"4'.-2%

14.-8<-8%/1732%.--=%
%

D1/%6'(%/-%*8'(.3'*-%4-*/--(%178%.;'6-"4'.-2%;-8.;-6*+<-%*1%

'(%C'8*0"4'.-2%;-8.;-6*+<-E(

%

)%**'+,-./(0.1(2.,'#$#',-./(34-1'.+'(( ( ( (

35$'#-6'.,(789((:%$;1%<.=(>$0+';?0&'1(!'#&$'+,-4'(
%

FGH%IJKK%LCCMN%%

! O8'+(;1/-8%
%

A0-%?+B78-%4-31/%.01/.%'(%14.-8<-8:%,'8@-2%4)%'(%PQR:%.*'(2+(B%1(%*0-%CS7'*18%1?%

*0-%C'8*0=%%A0-%?+B78-%+.%28'/(%?81,%*0-%.;'6-"4'.-2%;-8.;-6*+<-:%311@+(B%21/(%1(%

*0-%C'8*0=%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

>:3!(89((I0-8-%+.%*0-%L18*0%T13-%+(%*0+.%?+B78-E%%&'8@%+*%1(%*0-%2+'B8',%'41<-=%

%

>:3!(@9((U-6'33%V6*+<+*)%$%/0-8-%)17%2-*-8,+(-2%/0+60%2+8-6*+1(%*0-%C'8*0%.;+(.=%%

V22%*1%*0-%2+'B8',%'%.,'33:%678<-2%'881/%2-(1*+(B%/0+60%2+8-6*+1(%*0-%C'8*0%+.%

.;+((+(B=%

W0';*-8%!N%V;;-'8'(6-%1?%*0-%9@)%

V6*+<+*)%X%DIN%%>81,%9;'6-%*1%C'8*0%
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&'(%)*+(,-(,%./00)1%+((%/22%)3%1'(%+45%/1%)0.(6%%7(%./0%89-98(%1'(%+45%901)%'/2-(+%1)%

8(0)1(%1'(%:/,1%/0%)*+(,-(,%;922%+((<%/08%1'(%:/,1%1'/1%9+%)*+.=,(8%*5%1'(%>/,1'6%%

?@(./22%1'/1%1'(%)*+(,-(,%90%1'9+%89/A,/B%9+%,.%(%.(3-#4&6C%

%

%

!"#$%&'%%D,/;%/0%9B/A90/,5%290(%1'/1%(E1(08+%901)%+:/.(%)0%1'(%89/A,/B%/*)-(%1)%

,(:,(+(01%1'(%)*+(,-(,F+%'),9G)0<%+)%1'/1%(-(,51'90A%/*)-(%1'/1%290(%;922%*(%-9+9*2(%1)%

1'(%)*+(,-(,<%/08%(-(,51'90A%*(2);%;922%*(%)*+.=,(86%

%

%

!"#$%('%%H/+(8%)0%1'(%/,,);%5)=%8,(;%1)%9089./1(%1'(%>/,1'F+%,)1/19)0<%2/*(2%1'(%

(8A(+%)3%1'(%'),9G)0%;91'%I>J%/08%I7J%3),%>/+1%/08%7(+16%?56,%7((89#:6,&(2.;<'&(

4..16,:(=.>,(.,(%"&(?.'%"(@.4&(./(%"&(A#'%"B(>6%"(%"&(.C3&'D&'(3%#,=6,:(6,(%"&(-&,%'#4(

E0F((G"6-"(>#2(>.;4=("&(>#41(%.('&#-"(?&>(H.'1I((G"6-"(36=&(>.;4=("#D&(!#46/.',6#IC%

%

%

!"#$%)'%%K),%1'(%)*+(,-(,%/1%1'(%>L=/1),%90%1'(%89/A,/B%/*)-(<%8,/;%/%!%1)%8(0)1(%

1'(%:2/.(%90%'9+%+45%1'/1%9+%89,(.125%)-(,'(/8%?)-(,%1'(%1):%)3%"63%'(/8C6%

%

%

M);% ;(% ;/01% 1)% *(% /*2(% 1)% 8(+.,9*(% ;'/1% 1'9+% )*+(,-(,% ./0% +((% 90% 1'(% +45% /08%

1,/0+3(,%1'/1%1)%/0%>/,1'"*/+(8%89/A,/B%294(%1')+(%90%1'(%:,(-9)=+%/.19-9156%

%

%

H/+(8%)0%1'(%89/A,/B%/*)-(<%;'9.'%+');+%1'(%+:/.("*/+(8%:(,+:(.19-(<%;'(,(%9+%1'(%

N=0%90%1'(%)*+(,-(,F+%+45O%%&'/1%9+<%90%>"6-"(=6'&-%6.,%8)(+%1'(%)*+(,-(,%+((%1'(%N=0<%

/08%".>("6:"%9+%91%/*)-(%1'(%'),9G)0O%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

P0% 1'(% 3)22);90A% 39A=,(<% /88% 1'(% N=0% 1)% 1'(% :2/.(% 90% 1'(% +45% ;'(,(% 1'(% )*+(,-(,%

;)=28%+((%91<%*/+(8%)0%1'(%:,(-9)=+%89/A,/B6%%Q/*(2%1'9+%:)+919)0%IRSJ6%

%

%

H/+(8%)0%1'(%N=0F+%:)+919)0%90%1'(%)*+(,-(,F+%+45<%;'/1%19B(%)3%8/5%9+%91O%

%

%

%

%

%
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Directly overhead        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Horizon 

 

West          North            East 

 

 

 

 

                   Left hand    Right hand 

 

 

Person on Equator 
$

$

$

%&'$()*+(,-$./*.$0$/&123$/*4-$-5*63-78$$9/-$:(+12-$;-5&'$3/&'3$*$.&6"7&',$4(-'$&:$

./-$<*2./8$$9/-$:(+12-$(3$72*',$:2&)$./-$36*=-";*3-7$6-236-=.(4->$5&&?(,+$7&',$&,$

./-$<*2./8$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

 

+6 hours total  
!

"#$%!&'$$@77$*,$ABC$.&$2-62-3-,.$./-$&;3-24-2D3$5&=*.(&,$0$/&123$*:.-2$./-$62-4(&13$

36*=-";*3-7$7(*+2*)8$$$

$

"#$%!('!!E2*'$./-$&;3-24-2D3$/&2(F&,$*,7$5*;-5$A<C$*,7$AGC8$$@53&$72*'$*$!$.&$

7-,&.-$./-$65*=-$(,$./-$3?H$./*.$(3$7(2-=.5H$&4-2/-*78$
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%&'()$*+$,-($).&/0&1$&2*3(4$5-.6-$'-*5'$,-($'7&6("2&'()$7(0'7(6,.3(4$5-(0($.'$,-($

89+$.+$,-($*2'(03(0:'$';<=$$>-&,$.'4$.+$3"4-"(54'&-%4.,$)*('$,-($*2'(03(0$'(($,-($89+4$

&+)$".3("46"$.'$.,$&2*3($,-($-*0.?*+=$

$

$

$

$

@+$ ,-($ 70(3.*9'$ A./90($ '-*5.+/$ ,-($ B&0,-"2&'()$ 7(0'7(6,.3(4$ &))$ ,-($ 89+$ ,*$ ,-($

7C&6($ .+$ ,-($ ';<$5-(0($ ,-($*2'(03(0$5*9C)$ '(($ .,4$ 2&'()$*+$ ,-($70(3.*9'$).&/0&1D$$

E&2(C$,-.'$7*'.,.*+$FGHID$

$

%&'()$*+$,-($89+:'$7*'.,.*+$.+$,-($*2'(03(0:'$';<4$5-&,$,.1($*A$)&<$.'$.,=$

$

$

$

$

J*5$.1&/.+($,-&,$&+*,-(0$K$-*90'$-&3($(C&7'()D$$>-($A./90($2(C*5$'-*5'$&$,*7"

)*5+$3.(5$*A$,-($B&0,-D$$>-($A./90($.'$)0&5+$A0*1$,-($'7&6("2&'()$7(0'7(6,.3(4$

C**;.+/$)*5+$*+$,-($B&0,-D$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

 

+12 hours total  

!

"#$%!&'$$L))$&+$FMI$,*$0(70('(+,$,-($*2'(03(0:'$C*6&,.*+$K$-*90'$&A,(0$,-($70(3.*9'$

'7&6("2&'()$).&/0&1$NOPH$-*90'$,*,&C$'.+6($8>BQ$PRD$$$

$

"#$%!('!!S0&5$,-($*2'(03(0:'$-*0.?*+$&+)$C&2(C$FBI$&+)$FTID$$LC'*$)0&5$&$!$,*$

)(+*,($,-($7C&6($.+$,-($';<$,-&,$.'$).0(6,C<$*3(0-(&)D$

$

%&'()$*+$,-($).&/0&1$&2*3(4$5-.6-$'-*5'$,-($'7&6("2&'()$7(0'7(6,.3(4$5-(0($.'$,-($

89+$.+$,-($*2'(03(0:'$';<=$$>-&,$.'4$.+$3"4-"(54'&-%4.,$)*('$,-($*2'(03(0$'(($,-($89+4$

&+)$".3("46"$.'$.,$&2*3($,-($-*0.?*+=$

$

$

$

$
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&'% ()*% +,*-./01% 2.30,*% 1)/4.'3% ()*% 56,()"761*8% +*,1+*9(.-*:% 688% ()*% ;0'% (/% ()*%

+<69*% .'% ()*% 1=>%4)*,*% ()*%/71*,-*,%4/0<8% 1**% .(:% 761*8%/'% ()*%+,*-./01%8.63,6?@%%

A67*<%().1%+/1.(./'%BC#D@%

%

E61*8%/'%()*%;0'F1%+/1.(./'%.'%()*%/71*,-*,F1%1=>:%4)6(%(.?*%/2%86>%.1%.(G%

%

%

%

H/4%.?63.'*%()6(%6'/()*,%I%)/0,1%)6-*%*<6+1*8@%%J)*%2.30,*%7*</4%1)/41%6%(/+"

8/4'%-.*4%/2%()*%56,()@%%J)*%2.30,*%.1%8,64'%2,/?%()*%1+69*"761*8%+*,1+*9(.-*:%

<//=.'3%8/4'%/'%()*%56,()@%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

 

+18 hours total  

!

"#$%!&'(%%K88%6'%BLD%(/%,*+,*1*'(%()*%/71*,-*,F1%</96(./'%I%)/0,1%62(*,%()*%+,*-./01%

1+69*"761*8%8.63,6?%MNOP%)/0,1%(/(6<%1.'9*%;J5Q%OR@%%%

%

"#$%!&&(!!S,64%()*%/71*,-*,F1%)/,.T/'%6'8%<67*<%B5D%6'8%BUD@%%K<1/%8,64%6%!%(/%

8*'/(*%()*%+<69*%.'%()*%1=>%()6(%.1%8.,*9(<>%/-*,)*68@%

%

E61*8%/'%()*%8.63,6?%67/-*:%4).9)%1)/41%()*%1+69*"761*8%+*,1+*9(.-*:%4)*,*%.1%()*%

;0'%.'%()*%/71*,-*,F1%1=>G%%J)6(%.1:%.'%3"4-"(54'&-%4.,%8/*1%()*%/71*,-*,%1**%()*%;0':%

6'8%".3("46"%.1%.(%67/-*%()*%)/,.T/'G%

%

%

%

%

%

&'% ()*% +,*-./01% 2.30,*% 1)/4.'3% ()*% 56,()"761*8% +*,1+*9(.-*:% 688% ()*% ;0'% (/% ()*%

+<69*% .'% ()*% 1=>%4)*,*% ()*%/71*,-*,%4/0<8% 1**% .(:% 761*8%/'% ()*%+,*-./01%8.63,6?@%%

A67*<%().1%+/1.(./'%BC!D@%

%

E61*8%/'%()*%;0'F1%+/1.(./'%.'%()*%/71*,-*,F1%1=>:%4)6(%(.?*%/2%86>%.1%.(G%

%

%

%

%
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!"#$%&'()(*(+$$&#'#,-&(./(%"&(012(!"#$

!"#$%&'$()*+,-**.&/$01&$23*4#56$0754$/*#$%4#$6)&1$*
%

&'(%)*++%,--./%%

! 0123456781%
%

9:8%;3<=18%>8?67%@:67@%24%6>@81A81B%C21D8E%>F%24%GHIB%@J24E34<%64%J:8%-K=2J61%6;%

J:8%-21J:L%%9:8%;3<=18%3@%E1274%;16C%J:8%@52M8">2@8E%581@58MJ3A8B%?66D34<%;16C%J:8%

@3E8%2J%J:8%-21J:B%7:818%J:8%-21J:N@%2O3@%3@%18518@84J8E%>F%J:8%E2@:8E%?348L%%,6J8%J:2J%

J:3@%;3<=18%3@%,.%(%.(3-#4&5%

%
*

.8!9*:-**.127%24%21167%>F%J:8%-21J:N@%2O3@%34E3M2J34<%J:8%E318MJ364%J:8%-21J:%@534@L%

%

.8!9*,-**.127%2%?348%64%J:8%E32<12C%J6%18518@84J%J:8%6>@81A81N@%:613P64L%%-OJ84E%

J:3@%?348%6=J%34J6%@52M8L%%Q?@6%E127%2%!%J6%E846J8%J:8%5?2M8%34%J:8%@DF%J:2J%3@%E318MJ?F%

6A81:82E%J6%J:8%6>@81A81L%

%

R67%C=M:%6;%J:8%@DF%E68@%J:8%6>@81A81%@88%2J%J:3@%J3C8S%%+3<:J?F%@:2E8%J:8%521J%6;%

J:8%@DF%J:8%6>@81A81%@88@L%

%

%

%

%

%

'4%F6=1%E32<12C%6;%J:8%-21J:B%518J84E%:2?;%2%E2F%:2@%<648%>FB%24E%E127%J:8%6>@81A81%

24E%:3@%:613P64%2<234B%J:3@%J3C8%34%M6?618E%584M3?L%

%

R67%C=M:%6;%J:8%@DF%E68@%J:8%6>@81A81%@88%2J%J:3@%J3C8S%%+3<:J?F%@:2E8%J:8%521J%6;%

J:8%@DF%J:8%6>@81A81%@88@%34%M6?618E%584M3?L%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%
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!"#$%&'()(*(+$$&#'#,-&(./(%"&(012( !"#$%

&'(%)**%+,)'+%-.+./*(%,0%)1%0/+('-('%),%,2(%345),0'%0-('%,2(%605'+(%07%8!%205'+9%0'%)'(%

,2('(%+0:(%+,)'+%2(%6)1%1(-('%+((;%%<+(%=05'%>.)?'):%,0%(@A*).1%B2),%7')6,.01%07%,2(%

+C=%.+%-.+./*(%.1%)%8!"205'%A('.0>%),%,2.+%*06),.01D%

%

%

%

%

E2(%7.?5'(%/(*0B%+20B+%)1%0/+('-('9%:)'C(>%/=%)1%FGH9%+,)1>.1?%01%,2(%I0',2%J0*(%

07%,2(%3)',2D%%E2(%7.?5'(%.+%>')B1%7'0:%,2(%+A)6("/)+(>%A('+A(6,.-(9%*00C.1?%7'0:%

,2(%+.>(%),%,2(%3)',29%B2('(%,2(%3)',2K+%)@.+%.+%'(A'(+(1,(>%/=%,2(%>)+2(>%*.1(D%

%

%
%

!

"#$%!&'!!L')B%)1%)''0B%/=%,2(%3)',2K+%)@.+%>(+6'./.1?%,2(%>.'(6,.01%,2(%3)',2%+A.1+D%

%

"#$%!('!!L')B%)%*.1(%01%,2(%>.)?'):%,0%'(A'(+(1,%,2(%0/+('-('K+%20'.M01D%%3@,(1>%

,2.+%*.1(%05,%.1,0%+A)6(D%%&*+0%>')B%)%!%,0%>(10,(%,2(%A*)6(%.1%,2(%+C=%,2),%.+%>.'(6,*=%

0-('2()>%,0%,2(%0/+('-('D%

%

N0B%:562%07%,2(%+C=%>0(+%,2(%0/+('-('%+((%),%,2.+%,.:(;%%O.?2,*=%+2)>(%,2(%A)',%07%

,2(%+C=%,2(%0/+('-('%+((+D%

%

%

%

%

%

P1%=05'%>.)?'):%07%,2(%3)',29%A'(,(1>%2)*7%)%>)=%2)+%?01(%/=9%)1>%>')B%,2(%0/+('-('%

)1>%2.+%20'.M01%)?).19%,2.+%,.:(%.1%60*0'(>%A(16.*D%

%

N0B%:562%07%,2(%+C=%>0(+%,2(%0/+('-('%+((%),%,2.+%,.:(;%%O.?2,*=%+2)>(%,2(%A)',%07%

,2(%+C=%,2(%0/+('-('%+((+%.1%60*0'(>%A(16.*D%

%

%

%

%

%
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&'(%)**%+,)'+%-.+./*(%,0%)1%0/+('-('%),%,2(%30',2%40*(%0-('%,2(%506'+(%07%8!%206'+9%0'%

)'(%,2('(%+0:(%+,)'+%2(%5)1%1(-('%+((;%%<+(%=06'%>.)?'):%,0%(@A*).1%B2),%7')5,.01%07%

,2(%+C=%.+%-.+./*(%.1%)%8!"206'%A('.0>%),%,2.+%*05),.01D%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

E2(%7.?6'(%/(*0B%+20B+%)1%0/+('-('9%:)'C(>%/=%)1%FGH9%+,)1>.1?%),%)1%.1,(':(>.),(%

*),.,6>(%.1%,2(%30',2('1%I(:.+A2('(D%%E2(%7.?6'(%.+%>')B1%7'0:%,2(%+A)5("/)+(>%

A('+A(5,.-(9%*00C.1?%7'0:%,2(%+.>(%),%,2(%J)',29%B2('(%,2(%J)',2K+%)@.+%.+%'(A'(+(1,(>%

/=%,2(%>)+2(>%*.1(D%

%

%
!

"#$%!&'!!L')B%)1%)''0B%/=%,2(%J)',2K+%)@.+%>(+5'./.1?%,2(%>.'(5,.01%,2(%J)',2%+A.1+D%

%

"#$%!('!!L')B%)%*.1(%01%,2(%>.)?'):%,0%'(A'(+(1,%,2(%0/+('-('K+%20'.M01D%%J@,(1>%

,2.+%*.1(%06,%.1,0%+A)5(D%%&*+0%>')B%)%!%,0%>(10,(%,2(%A*)5(%.1%,2(%+C=%,2),%.+%>.'(5,*=%

0-('2()>%,0%,2(%0/+('-('D%

%

N)/(*%,2(%(1>+%07%=06'%20'.M01%B.,2%,2(%50''(5,%>.'(5,.01+D%%345,%6(7/(%"&(.89&':&'(

9%#'%9(;#<15,=(%.;#'>(.,&(&,>(./(%"&(".'5?.,@(;"&'&(;5<<("&(&,>(A$BC(

%

%

%

%

I0B%:652%07%,2(%+C=%>0(+%,2(%0/+('-('%+((%),%,2.+%,.:(;%%N.?2,*=%+2)>(%,2(%A)',%07%

,2(%+C=%,2(%0/+('-('%+((+D%

%

%

%

%
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&'%()*+%,-./+.0%)1%234%5.+236%7+424',%3.81%.%,.(%3.9%/)'4%:(6%.',%,+.;%234%):94+<4+%

.',%3-9%3)+-=)'%./.-'6%23-9%2-04%-'%>)8)+4,%74'>-8?%

%

@);%0*>3%)1%234%9A(%,)49%234%):94+<4+%944%.2%23-9%2-04B%%C-/328(%93.,4%234%7.+2%)1%

234%9A(%234%):94+<4+%9449%-'%>)8)+4,%74'>-8?%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

D+4%.88%92.+9%<-9-:84%2)%.'%):94+<4+%.2%-'24+04,-.24%8.2-2*,4%)<4+%234%>)*+94%)1%E!%

3)*+96%)+%.+4%234+4%9)04%92.+9%34%>.'%'4<4+%944B%%F94%()*+%,-./+.0%2)%4G78.-'%;3.2%

1+.>2-)'%)1%234%9A(%-9%<-9-:84%-'%.%E!"3)*+%74+-),%.2%23-9%8)>.2-)'?%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

!"##$%&'&()*+",-.&/(-***********************************************0*************************************************************************************************************************************************
*

!12**H3.2%93.74%,)49%234%I*'J9%7.23%.774.+%2)%0.A4%23+)*/3%234%9A(B%%K9%23-9%

>)'9-924'2%;-23%()*+%):94+<.2-)'9%1+)0%D>2-<-2(%LB%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%
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!"#$%&'()(*(+$$&#'#,-&(./(%"&(012(!"!#
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Appendix B

Astronomy and Earth Science Assessment

For our quantitative analysis of the effectiveness of HoS astronomy

compared to traditional Astro101 courses, we utilize assessment questions

developed by the MOSART group, at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for

Astrophysics. These assessments consist of distractor-driven multiple-choice

questions, which are designed to include common misunderstandings on the

concept being tested, in the language of the students. By including attractive

distractors, these assessment questions provide a good means of differentiat-

ing students’ underlying ideas, as opposed to merely choosing the answer that

they would expect the instructor to want.

As described in §4.3, we utilize questions from the astronomy, Earth

science, and physical science assessments covering content from grades K–

4 and 5–8. (Note that the astronomy assessments are commonly referred

to as the Astronomy and Space Science Concept Inventory, or ASSCI. See

Sadler et al. 2010.) The questions included in each of these assessments

were developed based on the NRC standards and AAAS Benchmarks, thus

representing content broadly expected to be covered nationally in those grades.

In this appendix, we include the 40 assessment questions that we administered
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to both HoS and Astro101 classes to test the knowledge represented in the

fourth semester HoS course. As described in §4.4.1, we only utilize a subset of

27 of these questions, which assess content areas that are actually covered in

the HoS curriculum. In the second column of the table, we present the question

number for these 27 questions, which corresponds to question numbering in

figures throughout §4.4.3. In the third column, we include the MOSART test

and question number. Within this numbering system, the 600-series represents

the astronomy assessments, the 700-series is the physical science assessments,

and the 800-series designates questions from the Earth science assessments.

The second digit of the test number denotes the grade level, with 1 representing

K–4 content, and 2 representing questions including grades 5–8 content. The

last digit represents the test form, where we have always administered test

version 1. For example, a question from test number 621 is from the grades

5–8 astronomy assessment, form 1.

For each question, the correct answer is in bold. In addition to the

questions themselves, we present the average pre- and post-test responses for

both HoS and Astro101. We also include the averages presented by MOSART

during the assessment validation testing, which are nationally representative

samples of students from both public and private U.S. schools (N∼ 800). For

K–4 content, responses here are from students in grade 5, who are expected

to have covered all of that content previously. For grade 5–8 content, students

were tested during grades 6–8.
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Table 10. 40-Question Astronomy & Earth Science Assessment

Q HoS MOSART 〈HoS〉 〈AST〉 MOSART

No. Q No. Q No. Question Pre Post Pre Post Post

1 Q1 611-1 About what time of year would you have the most

daylight?

a. The first day of Spring 0.17 0.05 0.10 0.13 0.24

b. The first day of Summer 0.68 0.93 0.74 0.73 0.60

c. The first day of Fall 0.03 0.02 0.09 0.05 < 0.10

d. The first day of Winter 0.05 0.00 0.04 0.03 < 0.10

e. The length of daylight is the same all year 0.07 0.00 0.03 0.04 < 0.10

2 Q2 611-2 Isabella looks outside and sees a full Moon. When

should she look if she wants to see that it is full

again?

a. Three days 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 < 0.10

b. About two weeks 0.17 0.03 0.11 0.07 0.21

c. About one month 0.83 0.97 0.87 0.89 0.47

d. One year 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 < 0.10

e. Nobody knows because it changes often 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 < 0.10

3 · · · 611-3 Imagine Earth had no air, rain, or clouds. What

would the temperatures be like during the night?

a. Temperatures at night would be the same. 0.17 0.28 0.08 0.04 < 0.10

b. The night would get much hotter. 0.23 0.15 0.29 0.21 0.40

c. The night would get much colder. 0.55 0.55 0.58 0.69 0.35

d. The night would only warm up at the North

and South Poles. 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.01 < 0.10

e. There would not be any night. 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.02 < 0.10
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Table 10—Continued

Q HoS MOSART 〈HoS〉 〈AST〉 MOSART

No. Q No. Q No. Question Pre Post Pre Post Post

4 Q3 611-4 Steve’s bedroom window faces east. He woke up because

the rising Sun was shining on him in bed. If Steve was

in bed at sunset, would the setting Sun shine on him

through the same window?

a. No. The setting Sun could not shine through

the same window. 0.38 0.43 0.44 0.43 0.33

b. No. But the rising Sun will shine on him every clear

morning. 0.53 0.55 0.54 0.51 0.37

c. Yes. The setting Sun will shine through the window

exactly as it did when it rose. 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.01 < 0.10

d. Yes. But the Sun will be near the left edge of the

window. 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 < 0.10

e. Yes. But the Sun will be near the right edge of the

window. 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 < 0.10

5 Q4 611-5 Which of the following best shows how the Sun moves

over the course of a day?

a. A 0.03 0.00 0.04 0.04 < 0.10

b. B 0.02 0.02 0.08 0.04 < 0.10

c. C 0.68 0.83 0.39 0.53 0.42

d. D 0.22 0.15 0.37 0.35 0.35

e. The path of the Sun cannot be predicted 0.05 0.00 0.11 0.02 < 0.10
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Table 10—Continued

Q HoS MOSART 〈HoS〉 〈AST〉 MOSART

No. Q No. Q No. Question Pre Post Pre Post Post

6 · · · 611-6 Julia is sitting outside on a clear, dark night a few

hours after sunset. Which direction in the sky must she

look to be able to see stars?

a. She will only see stars directly overhead. 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.06 0.12

b. She must look in the direction the Sun rises. 0.28 0.13 0.31 0.27 0.19

c. She must look where the Sun set. 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.11

d. She must look along the horizon. 0.02 0.08 0.04 0.04 < 0.10

e. She can look anywhere in the sky to see stars. 0.58 0.70 0.53 0.57 0.48

7 Q5 611-8 You are outside on a clear night. You look overhead

and see a bright star. If you looked overhead three

hours later, you would expect to see:

a. The star in the same place. 0.23 0.15 0.13 0.14 < 0.10

b. The star farther east. 0.22 0.10 0.18 0.19 > 0.20

c. The star farther west. 0.43 0.73 0.61 0.62 0.32

d. The star would be no longer visible. 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.01 < 0.10

e. It is impossible to know. 0.05 0.00 0.02 0.03 > 0.20

8 · · · 611-10 On a dark moonless night far from any bright lights,

how do the stars appear to be spread across the sky?

a. In circular patterns. 0.07 0.23 0.11 0.06 < 0.10

b. In square patterns. 0.05 0.00 0.02 0.01 < 0.10

c. In triangular patterns. 0.02 0.00 0.05 0.02 < 0.10

d. In other patterns (rectangles, spirals). 0.13 0.12 0.08 0.08 < 0.10

e. Scattered unevenly. 0.73 0.65 0.73 0.81 0.67
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Table 10—Continued

Q HoS MOSART 〈HoS〉 〈AST〉 MOSART

No. Q No. Q No. Question Pre Post Pre Post Post

9 Q6 611-11 One evening Nicholas looked up at the sky and noticed

the positions of the Moon, some stars, and a cloud.

Think about the distance to the Moon, stars, and clouds.

Which picture best shows the order of these objects?

a. The stars are in front of the cloud and the cloud is

blocking the Moon. 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 < 0.10

b. The Moon is in front of the cloud and the cloud is

blocking the stars. 0.03 0.02 0.08 0.04 < 0.10

c. The cloud is in front of the Moon; the stars are in

front of the Moon. 0.35 0.10 0.04 0.03 ∼ 0.20

d. The cloud is in front of the Moon; the Moon

is blocking the stars. 0.55 0.82 0.84 0.88 0.42

e. The Moon is in front of the stars; the stars are in

front of the cloud. 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 ∼ 0.20
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Table 10—Continued

Q HoS MOSART 〈HoS〉 〈AST〉 MOSART

No. Q No. Q No. Question Pre Post Pre Post Post

10 Q7 611-12 As your eyes adjust to the darkness outside, you are

able to see many stars overhead in the night sky. Which

one of the following do you think you would see?

a. The stars are all the same brightness. 0.02 0.05 0.01 0.01 ∼ 0.10

b. Stars can be found which are very bright,

very dim, and everything in between. 0.93 0.88 0.91 0.93 0.54

c. There is only one very bright star; all the rest are

equally dim. 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 ∼ 0.10

d. Stars fall into only two classes, very bright or very

dim. 0.05 0.02 0.06 0.05 ∼ 0.10

e. It is impossible to compare the brightness of stars. 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.01 ∼ 0.10

11 Q8 611-13 At what time of night should you try to see the North

Star?

a. Early in the evening. 0.07 0.03 0.11 0.09 < 0.10

b. At midnight. 0.20 0.15 0.19 0.28 0.40

c. A few hours before sunrise. 0.17 0.02 0.12 0.11 < 0.10

d. Any time of night. 0.55 0.78 0.57 0.49 0.34

e. Never. 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 < 0.10
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Table 10—Continued

Q HoS MOSART 〈HoS〉 〈AST〉 MOSART

No. Q No. Q No. Question Pre Post Pre Post Post

12 Q9 621-1 How many planets have orbits between Earth and the

Sun?

a. None; Earth is the closest planet to the Sun. 0.12 0.00 0.02 0.01 ∼ 0.10

b. 1 0.07 0.05 0.11 0.09 ∼ 0.10

c. 2 0.65 0.72 0.72 0.84 0.52

d. 3 0.13 0.18 0.12 0.03 ∼ 0.10

e. More than three planets. 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01 ∼ 0.10

13 Q10 621-2 An eclipse of the Moon can only occur:

a. When the Moon passes between Earth and the Sun. 0.48 0.18 0.37 0.30 0.53

b. When the Sun passes between Earth and the Moon. 0.12 0.02 0.10 0.03 0.14

c. When Earth passes between the Sun and the

Moon. 0.32 0.78 0.49 0.64 0.22

d. When the Moon is closest to Earth. 0.07 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.07

e. When the moon is farthest from Earth. 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.04

14 Q11 621-3 Calcutta, India, is halfway around the Earth east of

Chicago. If it is noon in Chicago, in Calcutta it would

be about:

a. Sunrise 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02 < 0.11

b. Sunset 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.03 < 0.11

c. Noon 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.02 < 0.11

d. Midnight 0.83 0.93 0.81 0.88 0.64

e. Noon the next day. 0.08 0.00 0.07 0.03 < 0.11
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Table 10—Continued

Q HoS MOSART 〈HoS〉 〈AST〉 MOSART

No. Q No. Q No. Question Pre Post Pre Post Post

15 · · · 621-4 Imagine that the Moon suddenly disappeared. What

would happen to the tides in Earth’s oceans?

a. The tides would be the same as before the Moon

disappeared. 0.03 0.07 0.02 0.02 ∼ 0.10

b. There would only be smaller tides caused by

the Sun. 0.07 0.10 0.22 0.59 0.16

c. There would be a permanent low tide everywhere. 0.13 0.08 0.12 0.09 ∼ 0.10

d. There would be a permanent high tide everywhere. 0.03 0.00 0.06 0.03 ∼ 0.10

e. There would be no tides. 0.73 0.75 0.57 0.27 0.45

16 Q12 621-5 Of the days below, which has more hours of daylight in

Denver?

a. June 21 0.50 0.68 0.47 0.53 0.29

b. July 21 0.22 0.20 0.27 0.31 > 0.20

c. August 21 0.03 0.05 0.17 0.04 > 0.10

d. September 21 0.07 0.00 0.06 0.06 > 0.10

e. All dates are the same 0.18 0.07 0.03 0.05 > 0.20
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Table 10—Continued

Q HoS MOSART 〈HoS〉 〈AST〉 MOSART

No. Q No. Q No. Question Pre Post Pre Post Post

17 Q13 621-6 Which answer shows the most accurate pattern of the

three objects in order from closest object to Earth

to farthest from Earth?

a. Center of Milky Way → Andromeda galaxy → North

Star 0.13 0.03 0.09 0.09 ∼ 0.10

b. Center of Milky Way → North Star → Andromeda

galaxy 0.08 0.18 0.18 0.11 ∼ 0.10

c. Andromeda galaxy → North Star → center of Milky

Way 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.27

d. North Star → Andromeda galaxy → center of Milky

Way 0.15 0.15 0.13 0.08 ∼ 0.10

e. North Star → center of Milky Way →

Andromeda galaxy 0.55 0.57 0.53 0.65 0.36

18 Q14 621-7 How far away is the closest star to us beyond our Sun?

a. About the same distance as the Sun. 0.10 0.02 0.01 0.02 > 0.10

b. Ten times farther. 0.07 0.07 0.11 0.13 > 0.10

c. One hundred times farther. 0.23 0.15 0.20 0.28 > 0.10

d. One thousand times farther. 0.20 0.25 0.25 0.26 > 0.10

e. More than a thousand times farther. 0.40 0.52 0.43 0.30 0.32
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Table 10—Continued

Q HoS MOSART 〈HoS〉 〈AST〉 MOSART

No. Q No. Q No. Question Pre Post Pre Post Post

19 Q15 621-8 As Earth and Mars move they:

a. Exchange positions with one another. 0.10 0.03 0.07 0.05 ∼ 0.10

b. Both get farther from the Sun than Jupiter. 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.03 ∼ 0.10

c. Move randomly through the solar system. 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02 ∼ 0.10

d. Travel around the Sun with Earth always

closer. 0.83 0.90 0.85 0.88 0.54

e. This isn’t a good question because planets don’t

move. 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.01 ∼ 0.10

20 Q16 621-9 How long does it take for Earth to turn once on its

axis?

a. One day. 0.62 0.83 0.79 0.85 0.60

b. One week. 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 < 0.10

c. One month. 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.03 < 0.10

d. One year. 0.38 0.17 0.15 0.09 0.23

e. It never happens. 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 < 0.10

21 Q17 621-10 Our solar system contains?

a. One average star 0.28 0.90 0.61 0.75 0.32

b. Several stars spread over across space 0.57 0.05 0.27 0.17 0.50

c. One older, dimmer star, and one younger, brighter

star 0.05 0.00 0.06 0.03 < 0.10

d. Three stars 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.01 < 0.10

e. No stars 0.07 0.02 0.03 0.02 < 0.10
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Table 10—Continued

Q HoS MOSART 〈HoS〉 〈AST〉 MOSART

No. Q No. Q No. Question Pre Post Pre Post Post

22 · · · 621-11 You go outside one night and see the pattern of

stars in the southern sky shown below.

Which of the views below shows how the stars would

look 6 hours later?

a. A 0.50 0.55 0.34 0.35 0.40

b. B 0.23 0.15 0.26 0.27 0.20

c. C 0.03 0.03 0.13 0.11 0.19

d. D 0.13 0.22 0.20 0.19 < 0.10

e. E 0.10 0.05 0.07 0.05 < 0.10

23 · · · 621-12 If the Sun stopped shining right now, the soonest it

could be noticed on Earth would be:

a. A few seconds. 0.33 0.28 0.29 0.23 < 0.20

b. A few minutes. 0.23 0.27 0.36 0.54 0.25

c. A few hours. 0.20 0.05 0.08 0.05 < 0.20

d. A few days. 0.05 0.08 0.10 0.04 < 0.20

e. A few years. 0.18 0.32 0.17 0.12 < 0.20
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Table 10—Continued

Q HoS MOSART 〈HoS〉 〈AST〉 MOSART

No. Q No. Q No. Question Pre Post Pre Post Post

24 Q18 621-13 Which answer shows the most accurate pattern of the

three objects in order from closest object to Earth

to farthest from Earth?

a. Space shuttle in orbit → Stars → Pluto 0.40 0.13 0.19 0.13 < 0.15

b. Pluto → Space shuttle in orbit → Stars 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 < 0.15

c. Stars → Space shuttle in orbit → Pluto 0.08 0.00 0.05 0.05 < 0.15

d. Stars → Pluto → Space shuttle in orbit 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 < 0.15

e. Space shuttle in orbit → Pluto → Stars 0.50 0.85 0.73 0.77 0.43

25 Q19 621-14 How long does it take for the Moon to go around the

Sun?

a. One day. 0.03 0.02 0.08 0.03 < 0.10

b. One week. 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 < 0.10

c. One month. 0.27 0.08 0.15 0.10 0.15

d. One year. 0.52 0.62 0.60 0.76 0.37

e. It never happens. 0.18 0.28 0.16 0.09 0.29
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Table 10—Continued

Q HoS MOSART 〈HoS〉 〈AST〉 MOSART

No. Q No. Q No. Question Pre Post Pre Post Post

26 Q20 621-15 If you could look down from space at Earth from far

above its north pole, the Sun and Moon would be in

the directions shown by the arrows in the picture

below. What would the Moon look like to a person

on Earth facing the Moon?

a. A 0.22 0.83 0.23 0.22 0.18

b. B 0.32 0.07 0.25 0.28 0.34

c. C 0.30 0.10 0.42 0.41 0.25

d. D 0.12 0.00 0.05 0.04 0.18

e. E 0.05 0.00 0.04 0.03 0.07
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Q HoS MOSART 〈HoS〉 〈AST〉 MOSART

No. Q No. Q No. Question Pre Post Pre Post Post

27 Q21 711-16 If you place a drinking straw in a glass filled halfway

with water, the straw looks like it is in two pieces

(see picture).

This is because water:

a. changes the direction of light off the straw. 0.77 0.90 0.78 0.86 0.44

b. reflects some light back into the straw. 0.22 0.08 0.16 0.10 0.28

c. increases the amount of light off the straw. 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 < 0.15

d. actually bends the straw. 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 < 0.15

e. dissolves light off the straw. 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.01 < 0.15
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Q HoS MOSART 〈HoS〉 〈AST〉 MOSART

No. Q No. Q No. Question Pre Post Pre Post Post

28 Q22 721-9 Look at the set up below. It shows a fish tank filled

with water; the sides and bottom of the tank are all

clear glass. If a red laser pointer were aimed into

the tank as shown, at which lettered point do you think

the laser beam would hit the glass?

a. A 0.05 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.09

b. B 0.20 0.22 0.07 0.04 0.16

c. C 0.18 0.18 0.11 0.11 0.30

d. D 0.20 0.05 0.19 0.21 0.30

e. E 0.37 0.55 0.61 0.59 0.15
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Q HoS MOSART 〈HoS〉 〈AST〉 MOSART

No. Q No. Q No. Question Pre Post Pre Post Post

29 Q23 721-17 Zahra is sitting in her backyard, looking at a tree. With

which of the following statements about how she is able

to see a tree do you agree?

a. Light from her eye reaches the tree and she sees

the tree. 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.14

b. Light from the Sun reaches the tree and

then her eye and she sees the tree. 0.72 0.93 0.75 0.83 0.54

c. Light from the Sun reaches her eye and she sees

the tree. 0.17 0.03 0.12 0.10 0.12

d. Light from her eye reaches the Sun and then the

tree and she sees the tree. 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.01 0.12

e. Light from the tree reaches the Sun and then her

eye and she sees the tree. 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.06
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No. Q No. Q No. Question Pre Post Pre Post Post

30 · · · 811-3 One spring day the hottest temperature in the U.S.

was 90◦F. What was the weather like at the place

where is was 90◦F?

a. It was sunny. 0.08 0.17 0.14 0.11 0.31

b. It was very humid. 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.14

c. There was no wind. 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.05

d. More than one of the above was true. 0.38 0.18 0.17 0.22 0.39

e. More information is needed. 0.52 0.65 0.59 0.62 0.11

31 · · · 811-6 Jane and Katherine have identical thermometers next

door to each other. Katherine’s thermometer usually

registers a higher temperature than Jane’s. What

would most likely explain this difference?

a. It rains in Katherine’s yard more frequently than

in Jane’s. 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.08

b. Jane’s thermometer is more accurate than

Katherine’s. 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.13

c. Jane’s thermometer is wrong. 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.11

d. Jane’s yard is uphill form Katherine’s. 0.07 0.00 0.14 0.08 0.16

e. The two thermometers get different

amounts of sunlight. 0.92 0.98 0.82 0.88 0.53
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32 · · · 811-12 Below is a graph of the temperature for four days.

Which day was most likely cloudy?

a. Monday 0.03 0.00 0.04 0.02 0.11

b. Tuesday 0.03 0.05 0.11 0.05 0.20

c. Wednesday 0.83 0.87 0.73 0.79 0.29

d. Thursday 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.12

e. It is impossible to tell 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.29

33 Q24 811-14 What happens as summer changes to fall?

a. The days get longer. 0.08 0.02 0.06 0.08 0.29

b. The days get warmer. 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 < 0.10

c. The nights get longer. 0.92 0.97 0.85 0.86 0.56

d. The nights get warmer. 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.01 < 0.10

e. It is less windy. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10
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34 Q25 821-7 Which is always true about a day when there are

strong winds?

a. There are lots of clouds. 0.05 0.00 0.06 0.03 < 0.10

b. The air temperature is low. 0.12 0.07 0.09 0.10 < 0.10

c. It is raining. 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 < 0.10

d. The air is moving. 0.82 0.90 0.75 0.77 0.55

e. All of the above. 0.02 0.03 0.09 0.07 0.25

35 · · · 821-11 The graphs below show the air temperature readings

for five different days. On which day was the sky

most likely covered by clouds daytime and nighttime?259
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Q HoS MOSART 〈HoS〉 〈AST〉 MOSART
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a. A 0.93 0.98 0.82 0.89 0.58

b. B 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.02 0.12

c. C 0.05 0.02 0.06 0.03 0.07

d. D 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.10

e. E 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.12

36 · · · 821-15 Scientists think Earths moon formed when:

a. Earth formed. 0.13 0.03 0.09 0.18 0.10

b. a piece of Earth spun off into space. 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.27

c. Earth captured a large object as it tried to pass by. 0.42 0.65 0.36 0.32 0.24

d. Earth and a large object collided. 0.13 0.10 0.32 0.30 0.16

e. It is impossible to know. 0.13 0.05 0.07 0.03 0.23

37 Q26 821-16 Which of the following is not part of the water cycle?

a. Snow falling from clouds. 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.03 < 0.10

b. Water evaporating from the ocean. 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.01 < 0.10

c. Water absorbed by plants. 0.25 0.33 0.31 0.27 0.29

d. Water in the ground. 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.07 < 0.10

e. All of the above are part of the water cycle. 0.70 0.63 0.55 0.61 0.43
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38 · · · 821-21 The graphs below show the highest air temperature

reading every day for one year at five different locations.

Which graph most likely is for a town in the middle of a

large continent?

a. A 0.25 0.27 0.20 0.21 0.26

b. B 0.53 0.65 0.54 0.58 0.50

c. C 0.07 0.00 0.10 0.10 < 0.10

d. D 0.12 0.03 0.12 0.06 < 0.10

e. E 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.03 < 0.10
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39 · · · 821-23 Scientists think that compared to today, in the past

Earths climate has:

a. always been the same. 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.02 < 0.10

b. cooled only during the Ice Age. 0.05 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.32

c. warmed and cooled many times. 0.68 0.68 0.77 0.81 0.18

d. warmed only since humans started burning fossil

fuels. 0.25 0.27 0.14 0.11 0.33

e. been much less stormy. 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.01 < 0.10

40 Q27 821-25 If you were flying inside a puffy looking cloud, you

would see:

a. smoke. 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.02 < 0.10

b. fog. 0.82 0.88 0.82 0.83 0.72

c. dust. 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.08 < 0.10

d. cotton. 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 < 0.10

e. All of the above are possible 0.08 0.07 0.10 0.06 0.15

Note. — Col. (1): Question Order during assessment administration. Col (2): Question Numbers for subset of questions

taught in HoS curriculum. Col (3): MOSART test and question designation. Col (4): Question. Col (5): Average HoS pre-test

score, by answer. Col (6): Average HoS post-test score, by answer. Col (5): Average AST pre-test score, by answer. Col (5):

Average AST post-test score, by answer.
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